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280.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that HV soldiers were

present in BiH at the behest of Croatia.f" It argues that the Trial Chamber did not only rely on
evidence of HV officers' presence in the HVO to find that Croatia appointed HV officers within the
HVO but also on other evidence, including Stojic's own correspondence to Susak, showing that
members of the HVO Main Staff leadership were simultaneously HV officers. 852 The Prosecution
also avers that the Trial Chamber reasonably rejected the argument that HV soldiers involved in
BiH were volunteers, finding that they were only characterised as such for the express purpose of
hiding Croatia's involvement. 853 According to the Prosecution, the question of whether HV soldiers
were able to voluntarily join either the HVO or the ABiH is irrelevant.P"
281.

The Prosecution avers that Prlic, Stojic, and Petko vic fail to show why the Trial Chamber's

reliance upon the testimony of Ribicic or the rejection of the claim that Defence Minister Susak met
with the HVO military leadership in his personal capacity, were unreasonable.P'' According to the
Prosecution, the Trial Chamber correctly interpreted and relied upon Biskic's testimony and other
evidence (most notably the transcripts of a meeting held on 24 April 1993 in Zagreb, between
among others, President Tudman of Croatia, President Izetbegovic of BiR, Mate Boban, President
of HZ(R) H-B, and Lord David Owen, Co-Chairman of the International Conference on the Fonner
Yugoslavia ("ICFY")) to establish that the HV and the leadership of the HZ(R) R-B met to plan
military operations.F? Regarding the claim that Beneta did not testify that HV commanders issued
orders to HVO units, the Prosecution points to his evidence that HV officer Luka Dzanko issued an
attack order for, and personally commanded, a joint HV/HVO operation, which, according to the
Prosecution, the Trial Chamber considered.f'" The Prosecution also refutes the challenges to
Galbraith's testimony regarding the appointment of officers, which, according to the Prosecution,
was both well-corroborated and based on the witness's particular experience as United States
Ambassador to Croatia. 858 Further, the Prosecution responds that Prlic's and Petkovic's mere

Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 383-384; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 16.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 383-384, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 547 &
fn. 1133, referring to, inter alia, Exs. P10336, P03957.
853 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 16.
854 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 17; Prosecution's Response (Petkovic), para. 293.
855 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 416; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 385; Prosecution's
Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 291.
856 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 416. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 385,
Afpeal Hearing, AT. 205-207 (20 Mar 2017).
85 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 416; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 385; Prosecution's
Response Brief (Praljak), para. 18. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 291.
858 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 415; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 15. Regarding the
challenge to Galbraith, the Prosecution argues that his testimony was based on his official interactions with Croatian
authorities in his capacity as United States Ambassador to Croatia, and was corroborated by other evidence.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 415; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 15. See infra, para. 288.
851
852
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assertions that the Trial Chamber relied exclusively on adjudicated facts (and on Ribicic's
testimony, in Prlic's case) demonstrates no error and is belied by other evidence.859
(ii) Analysis
282.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber recalls its jurisprudence that in order for acts of a'

military group to be attributed to a State, the Overall Control Test requires proof that "the State
wields overall control over the group, not only by equipping and financing the group, but also by
co-ordinating or helping in the general planning of its military activity".86o Indeed, the Overall
Control Test "calls for an assessment of all the elements of control taken as a whole, and a
determination to be made on that basis as to whether there was the required degree of control".861
283.

The Trial Chamber found that Croatia wielded overall control over the HVO and that such

control manifested itself in several ways.862 Specifically, the Trial Chamber relied on evidence that:
(1) HV officers were placed within the HVO;863 (2) the HV and the HVO jointly directed military

operations.I'" (3) the HV sent reports on its activities to the Croatian authorities and/or the HVO;865
(4) there was logistical support from Croatia, including financial support, dispatching of arms and
materiel, and assistance in the form of training and expertise;866 and (5) Croatia wielded political
influence over the HVO and the HZ(R) H-B authorities. 867
284.

Contrary to the Appellants' suggestions, the Trial Chamber did not need to find that the HV

maintained the ultimate decision-making authority and command over each and every military
operation conducted or planned by the HVO on BiH territory, or that HV troops were present and
participated in every single operation undertaken by the HVO against the ABiH. 868 Nor was it
necessary, as Praljak argues, for the Trial Chamber to concretely identify when and where the HV
participated in the planning of specific military operations by the HVO. 869 Further, the
Appeals Chamber finds that Pusic's argument, that the presence of HV troops in BiH was not

859 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 416; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 291. The Prosecution
responds to CoriC's arguments regarding Croatia also providing HV material and financial assistance to the ABiH by
stating that this happened during times or in areas other than those subject of the Indictment. Appeal Hearing, AT. 657
(24 Mar 2017).
860 Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 131. See also Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 130, 137-138,145.
861 Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, para. 145. See also Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 371 (upholding the
Trial Chamber's decision to consider "a multitude of factors when making its analysis" regarding the planning,
co-ordination, and organisation of the activities of the HVO).
862 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-568.
863 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 546-548 and references cited therein.
864 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 549-552 and references cited therein.
865 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 553 and references cited therein.
866 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 554-559 and references cited therein.
867 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 560-566 and references cited therein.
868 Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 137. See Trial Judgement.Vol. 1, para. 86.
869 Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 137. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-553.
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sufficient for overall control to be established, is not inconsistent with the challenged finding. This
was only one factor considered by the Trial Chamber in reaching its finding. 87o In this regard, the
Appeals Chamber considers Pusic's argument that Tudman himself was not aware of the HVO's
operations in BiH as unsubstantiated and dismisses it accordingly. For the foregoing reasons, the
Appeals Chamber considers that the Appellants have failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact,
based on the evidence as a whole, could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber
and thus dismisses their arguments.
285.

Turning to Prlic's, Stojic's, and Praljak's reliance on the Kordic and Cerke:

Appeal Judgement to argue that the Trial Chamber erred in inferring that the HV members were in
BiH on the direct order of Croatia because of HV officers' presence there and because some HV
members were in the service of the HVO, the Appeals Chamber recalls that in the Kordic and

Cerke: case, it was merely considering the reliance on certain evidence in that case. 871 The mere
reference to a conclusion in a different appeal judgement concerning an alleged error does not show
that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber did in
the present case, based on the evidence adduced at trial. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber
dismisses this contention. Additionally, contrary to Prlic's Stojics, and Praljak's arguments, the
Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber in this case did not only rely on the presence of the
HV personnel integrated into the HVO to find that Croatia had overall control of the HVO but on
various factors. 872 Specifically, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber considered
evidence showing that: (1) high-ranking HV officers, such as Praljak and Petkovic, were sent by
Croatia to join the ranks of the HVO; (2) the HV and HVO jointly directed military operationsr'"
(3) the HVO dispatched reports concerning its activities to the Croatian authorities; (4) Croatia
provided logistical support to the HVO; and (5) Croatia exercised political influence over the HVO
and the HZ(R) H_B. 874 The Appeals Chamber thus dismisses this argument as a misrepresentation
of the factual findings. 875

870

'

See supra, para. 283. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-568.
871 Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 359 (referring to the content of HVO orders). In that context, the
Appeals Chamber in Kordic and Cerke: held that "[t]he fact that members of the HV were in the service of the HVO
does not imply without doubt that they were there on the direct order of Croatia". Kordic and Cerke;
Afpeal Judgement, para. 359.
87 See supra, para. 283.
873 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 549-552.
874 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-567 and references cited therein. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, fn. 1130,
referring to, inter alia, Ex. P00332 (referred to by Stojic); Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, fn. 1133 referring, inter alia, to
Exs. P10336, P03957 (correspondence from Stojic to Susak showing that members of the HVO Main Staff leadership
were simultaneously HVO officers).
875 To the extent that Stojic argues that direct evidence is required to prove Croatia's overall control of the HVO, the
Appeals Chamber dismisses this argument as being based on an erroneous understanding of the jurisprudence.
See Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 308; CelebiCi Appeal Judgement, para. 47; Aleksovski Appeal
Judgement, paras 144-146; Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 131, 137.
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286.

Turning to Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's challenges to the Trial Chamber's

assessment of the testimonies of Ribicic, Biskic, and Beneta on which the Trial Chamber relied to
find that the HV and the HVO jointly directed military operations.t" the Appeals Chamber
considers their challenges amount to disagreements with the Trial Chamber's evidentiary
assessments. As such the Appeals Chamber dismisses their arguments as a mere assertion that the
Trial Chamber failed to interpret evidence in a particular way. Regarding Stojic's specific argument
that Ribicic's testimony exceeded the scope of his expertise, the Appeals Chamber recalls its
jurisprudence that "it is for the Trial Chamber to accept or reject, in whole or in part, the
contribution of an expert witness" and that "a Trial Chamber's decision with respect to evaluation
of evidence received pursuant to Rule 94 his of the Rules is a discretionary one".877 The
Appeals Chamber observes that Stojic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber abused its
discretion when relying on Ribicic, a constitutional law expert and "expert on the genesis of
constitutional systems in the territory of the former Yugoslavia",878 and his evidence on the
establishment of the armed forces of HZ H-B and their relationship with neighbouring Croatia,879 to
find that the HZ(R) H-B co-ordinated its military activities with Croatia. 88G In any event, the
Appeals Chamber observes that Ribicic's testimony was only one of several pieces of evidence
relied upon by the Trial Chamber to find that the HV and the HVO jointly directed military
operations. 881 Stojic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the
remaining evidence. This argument is therefore dismissed.
287.

Further, with regard to Beneta's testimony, the Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic,

Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic misconstrue the relevant finding. In particular, the Trial Chamber
found, based on evidence other than - but consistent with - his testimony,882 that commanding
officers of the HV issued orders to the units of the HVO for certain military operations, implying
that operational control for other HVO activities remained in the hands of the HVO. 883 It thus
rejects this argument. As to Prlic's contention that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on
adjudicated facts, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber merely: referred to one

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 549-552 & fns 1138-1140, 1145 and references cited therein.
Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 58.
878 See Ex. P08973, p. 2; Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, fn. 1138.
879 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, fn. 1139, referring to Ex. P08973, p. 25 (stating that several provisions of the Decree on
the Armed Forces of the HZ H-B, adopted by the Presidency of the HZ H-B on 3 July 1992, establishing the armed
forces of the HZ H-B, indicated that the HZ H-B acted as an autonomous and sovereign state, separate from BiH, and
with respect to the armed forces, it co-ordinated its activities with Croatia, and they formed the basis for financial,
Eersonnel, and other assistance from Croatia to the HVO).
80 See TrialJudgement, Vol. 3, para. 549 & fn. 1139.
881 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 549-552 and references cited therein.
882 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 550 & fn. 1140, referring to Exs. P03048, p. 3, P07055.
883 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 550 & fn. 1140, referring to Ivan Beneta, T(F). 46632, 46634, 46639, 46656
(10 Nov 2009).
876
877
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Adjudicated Fact as a further reference'f" and thus considers that Prlic has failed to show that no
reasonable trier of fact, based on the remaining evidence.t'" could have reached the same
conclusion as the Trial Chamber.
288.

As to Prlic's and Praljak's arguments that the testimony of Galbraith was insufficient to find

that officers from the HV were sent by Croatia to join the ranks of the HVO, and that the HV
wielded overall control over the HVO, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber did
not solely rely on Galbraith's testimony to make these findings but also on other pieces of evidence
that showed the presence of HV officers on BiH territory and their integration into the HVO
command structure.f" The Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic and Praljak have failed to demonstrate
that no reasonable trier of fact, based on this evidence, could have reached the same conclusion as
the Trial Chamber. Further, with regard to their challenges to Galbraith's credibility and the
Trial Chamber's assessment of his testimony, they have failed to show that the Trial Chamber
abused its discretion. 887 Consequently, the Appeals Chamber will not disturb the Trial Chamber's
assessment of that witness's credibility and the probative value of his testimony.i''" It thus dismisses
their arguments.
289.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Appellants have failed to show

an error in the Trial Chamber's conclusion that Croatia, through the HV, had overall control over
the HVO through its involvement in the organisation, co-ordination, and planning of the HVO's
military operations. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 19.3,
Stojic's sub-ground of appeal 54.2 in part, Praljak's sub-grounds of appeal 1.3 in part and 1.4 in
part, Petkovic's sub-grounds 7.1.1 in part and 7.1.5 in part, CoriC's sub-ground of appeal 3.1 in part,
and Pusic's ground of appeal 7 in part.
(c) Other challenges - shared military reports (StojiC's Sub-ground 54.2, Praljak's Sub-ground
1.3, and Petkovic's Sub-ground 7.1.5, all in part)
(i) Arguments of the Parties
290.

Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic object to the Trial Chamber's reliance on the HV's and the

HVO's sharing of military reports in support of its finding of Croatia's overall control over the

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, fn. 1139.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 549-552 and references cited therein.
886 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 546-548 and references cited therein.
887 See Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 131-132. See also supra, paras 215-218.
888 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 546-547 & fn. 1132. The Appeals Chamber further considers 'that Prlic, Stojic,
Praljak, Petkovic, and Corie fail to demonstrate that the provision of HV logistical and other support to the ABiH
against their common enemy, the Bosnian Serbs, undermines or is incompatible with the finding that through the HV,
Croatia exercised overall control over the HVO.
884
885
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HVO. 889 Stojic argues that the Trial Chamber failed to analyse the purpose of these reports from the
HVO to the HV, which were mostly requests for logistical assistance.F" Stojic also asserts that the
military reports involved co-ordination against the common "Serbian threat", rather than the
conflict with the ABiH. 891 Praljak in particular states that any exchange of communications between
the HV and HVO was attributable to the geographical proximity of the two armies and the historical
connection of their people. 892
291.

Like Stojic and Praljak, Petkovic concedes that HVO reports were sent to the Croatian

authorities, but points out that the HVO chose the topics of the shared reports, which is inconsistent
with the Trial Chamber's finding concerning Croatia's control over the HVO. 893 Petkovic also
contests the Trial Chamber's reliance on: (1) the order from the Croatian Ministry of Defence to the
Head of the Defence Department of the HZ(R) H-B to provide more information.Y" (2) the internal
HVO report mentioning Susak's order for the reorganisation of HVO logistical operations.F" as
well as (3) the testimony of Witness Josip Manolic, a high-level Croatian political officia1.896 This
evidence, in Petkovic's view, does not support a finding of overall contro1.897
292.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak fails to demonstrate how the existence of historical

links between Croatia and the Bosnian Croats and common enemies undermines the finding of
Croatia's overall control over the HVO. 898 The Prosecution further argues that the claim that the
Trial Chamber misinterpreted the documents is unsubstantiated, pointing specifically to Manolic's
testimony that the HVO officers reported regularly to Susak. 899 The Prosecution contends that
Stojic does not demonstrate how the exchange of reports between the HV and HVO regarding the
conflict with the Serbs undermines the proposition that Croatia and its armed forces possessed
overall control over the HVO. 900 The Prosecution rejects as unfounded Stojic's claim that most
reports relied upon by the Trial Chamber pertained to logistics.f'"
293.

In response to Petkovic, the Prosecution contends that he does not cite any evidence

supporting his argument that the HVO decided independently which topics to raise in reports shared

Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 415-416; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 29-30; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 12; Petkovic's
para. 427..
89 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 416.
891 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 416.
892 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 29-30.
893 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 427.
894 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 427, referring to Ex. P03242, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 553, fn. 1146.
895 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 427, referring to Ex. P07135.
896 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 427.
897 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 427.
898 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 19.
899 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 19.
900 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 386.
901 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 386.
889

A~peal Brief,
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with the HV, nor did he sufficiently establish why this fact could impact the Trial Chamber's
conclusion.Y' The Prosecution also argues that Petkovic failed to demonstrate why it was
unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely upon an instruction from the Croatian Ministry of
Defence to the Head of the Defence Department of the HZ(R) H-B and on the relevant report of the
HVO Chief of Staft,903 The Prosecution notes that contrary to Petkovic's assertion, Manolic did, in
fact, testify that HVO authorities sent reports to the HV.904
(ii) Analysis
294.

The Trial Chamber concluded, based on the evidence before it, that the exchange of military

reports between the HV and HVO was one of multiple indicators of Croatia's overall control over
the HVO. 905 Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic all contest the Trial Chamber's assessment of various
exhibits arid testimony relied upon by the Trial Chamber in this respect as evidence of overall
control without demonstrating that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the probative value
of the evidence or testimony.I'" The Appeals Chamber rejects Petkovic's contentions concerning
the sufficiency of the evidence because he has failed to submit any reason why the reports
considered by the Trial Chamber, including the information from the Croatian Ministry of Defence
and Manolic's resrimony.f'" are not relevant to, or probative of, Croatia's overall control over the
HVO.
295.

With respect to Stojic's arguments in particular, the Appeals Chamber finds that he has not

demonstrated why the mere possibility that HV-HVO reporting may have also covered the common
"Serbian threat" ultimately invalidates the Trial Chamber's reliance on the exchange of reports as
proof of Croatia's overall control. Similarly, the Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak's
argument that the long-standing historical links between Croatia and the Bosnian Croat community
could explain the exchange of reports between the HV and HVO is unpersuasive. Praljak has failed
to show how the impugned finding would not stand on the basis of the remaining evidence of the
close interaction between the HV and HVO, and of the Croatian government's involvement in the
HVO-ABiH conflict and in the governance of the HZ(R) H-B, which was relied upon by the
Trial Chamber. 908 Stojic's and Praljak's arguments therefore have failed.

Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 292.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 292, referring to Exs. P03242, P07135.
904 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 292.
905 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545, 553, 567-568.
906 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 553 and references cited therein. See also supra, paras 170-176, 179-183.
907 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, fns 1146-1147 and references cited therein.
908 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-568. The Appeals Chamber has also considered Praljak' s argument that if the
HV possessed control over the HVO, the trial record would indicate that the HVO submitted reports to the HV and that
the HV gave orders to the HVO, rather than the mutual exchange of information by two equal armies that emerges.
902
903
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296.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Stojic's sub-ground of appeal 54.2 in

part, Praljak's sub-ground of appeal 1.3 in part, and Petkovic's sub-ground 7.1.5 in part.
5. Conclusion
297.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred in

finding that a state of international armed conflict only existed in places where active combat took
place and reverses this finding. The Appeals Chamber also finds that the Appellants have failed to
show an error in the Trial Chamber's application of the Overall Control Test to assess the character
of the armed conflict, its findings on the parties to the international armed conflict, on the location
of the southern front, on the sharing of military reports, and Croatia's intervention in the
HVO-ABiH conflict, both directly and indirectly.

B. The State of Occupation
1. Whether the inquiry into a state of occupation was necessary (FrliC's Ground 20, Stojie's
Ground 55, Praljak's Ground 2, FetkoviC's Sub-ground 7.2, and Corie's Sub-ground 3.2)
298.

Given that a state of international armed conflict was established throughout the whole

territory of BiH during the time relevant to the Indictment.t'" the Appeals Chamber will now tum to
whether the Trial Chamber properly found that a state of occupation also existed in some places
where the crimes of deportation, extensive destruction and appropriation of property not justified by
military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly as grave breaches of the Geneva
Conventions were alleged.t'"
299.

The Trial Chamber held that it was necessary to examine whether there was a state of

occupation in places where the crime of unlawful deportation of a civilian as a grave breach of the
Geneva Conventions was charged under Count 7 of the Indictrnent"" even where it had already
found that there was an international armed conflict and for which the threshold requirement for
Article 2 had already been met. 912 The Trial Chamber reasoned that the cnme of unlawful

See Praljak' s Reply Brief, para. 12. The Appeals Chamber notes that a two-way exchange of information between a
military group participating in an internal conflict and a foreign State's army does not a priori preclude the possibility
that the State possesses overall control over the foreign military group. Further, the Overall Control Test does not
require the existence of a hierarchical relationship between the HV and HVO, a relationship that Praljak's argument
erroneously presumes. The Appeals Chamber thus dismisses this argument.
909 See supra, para. 233.
910 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 671-676 (ground of appeal 20); Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 421-425 (ground of
appeal 55); Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 42-56 (ground of appeal 2); Praljak's Reply Brief, paras 14-17; Petkovic's
Appeal Brief 434-444 (sub-ground of appeal 7.2); Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 88-89; CoriC's Appeal Brief
~aras 75-83 (SUb-ground of appeal 3.2); Corio's Reply Brief, paras 26-27.
11 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 576.
912 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 575-576.
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deportation can only occur when a person is transferred by force over a de facto border, i.e. the
boundary of an occupied territory, or a de jure border. 913 According to the Trial Chamber, a finding
of occupation was required to find that a de facto border existed and, consequently, for it to find
914
that there had been a forced crossing of a de facto border.
300.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber recalls that Article 49 of Geneva Convention IV applies

to instances of displacement across the de facto borders of an occupied territory.l'" In the Stakic
case, the Appeals Chamber held that "the actus reus of deportation is the forced displacement of
persons by expulsion or other forms of coercion from the area in which they are lawfully present,
across a de jure state border or, in certain circumstances, a de facto border, without grounds
permitted under internationallaw".916
301.

The. Appeals Chamber considers, therefore, that the Trial Chamber properly examined

whether a state of occupation existed in those places in relation to which the Indictment raised
allegations of deportation as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions, i.e. in West Mostar and the
municipalities of Prozor, Ljubuski, Stolac, and Capljina. 917 That inquiry involved an element of the
crime of deportation itself - the crossing of a de facto border, i.e. the boundary of the occupied
territory, or across a de jure border - which was separate and distinct from the general requirements
for the application of the "grave breaches" regime under Article 2 of the Statute.
302.

Turning to the crimes of extensive destruction and appropriation of property not justified by

military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly as grave breaches of the Geneva
Conventions, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber found it necessary to establish
the existence of an occupation not only when it had been unable to establish the existence of a
conflict between the ABiH and. the HVO, based on its erroneous interpretation of an armed
conflict,918 but also because, in the Trial Chamber's view, two categories of property are protected
pursuant to Article 2(d) of the Statute - property falling under the general protection of the Geneva
Conventions, as well as property in occupied territory.l''"

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 55, Vol. 3, para. 576.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 55, Vol. 3, para. 576.
915 See Geneva Convention IV, Art. 49. See also Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 300 (relying on Article 49 of Geneva
Convention IV to conclude that "displacement across a de facto border may be sufficient to amount to deportation" and
that "the question whether a particular de facto border is sufficient for the crime of deportation should be examined on a
case by case basis in light of customary international law").
916 Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 278. See also Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 296-297, 300.
917 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 575-581, 585-588; Appeal Hearing, AT. 307 (21 Mar 2017). See also
Appeal Hearing, AT. 568-567 (23 Mar 2017), AT. 682 (27 Mar 2017). Cf. Appeal Hearing, AT. 305 (21 Mar 2017).
91 See supra, para. 299.
919 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 106-108, 122, 128-129, Vol. 3, para. 575.
913
914
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303.

With respect to the grave breaches of extensive destruction and appropriation of property,

the Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber held that Article 2(d) of the Statute offers
protection to certain property, e.g., civilian hospitals and medical convoys, from acts of destruction
wherever such property is 10cated.92oThe Trial Chamber further held that protection is also afforded
to real or 'personal, public or private property, if situated on occupied territory.Y' Because there
were allegations of grave breaches of extensive destruction and appropriation of real or personal,
public or private property in the Indictment,922 the Appeals Chamber finds that it was necessary for
the Trial Chamber to inquire into whether there was a state of occupation in the municipalities at
times when such alleged grave breaches of extensive destruction and appropriation occurred.

304.

The Appeals Chamber will now tum to Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's Petkovic's, and Corle's

challenges to the Trial Chamber's finding of a state of occupation in the limited context of the
relevant crimes, i.e. deportation and extensive destruction and appropriation of property.

2. The legal requirements of occupation (PdiC's Ground 20, StojiC's Ground 55,
Praljak's Ground 2, PetkoviC's Sub-ground 7.2 and CoriC's Sub-ground 3.2)
(a) Arguments of the Parties

305.

Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Corie argue that the Trial Chamber erred in law and in

fact by finding a state of occupation in certain municipalities.Y' More specifically, Praljak contends
that the Trial Chamber erroneously found that a state of armed conflict and a state of occupation
co-existed in some municipalities, while Stojic and Petkovic argue that the Trial Chamber erred in
finding that an armed conflict existed in certain municipalities that were occupied.Y" In particular,
Stojic - and Petkovic with respect to West Mostar and Vares - claims that the Trial Chamber
therefore erred in finding a state of occupation in Gomji Vakuf, Sovici, Doljani, West Mostar,
Vares, and Stupni Do at certain times because it established the existence of an occupation before
combat had ended. 925 In this regard, Stojic and Petkovic submit, inter alia, that the Trial Chamber
erred in finding that the HVO occupied parts of Gomji Vakuf from 18 January 1993, because the
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 106, 108, 122 referring to, inter alia, Geneva Convention IV, Arts 18, 21-22.
See also Geneva Convention IV, Art. 147; Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, pp. 301, 601.
921 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 106-107, 122 referring to, inter alia, Geneva Convention IV, Art. 53. See also
Geneva Convention IV, Art. 147; Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, pp. 301, 601.
922 See Indictment, paras 15-17.6,39,46,48,51,53,57,66-68,82-85,99-100, 107-108, 116, 159, 162, 164-166, 175,
177,179-180,182,209,211,213.
923 See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 671-676; Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 421-425; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 42-56;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 369, 371-372 (22 Mar 2017); Praljak's Reply Brief, paras 14-18; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras
436-444; Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 83-89; CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 75-83; Appeal Hearing, AT. 580
(24 Mar 2017); CoriC's Reply Brief, paras 26-27.
924 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 424; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 50; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 14; Petkovic's
Appeal Brief, paras 441-442, Appeal Hearing, AT. 568 (23 Mar 2017).
92 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 424; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 441-442; Appeal Hearing, AT. 568 (23 Mar 2017).
920
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"first real lull in combat" was not until 26 or 27 January 1993, that Sovici and Doljani in Jablanica
Municipality were occupied from 17 April 1993 because "mopping up" operations continued after
that date, and that West Mostar was occupied from May 1993 because there were "ongoing
operations affecting all of Mostar", referencing the attack by the ABiH on the HVO Tihomir Misic
Barracks in the north of Mostar town on 30 June 1993 ("Attack on the HVO Tihomir Misic
Barracks,,).926 Stojic also argues that the Trial Chamber did not explain why it reached a contrary
conclusion to the Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Chamber, which had found no occupation in the
areas of Sovici and Doljani in Jablanica Municipality prior to 23 April 1993.927
306.

Coric contends that a state of occupation is a transitional period that must follow an act of

invasion, and that the Trial Chamber failed to find that there was an invasion which is an essential
element of occuparion.r" Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, and Coric also argue that the HVO could not have
invaded because it was a legitimate governing authority within BiH and could not be considered a
foreign invading army.929 Praljak notes further that the Trial Chamber erroneously failed to
establish the start and end of the occupation which could only have happened when combat activity
930
had ceased, a finding the Trial Chamber also failed to make.
307.

According to Stojic and Praljak, the Trial Chamber erred in law in failing to find that it was

Croatia, rather than the HVO, that occupied the relevant municipalities.F" Praljak contends that the
Trial Chamber did not find that the HVO occupied BiH as Croatia's agent and erred when it did not
establish that the HVO acted in each municipality on behalf of Croatia and under its contro1.932
308.

Moreover, Prlic, Stojic, Praljak and Petkovic argue that the Trial Chamber misapplied the

Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement criteria to establish the level of authority required of a
power that is occupying a territory, leading to the erroneous conclusion that a state of occupation
existed in BiH. 933 Stojic and Petkovic challenge the Trial Chamber's finding that the HV's overall
control over the HVO was sufficient to establish a state of occupation by the State of Croatia in BiH

Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 424; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 441-442; Appeal Hearing, AT. 568 (23 Mar 2017).
StojiC's Appeal Brief, para. 424.
928 Cone's Appeal Brief, para. 81; Appeal Hearing, AT. 580-581 (24 Mar 2017); CoriC's Reply Brief, para. 27. See also
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 49; Appeal Hearing, AT. 370 (22 Mar 2017). Praljak, referring to the Tribunal's
jurisprudence that occupation is "a transitional period following invasion and preceding the agreement on the cessation
of the hostilities", submits that it is important to establish that there "already was a transitional period". Praljak's
Afpeal Brief, para. 49.
92 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 672-673; Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 422; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 55-56;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 370-371 (22 Mar 2017); CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 81-82; Appeal Hearing, AT. 581-582
(24 Mar 2017).
930 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 49; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 14.
931 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 422; Praljak' s Reply Brief, para. 15.
932 Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 15.
933 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 671; Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 422-423; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 45; Petkovic's
Appeal Brief, paras 436-438.
926
927
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at the relevant time. 934 In Stojic's and Pra1jak's view, the mere presence of HVO troops in HZ(R)
H-B, even combined with certain administrative control, is insufficient to indicate control for the
purposes of occupation. 935 Petkovic further argues that the criteria found in the Naletilic and
Martinovic Trial Judgement are cumulative, and that the Trial Chamber erred when it found a state
of occupation in some municipalities on the basis of only two criteria. 936 In this regard, Petkovic

submits that the correct test to apply is the effective control test,937 Stojic argues that occupation
requires that the territory be "actually placed under the authority" of the occupying power, which is
a "further degree of control" than overall control, and therefore that the Trial Chamber erred in
finding that the municipalities were occupied by Croatia rather than by the HVO. 938
309.

Further, Prlic avers that an occupying power must completely displace the pre-existing civil
government in order for the requisite degree of control to be established. 939 Pra1jak argues further

that the relevant test which the Trial Chamber failed to consider, and which would not have been
satisfied, was either whether the pre-existing authority in the allegedly occupied territory remained
capable of functioning, or if a temporary administrative body had been put in its p1ace. 94o Praljak
also submits that the Trial Chamber ought to have identified which authorities were in place prior to
the occupation or established that the occupied authorities in fact had continued to function. 941
310.

Lastly, Pra1jak argues that the principle of self-determination of peoples negates any

finding that the HVO occupied territory .in BiH because Croats had been living in the territory of
HZ(R) H-B for centuries, possessed a right to assert their own political, economic, and cultural
identity there, constituted legitimate governing authorities, compensated for the lack of government
functions, and therefore did not in any way qualify as an occupying power. 942
311.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber correctly found that Croatia exercised

overall control over the HVO, that the HVO had sufficient authority in the municipalities to occupy
parts of BiH during the Indictment period, and that Prlic, Stojic, Pra1jak, Petkovic, and Coric fail to

934 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 439; Appeal Hearing, AT. 569-570 (23 Mar 2017). See also Stojic's Appeal Brief,
fcara.422.
35 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 423; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 48,51.
936 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 436-437; Appeal Hearing, AT. 569 (23 Mar 2017).
937 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 439, referring to Naletilic and MartinovicTrial Judgement, para. 214.
938 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 422 referring to Hague Regulations, Art. 42, Advisory Opinion on the Wall, para. 90,
Naletilic and MartinovicTrial Judgement, paras 214-216.
939 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 674, referring to Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 217, Armed Activities
Judgement, para. 173, Hostage Trial Case, pp. 55-56. Praljak further argues that the fact that the individuals elected in
1990, such as in Prozor, continued to govern through 1993 ultimately signals that no change in governmental authority
took place and therefore it was impossible that the HVO occupied these municipalities. Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 17.
940 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 49.
941 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 49.
942 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 52-53; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 16. See also Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 674-675;
Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 438.
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demonstrate any error. 943 The Prosecution submits that areas such as West Mostar could be
administered by the occupying power or its agent despite armed resistance and could therefore be
occupied, including areas behind battle lines, thus allowing the HVO to set up important
administrative and

~ther offices there. 944 With regard to the Gornji Vakuf villages of Dusa,

Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje, found by the Trial Chamber to have been occupied, the Prosecution
avers that sporadic local resistance or combat operations in other parts of the municipality do not
affect the occupied status of those villages. 945 As to Sovici and Doljani in Jablanica Municipality,
the Prosecution avers that combat operations there ceased on 17 April 1993 and sporadic fighting in
the hills ceased the following morning, when mopping up operations were nearly completed.f''?
With regard to Stojic's argument that another trial chamber had found differently that there was no
occupation in Sovici and Doljani, 'the Prosecution avers that another trial chamber's different
conclusion based on the evidence in that case does not impact the reasonableness of the
Trial Chamber's finding. 947 It argues that invasion is not a required element of occupation.I''"
Further, the Prosecution submits that occupation can be established immediately once combat
ceases. 949
312.

According to the Prosecution, the HVO was an agent of Croatia as the occupying power and

was not a recognised authority within BiH - the legitimate authority in BiH was the BiH
government with Izetbegovic at its head. 95o The Prosecution also submits that the HVO's actions
were not in accordance with the principle of self-determination of peoples as they did not represent
the free will of the peoples concerned and they infringed upon the human rights of others. 951
313.

The Prosecution further contends that the Trial Chamber applied the correct legal test, that a

foreign State may be an occupying power by agency if it exercises overall control over the armed

Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 418-421; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 388-395;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 316-323, 328 (21 Mar 2017); Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 23-30;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 418 (22 Mar 2017); Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 296-303; Prosecution's
Response Brief (Corie), paras 68, 70-74; Appeal Hearing, AT. 656-657 (24 Mar 2017).
944 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 394; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 301.
945 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 391. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 25.
946 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 392. See also Prosecution's ResponseBrief (Praljak), para. 25.
947 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 392.
948 Prosecution's Response Brief (Carie), para. 73.
949 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 25.
950 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 421; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 389; Appeal Hearing,
AT. 319, 328 (21 Mar 2017); Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 29; Prosecution's Response Brief
(Petkovic), para. 300; Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), para. 74; Appeal Hearing, AT. 656-657 (24 Mar 2017).
951 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 29.
943
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forces of a party to the armed conflict and provided that such forces have established the requisite
authority over the territory.952
314.

The Prosecution also submits that establishing a temporary administration is an indicator of,
but not necessary for, occupation. 953 As to the argument that the Trial Chamber relied only on the
HVO's mere presence to establish occupation, the Prosecution rejects this as, in its view, the
Trial Chamber also based its finding on evidence that the HVO issued orders to the local population
and had them carried OUt,954 The Prosecution submits that Pra1jak's argument that the HVO
compensated for the "lack of governmental functions" in the municipalities supports the conclusion
that the HVO was able to exercise authority instead of the local authorities. 955 In the Prosecution's
view, the Trial Chamber correctly noted that the criteria found in the Naletilic and Martinovic
Trial Judgement were not cumulative, and further that it is not required that the occupying power
substitute its authority for that of the occupied power, but only that it be in a position to do SO.956
315.

Finally, after noting the Trial Chamber's findings that Vares town and the village of

Stupni Do in Vares Municipality were occupied after 23 October 1993, and the evidence the
Trial Chamber relied upon showing that the crimes of extensive appropriation and destruction of
property by the HVO occurred on 23 October 1993, the Prosecution concedes that it was not proven
that these places were occupied when such crimes were committed.F" Accordingly, the Prosecution
argues that the Appellants' convictions for Count 19 (extensive destruction of property not justified
by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly as a grave breach of the Geneva
Conventions) as to Vares "should be vacated, and substituted with a conviction for Count 20"
(wanton destruction of cities, towns, or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity as
a violation of the laws or customs of war).958

Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 419; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 388; Appeal Hearing,
AT. 317-319, 321 (21 Mar 2017); Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 23; Prosecution's Response Brief
(Petkovic), paras 297, 300; Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio), para. 70.
953 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 390. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 71.
954 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 390-394; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 26-28;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 299, 301-302; Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 71-72.
955 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 26; Appeal Hearing, AT. 320-323 (21 Mar 2017).
956 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 298; Appeal Hearing, AT. 319-320, 328 (21 Mar 2017). The
Prosecution also argues that the demographic make-up of the results of a 1990 election are irrelevant to determining
whether Prozor was occupied during the relevant time period. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 27.
957 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), fn. 1529, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 401, 403, 465-466, 588,
1554, 1650; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), fn. 1605; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), fn. 121;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), fn. 1219; Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio) , fn. 250; Prosecution's
Response Brief (Pusic), fn. 414.
958 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), fn. 1529; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), fn. 1605 (also stating that the
Prosecution has appealed Stojic's acquittal under Count 22 for thefts in Vares); Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak),
fn. 121 (also stating that the Prosecution has appealed Praljak's acquittal under Count 22 for thefts in Vares);
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), fn. 1219 (also stating that the Prosecution has appealed Petkovic's acquittal
952
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(b) Analysis
316.

Belligerent occupationf'" forms part of the law of armed conflict. As the IC} held with

respect to Geneva Convention IV in its Advisory Opinion on the Wall:
The object of the second paragraph of Article 2960 is [...] directed simply to making it clear that,
even if occupation effected during the conflict met no armed resistance, the Convention is still
applicable. This interpretation reflects the intention of the drafters of the Fourth Geneva
Convention to protect civilians who find themselves, in whatever way, in the hands of the
occupying Power [... ] [T]he Court considers that the Fourth Geneva Convention is applicable in
any occupied territory in the event of an armed conflict arising between two or more High
.
Contracting Parties. 961

317.

The Appeals Chamber notes that a definition of occupation can be found in the Hague

Regulations, which constitute customary intemational law.Y' Article 42 of the Hague Regulations
provides that "[t]erritory is considered occupied when it is actually placed under the authority of the
hostile army. The occupation extends only to the territory where such authority has been established
and can be exercised.v/'" The Appeals Chamber considers this to be the controlling law. 964
318.

The notion of occupation is traditionally described as one State invading another State and

establishing military control over part or all of its territory.965 However, while occupation normally

under Count 22 for thefts in Vares); Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), fn. 250; Prosecution's Response Brief
(Pusic), fn. 414. See also Prosecution's Appeal Brief, para. 31.
959 The Appeals Chamber emphasises that the discussion that follows is on occupatio bellica and not occupation as an
original mode of acquisition of unclaimed territory by States. See Jennings and Watts, Oppenheim's International Law,
ffo·686-687.
o Article 2, second paragraph states that: "The Convention shall also apply to all cases of partial or total occupation of
the territory of a High Contracting Party, even if the said occupation meets with no armed resistance."
961 AdvisoryOpinion on the Wall, paras 95, 101:
962 Mrksic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, fn. 248 ("The Hague Regulations undoubtedly form part of customary
international law"); Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 92 ("Hague Convention IV is considered by the Report
of the Secretary-General [Report of the Secretary-General Pursuant to Paragraph 2 of Security Council Resolution 808
(1993), S/25704, 3 May 1993] as being without doubt part of international customary law").
963 Hague Regulations, Art. 42. See Armed Activities Judgement, para. 172.
964 See Mrksk: and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, fn. J48. See also Brdanin Trial Judgement, para. 638; Naletilic and
Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 216; Kordic and Cerke: Trial Judgement, para. 339. With regard to Stojic's and
Petkovic's suggestions that the Trial Chamber erred in not finding that a state of occupation requires the "effective
control" of the occupying power, the Appeals Chamber observes that both Stojic and Petkovic rely on a statement in the
Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, and that the Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Chamber expressly endorsed the
definition of occupation provided by Article 42 of the Hague Regulations. The Appeals Chamber dismisses these
challenges. See Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 216. See also Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 422 & fn.
1064; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 439 & fn. 577. Stojic also refers to Article 42 of the Hague Regulations when he
identifies "the test for the existence of an occupation". Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 422 & fn. 1063. The Appeals
Chamber will utilise the terminology of "actual authority" from the Hague Regulations, which it has recognised to form
~art of customary international law.
65 ICRC, International Humanitarian Law: A Comprehensive Introduction, https://shop.icrc.org/e-books/internationalhumanitarian-law-ebook/international-humanitarian-law-a-comprehensive-introduction.html,
p.
60.
The
Appeals Chamber distinguishes between the traditional notion of occupation relevant to this case, and the contemporary
notion of transformative occupation. See, e.g., ICRC, International Humanitarian Law, A Comprehensive Introduction,
https://shop.icrc.org/e-books/international-humanitarian-law-ebook/international-humanitarian-law-a-comprehensiveintroduction.html, p. 237; Carcano, The Transformation of Occupied Territory in International Law, pp. 70, 72-108,
436-439.
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follows invasion by a hostile armed force, this is not necessarily always the case. 966 Indeed, the IeJ
has held that a non-invading State became an occupying power when its anned forces remained in
another State's territory after the withdrawal of consent for their presence.F"

319.

The Appeals Chamber further notes that occupation is a question of fact and needs to be
968
examined on acase-by-case basis. Vagaries of war and the changing situation on the ground may
influence the parameters of the territory under occupation.T" The fact that a territory is occupied
does not exclude the possibility that hostilities may resume. 970 If the occupying power continues to
maintain control of the territory in spite of resistance and sporadic fighting, the territory is still
considered occupied."!
320.

In this regard, the Appeals Chamber considers that the following indicators of authority, as

first outlined in the Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement ("Occupation Guidelines"), assist in
the factual determination of whether the authority of an occupying power has been proven:
(1) the occupying power must be in a position to substitute its own authority for that of the
occupied power, rendered incapable of functioning publicly from that time forward;972

See Oppenheim, International Law, War and Neutrality, p. 170; Dinstein, The International Law of Belligerent
Occupation, para. 95. See also Katanga Article 74 Judgement, para. 1179, referring, inter alia, to Arai-Takahashi, The
Law of Occupation, p. 8.
967 See Armed Activities Judgement, paras 45, 47, 49-51, 53.
968 See Brdanin Trial Judgement, fn. 1632; Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 211; Kordic and Cerke:
Trial Judgement, para. 339. See also Hostage Trial Case, para. 55; Armed Activities Judgement, para. 173; Oppenheim,
International Law, War and Neutrality, p. 171; Benvenisti, The International Law of Occupation, pp. 43, 51, 56.
969 Dinstein, The International Law of Belligerent Occupation, para. 103.
970 See Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 217 referring to, inter alia, 1958 UK Manual on the Law
of War, para. 509, 1956 US Manual on the Law of War, para. 360; Dinstein, The International Law of Belligerent
Occupation, para. 101.
971 Hostage Trial Case, p. 56.
972 See Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 217 & fn. 584, referring to Prosecutor v. Ivica Rajic alkla
Vitktor Andric, Review of the Indictment Pursuant to Rule 61 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Case No. IT-9512-R61, 13 September 1996 ("Rajic Review Decision"), paras 41-42; 1956 US Manual on the Law of War, para. 355
("Military occupation is a question of fact. It presupposes a hostile invasion, resisted or unresisted, as a result of which
the invader has rendered the invaded government incapable of publicly exercising its authority, and that the invader has
successfully substituted its own authority for that of the legitimate government in the territory invaded"); 1958 UK
Manual on the Law of War, para. 503 ("It has been proposed as a test of occupation that two conditions should be
satisfied: first, that the legitimate government should, by the act of the invader, be rendered incapable of publicly
exercising its authority within the occupied territory; secondly, that the invader should be in a position to substitute his
own authority for that of the legitimate government. These conditions afford in most cases a useful guide. This is so
even though Hague Rules 42 stipulates distinctly that the authority of the Occupant must actually have been established.
For it must always be a question of degree when the occupation is actually established. The advent of mechanised
warfare and the use of airborne forces has emphasised the difference between mere invasion and occupation, but the test
formulated at the beginning of this paragraph will in most cases provide an answer to the question whether the
occupation is actually established"); New Zealand Defence Force, 26 Nov 1992, paras 1302.2, 1302.5; Adam Roberts,
"What
is
a
Military
Occupation?",
Vol. 55,
British
Yearbook
of
International
Law,
https://academic.oup.comlbybillissue/55/l, pp. 249, 300.
966
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(2) the enemy's forces have surrendered, been defeated or have withdrawn. In this respect, battle
zones may not be considered as occupied territory. Despite this, the status of occupied territory
remains unchallenged by sporadic local resistance, however successfulr'"
(3) the occupying power has a sufficient force present, or the capacity to send troops within a
reasonable time to make the authority of the occupying power felt;974

973 See Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 217 & fn. 585, referring to 1958 UK Manual on the Law
of War, paras 502 ("Occupation must be actual and effective, that is, there must be more than a mere declaration or
proclamation that possession has been taken, or that there is the intention to take possession. Occupation does not take
effect merely because the main forces of the county have been defeated. On the other hand, to occupy a district it is not
necessary to keep troops permanently stationed in every isolated house, village, or town. It is sufficient that the national
forces should not be in possession, that the inhabitants have been disarmed, that measures have been taken to protect
life and property and to secure order, and that, if necessary, troops can within a reasonable time be sent to make the
authority of the occupying army felt. It does not matter by what means in what ways the authority is exercised, whether
by military enclaves or mobile columns, by large or by small. The manner of occupation will usually vary with the
density of the population-a thinly populated country requiring, as a rule, a smaller number of centries to be garrisoned
than the one which is thickly populated. The fact that there is a defended place or zone still in possession of the national
forces within an occupied district does not make the occupation of the remainder invalid, provided that such place or
defended zone is surrounded and effectively cut off from the rest of the occupied district"), 506 ("The test of the
commencement of occupation is the establishment of the Occupant's authority by the presence of sufficient force
following on the cessation of local resistance, in consequence of the surrender, defeat, or withdrawal of the enemy's
forces, and the submission of the inhabitants. In practice the moment may be difficult to determine, and considerable
latitude must therefore be allowed"), 509 ("Occupation does not become invalid because some of the inhabitants are in
a state of rebellion, or through occasional successes of guerrilla bands or zresistance' fighters. Even a temporarily
successful rebellion is not sufficient to interrupt or terminate occupation, provided that the authority of the legitimate
government is not effectively re-established and that the Occupant suppresses the rebellion at ·once. If, however, the
power of the Occupant is effectively displaced for any length of time, his position vis-a-vis the inhabitants is the same
as before the occupation"); 1956 US Manual on the Law of War, paras 356 ("It follows from the definition that
belligerent occupation must be both actual and effective, that is, the organized resistance must have been overcome and
the force in possession must have taken measures to establish its authority. It is sufficient that the occupying force can,
within a reasonable time, send detachments of troops to make its authority felt within the occupied district. It is
immaterial whether the authority of the occupant is maintained by fixed garrisons or flying columns, whether by small
or large forces, so long as the occupation is effective. The number of troops necessary to maintain effective occupation
will depend on various considerations such as the disposition of the inhabitants, the number and density of the
population, the nature of the terrain, and similar factors. The mere existence of a fort or defended area within the
occupied district, provided the fort or defended area is under attack, does not render the occupation of the remainder of
the district ineffective. Similarly, the mere existence of local resistance groups does not render the occupation
ineffective"), 360 ("Occupation, to be effective, must be maintained. In case the occupant evacuates the district or is
driven out by the enemy, the occupation ceases. It does not cease, however, if the occupant, after establishing its
authority, moves forward against the enemy, leaving a smaller force to administer the affairs of the district. Nor does
the existence of a rebellion or the activity of guerrilla or para-military units of itself cause the occupation to cease,
provided the occupant could at any time it desired assume physical control of any part or the territory. If, however, the
power of the occupant is effectively displaced for any length of time, its position towards the inhabitants is the same as
before occupation"); 1992 German Manual on the Law of War, para. 528 ("Occupied territory does not include battle
areas, i.e. areas which are still embattled and not subject to permanent occupation authority (area of invasion,
withdrawal area). The general rules of international humanitarian law shall be applicable here."), New Zealand Defence
Force, 26 Nov 1992, paras 1302.2, 1302.5.
974 See Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 217 & fn. 586, referring to 1958 UK Manual on the Law of
War, paras 502 ("Occupation must be actual and effective, that is, there must be more than a mere declaration or
proclamation that possession has been taken, or that there is the intention to take possession. Occupation does not take
effect merely because the main forces of the county have been defeated. On the other hand, to occupy a district it is not
necessary to keep troops permanently stationed in every isolated house, village, or town. It is,sufficient that the national
forces should not be in possession, that the inhabitants have been disarmed, that measures have been taken to protect
life and property and to secure order, and that, if necessary, troops can within a reasonable time be sent to make the
authority of the occupying army felt. It does not matter by what means in what ways the authority is exercised, whether
by military enclaves or mobile columns, by large or by small. The manner of occupation will usually vary with the
density of the population-a thinly populated country requiring, as a rule, a smaller number of centries to be ganisoned
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(4) a temporary administration has been established over the territory;975
(5) the occupying power has issued and enforced directions to the civilian population.Y"

321.

The Appeals Chamber considers that in order to make a finding as to whether a state of

occupation exists in any given place, a trier of fact must look at the situation in its entirety.977 The
Appeals Chamber further considers the Occupation Guidelines to form a non-exhaustive set of
indicators that can assist in this factual determination of whether actual authority has been
established and can be exercised for the purposes of occupation.?"
322.

The Appeals Chamber also considers that the occupying power need only be in a position to

exercise its authority.Y" This is supported by a plain reading of the relevant article of the Hague
Regulations, which states in part that "[t]he occupation extends only to the territory where such
authority has been established and can be exercised".980 Such authority may be exercised by proxy

than the one which is thickly populated. The fact that there is a defended place or zone still in possession of the national
forces within an occupied district does not make the occupation of the remainder invalid, provided that such place or
defended zone is surrounded and effectively cut off from the rest of the occupied district"), 506 ("The test of the
commencement of occupation is the establishment of the Occupant's authority by the presence of sufficient force
following on the cessation of local resistance, in consequence of the surrender, defeat, or withdrawal of the enemy's
forces, and the submission of the inhabitants. In practice the moment may be difficult to determine, and considerable
latitude must therefore be allowed"); 1956 US Manual on the Law of War, para. 356 ("It follows from the definition
that belligerent occupation must be both actual and effective, that is, the organized resistance must have been overcome
and the force in possession must have taken measures to establish its authority. It is sufficient that the occupying force
can, within a reasonable time, send detachments of troops to make its authority felt within the occupied district. It is
immaterial whether the authority of the occupant is maintained by fixed garrisons or flying columns, whether by small
or large forces, so long as the occupation is effective. The number of troops necessary to maintain effective occupation
will depend on various considerations such as the disposition of the inhabitants, the number and density of the
population, the nature of the terrain, and similar factors. The mere existence of a fort or defended area within the
occupied district, provided the fort or defended area is under attack, does not render the occupation of the remainder of
the district ineffective. Similarly, the mere existence of local resistance groups does not render the occupation
ineffective"); New Zealand Defence Force, 26 Nov 1992, paras 1302.2, 1302.3,3102.5.
975 See Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 217 & fn. 587, referring to 1958 UK Manual on the Law of
War, para. 501 ("Invasion is not necessarily occupation; although as a rule occupation will be coincident with invasion.
Reconnoitring parties, patrols; commando units, and similar bodies which move on or withdraw after carrying out their
special mission, cannot, however, be considered to occupy the country which they have traversed. They certainly
occupy every locality of which they are in possession and where they set up a temporary administration, but such
occupation ceases the moment they move on or withdraw"); Lauterpacht, Oppenheim's International Law, para. 167.
976 See Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, para. 217 & fn. 588, referring to Hague Regulations, Art. 43 ("The
authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all the
measures in his power to restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while respecting, unless
absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country"); 1992 German Manual on the Law of War, para. 527 ("A force
invading hostile territory will not be able to substantiate its occupational authority unless it is capable of enforcing
directions issued to the civilian population."); Fleck, The Handbook of Humanitarian Law in Armed Conflicts,
rara. 525.2.
77 See Oppenheim, International Law, War and Neutrality, pp. 171-173.
978 See generally Oppenheim, International Law, War and Neutrality, pp. 171-172.
979 See Hostage Trial Case, p. 55; Armed Activities Judgement, Separate Opinion of Judge Kooijmans, paras 44-49. See
also Benvenisti, The International Law of Occupation, p. 5; Dinstein, The International Law of Belligerent Occupation,
~aras 96-100, 130; von Glahn, The Occupation ofEnemy Territory, p. 29.
80 Hague Regulations, Art. 42 (emphasis added).
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through de facto organised and hierarchically structured groupS.981 The rationale behind this is that
States should not be allowed to evade their obligations under the law of occupation through the use
of proxies. 982 This legal position has been implicitly accepted by the ICJ and it is the position taken
by this Tribunal in a number of trial judgements.Y'"
323.

Turning to the Trial Chamber's assessment of occupation in this case, the Appeals Chamber

notes that the Trial Chamber relied on Croatia/the HV's overall control over the HVO,984 and the
Occupation Guidelines to determine that there was the level of authority required for a finding of
occupation.l''"
324.

The Appeals Chamber will first examine whether the Trial Chamber found Croatia to be the

occupying power. It will then address challenges concerning the level of authority that Croatia,
through the HVO, wielded over the territory. and whether such level of authority met the legal
threshold necessary for a finding of a state of occupation in the relevant municipalities. Finally, it
will consider the other challenges made regarding the finding of occupation.
325.

Stojic and Praljak allege that the Trial Chamber failed to find that Croatia, rather than the

HVO, occupied the relevant municipalities.t''" In this regard, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the
Trial Chamber held that a state of occupation is established "if the Prosecution proves that the party
to the armed conflict under the overall control of a foreign State fulfils the criteria for control of a
987
territory" as set out in the Occupation Guidelines.
The Trial Chamber also found that "the
occupation by the HVO can be established, inasmuch as Croatia/the HV wielded overall control
over the HVO",988 and that the HVO occupied the relevant parts of Prozor, Gornji Vakuf, Jablanica,
West Mostar, Ljubuski, Stolac, and Capljina. 989 With regard to Croatia's role, the Trial Chamber
found that: (1) Croatia, through the HV, directly intervened alongside the HVO in the conflict

981 JCRC, International Humanitarian Law: A Comprehensive Introduction, https:llshop.icrc.org/e-books/internationalhumanitarian-law-ebooklinternational-humanitarian-law-a-comprehensive-introduction.html, p. 60. See also Dinstein,
The International Law of Belligerent Occupation, para. 98; Haupais, "Les Obligations de la Puissance Occupante au
Regard de la Jurisprudence et de la Pratique Recentes", pp. 121-122; Benvenisti, The International Law of Occupation,
61-62; Dinstein, The International Law ofBelligerent Occupation, paras 98-99.
2
See JeRC, International Humanitarian Law: A Comprehensive Introduction, https:llshop.icrc.org/ebooks/international-humanitarian-law-ebooklinternational-humanitarian-law-a-comprehensive-introduction.html, p. 60.
983 See Naletilic and Martinovic Trial Judgement, paras 213-214; Blaskic Trial Judgement, paras 149-150; Rajic
Decision, para. 42. See also Armed Activities Judgement, paras 173-177; Benvenisti, The International Law of
Occupation, p. 62; Haupais, "Les Obligations de la Puissance Occupante au Regard de la Jurisprudence et de la
Pratique Recentes", pp. 121-122.
984 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 96, 575 & fn. 1175.
985 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 88, Vol. 3, paras 578-587, 589. The Appeals Chamber notes that the finding on
occupation in Vares Municipality is overturned elsewhere in the Judgement. See infra, para. 343.
986 See supra, para. 307.
987 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 96.
988 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, fn. 1175. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 568.
989 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578-589. The Appeals Chamber notes that the finding on occupation in
Vares Municipality is overturned elsewhere in this Judgement. See infra, para.343.
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between the HVO and the ABiH;99o and (2) "the authorities of Croatia and the HV wielded overall
control of the HVO in the period relevant to the Indictmenr'Y" The Appeals Chamber considers
that while it would have been preferable for the Trial Chamber to expressly state that Croatia,
through the HVO, occupied the relevant municipalities in BiH, reading the Trial Chamber's
findings in their entir~ty,992 the Appeals Chamber considers it is clear that the Trial Chamber was
993
considering an occupation by Croatia through the HVO. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds
that Stojic and Praljak fail to show an error on the part of the Trial Chamber. It therefore dismisses
their arguments.
326.

Turning next to Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's challenges concerning the level of

authority that Croatia and/or the HVO wielded over the territory,994 the Appeals Chamber recalls
that the Trial Chamber concluded Croatia wielded overall control over the HVO based on the
following findings: 995
(1) officers from the HV were sent by Zagreb to join the ranks of the HVO;996
(2) the HV and the HVO jointly directed military operations.f'"

(3) the HVO dispatched military reports concerning its activities to the Croatian authorities.Y"
(4) there was logistical support from Croatia which included financial support, dispatching of

arms and materiel,999 and assistance in the form of training and expertise;1000 and

990

.

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 523-526, 528-543.
991 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 567. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 523-526,545-567.
992 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 517-518, 523-589.
993 See supra, para. 325.
.
994 See supra, paras 307-308.
995 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-567. Cf Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 575 & fn. 1175,578-587.
996 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 546-548. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that this
included persons who held the positions of the highest responsibility within the HVO, such as Petkovic, Praljak, and
Zarko Tole - who served as Chief of the Main Staff at various times - and Ivan Kapular, Assistant Chief of the Main
Staff, all of whom were contemporaneously also officers in the HV. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 547. It also
included other high-ranking HVO officers who were likewise members of the BV. For instance, Zeljko Siljeg,
commanding officer of the North-West OZ of the HVO, was a colonel in the HV; Vladimir Primorac, who belonged to
the 145th Brigade of the BV, held the office of deputy commander of the 3rd Military Police Battalion of the BVO;
Nedeljko Obradovic, commanding officer of the 1st Knez Domagoj Brigade of the HVO on 21 January 1993, was also
assigned to the 116th Brigade of the BV on that same date; and Stanko Sopta, a colonel in the BV, held the posts of
deputy commander for the Convicts Battalion of the BVO, and commander of the 3rd Brigade of the HVO.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 548.
997 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 549-552. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that: some
evidence indicated that commanding officers of the HV issued orders to the units of the HVO for certain military
operations. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 550. The Trial Chabmer further found that between November 1993 and
early January 1994, Croatia's Minister of Defence, Gojko Susak, visited the territory of the HR H-B four to five times
to participate in unofficial meetings relating to the prevailing situation in the territory of the BR H-B with Marijan
Biskic, Mate Boban, Coric, General Roso, Perica Jukic, the Minister of Defence, as well as the Minister's deputies and
officers from the HVO Main Staff. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 551.
998 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 553.
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(5) there were political aspects to the control Croatia wielded over the HVO. IOOI
327.

The Appeals Chamber further notes that the Trial Chamber then applied the Occupation

Guidelines to determine the authority required for occupation over the territory.1002 As discussed
above, given that the Occupation Guidelines are a non-exhaustive list of indicators of actual
authority over territory, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's
arguments that the Trial Chamber misapplied the Occupation Guidelines. lOO3 Further, contrary to
what Stojic andPraljak claim, the Trial Chamber did not only rely on the military presence of the
HVO or .on some administrative control, or on only both these factors, to find occupation in the
municipalities. It considered more than one of the Occupation Guidelines, showing that in
August 1993, in Prozor Municipality and Ljubuski Municipality, the HVO carried out mass arrests
of Muslims without encountering any resistance from the ABiH. 1004 It found that after
18 January 1993, in Gomji Vakuf Municipality (in Dusa, Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje), after
17 April 1993, in Jablanica Municipality (in Sovici and Doljani), from May 1993 until
February 1994 in West Mostar, and in July and August 1993, in Stolac Municipality, the HVO
arrested and removed the Muslim population in these places.

IOOS

Further, it found that in July 1993,

in Capljina Municipality, the HVO conducted a campaign of mass arrests of Muslim men of
military age without encountering any resistance from the ABiH and in so doing, the HVO also
destroyed or stole property belonging to the Muslims there. 1006 The Trial Chamber also found that
between July and September 1993, in Capljina Municipality, the HVO forcibly removed the
Muslim population.P'"

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 554-556. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that the
salaries of some HVO soldiers were paid by Croatia, e.g., Marijan Biskics salary was paid in Croatia by the Croatian
government and he never received any emoluments from the government of the RBiH. The Trial Chamber also found
that the Croatian Ministry of Defence supplied arms and materiel and transferred funds to the HVO.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 556.
1000 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 559.
1001 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 560-566. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that the HV
Military Police assisted the HVO Military Police by providing training and helping it to structure its work, and that the
Croatian MUP likewise created training programmes intended for the HVO police. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3,
para. 559. The Trial Chamber also found that the international community frequently requested the Croatian leadership,
particularly President Franjo Tudman, to use their influence with the leaders of the HZ(R) H-B to bring about the end of
hostilities between the HVO and the ABiH. Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 561-564. Croatian leaders, specifically
Gojko Susak, Mate Granic and Tudman, decisively influenced decisions taken in relation to the political structure of the
HR H-B and the appointment of its most senior officials - for example, at a meeting in Zagreb on 10 November 1993,
Boban and Prlic agreed with Granic and Tudman on which persons would be appointed to head certain ministries in the
HR H-B. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 565. Tudman presented himself as the representative of the BiH Croats in
the peace talks held under the auspices of the international community and he took decisions on their behalf.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 566.
1002 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 88, Vol. 3, para. 570.
1003 See supra, paras 308, 321.
1004 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578, 584.
1005 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 579-581, 585.
1006 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 587.
1007 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 587.
999
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328.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber reasoned that this evidence showed

that the HVO's military presence was "sufficient",1008 "strong enough",1009 "sufficiently strong", 1010
or "to the extent needed to impose its authority",l0l1 thus enabling it to give orders to the population
and to have them carried out. 1012 The Appeals Chamber considers that it was based on all of these
factors, taken cumulatively, that the Trial Chamber found a state of occupation in these
municipalities. lOB
329.

The Appeals Chamber considers that it would have been preferable for the Trial Chamber to

have identified with precision the findings that supported its conclusion that Croatia exercised the
authority required for occupation.Y'" The Appeals Chamber recalls, however, that a trial judgement
is to be read as a whole,lOI5 and notes that the Trial Chamber made a number of factual findings that
established Croatia's authority over the HVO, its proxy.lOI6 These findings concerned: (1) the
strong links between Croatia and the HVO as epitomised in the close relationship Prlic, Praljak, and
Petkovic had with senior Croatian political, military, or administrative authorities; (2) the fact that
the members of the ICE included both Croatian political, governmental, and military officials as
well as officials of the HZ(R) H-B political, military, and administrative structures; and (3) HV
troops directly intervening alongside the HVO in the conflict with the ABiH at the relevant time
and in the relevant locations. The Appeals Chamber will address these findings in tum.
330.

Turning to the first set of findings, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber

held, inter alia, that on 5 and 26 October 1992, Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic, as members of a
"delegation of Croatia and the HZ H-B", met with Ratko Mladic to discuss the division of BiH
between the Serbs and the Croats. lOI? With regard to Prlic, the Trial Chamber found that between
September 1992 and the end of April 1994, he attended meetings in Croatia with Tudman and other
Croatian leaders, and from 17 September 1992 onwards, he held discussions with Tudman about the
internal policy of the HZ(R) H_B.1018 The Trial Chamber also found that Prlic was one of Tudman's

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578, 585, 587.
See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 579,584.
1010 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 580.
1011 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 583.
1012 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578-580, 583-585, 587.
1013 The Appeals Chamber notes that the finding on occupation in Vares Municipality is overturned elsewhere in the
Judgement. See infra, para. 343.
1014 See supra, para. 325.
1015 See Stanish; and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, paras 1107, 1115, 1148, 1162, 1181; Popovic et at.
Appeal Judgement, para. 2006; Mrksic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, para. 379.
10 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 15-24, 106, 111, 119, 121,520,522-545,651, Vol. 3, paras 529-544. The
Appeals Chamber notes that the underpinning factual findings have been upheld elsewhere in the Judgement. See supra,
paras 237-240, 245-249, 265-275, 282-289, 294-297. See also infra, paras 835-836, 840-842, 1138-1139, 1521-1522,
1895-1897,1900-1902, 1904-1905, 1911, 1914-1916.
1017 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 18.
1018 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 119.
1008
1009
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principal interlocutors for discussions about the political and military strategy of the HZ(R) H_B. 1019
The Trial Chamber further held that Prlic had influence on the defence strategy and the military
operations of the HVO, including the power to, inter alia,
on the course of the military operations of the HVO. 1020
331.

ta~e

decisions which had a direct impact

As to Praljak,1021 the Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber held that his role in

both the Croatian government and his de facto and/or de jure authority in the HVO, which he
exercised simultaneously in both BiH and Croatia, demonstrated his knowledge of and willingness
to implement the senior Croatian and HVO leadership's policies regarding Herceg-Bosna.1022 It
found that Praljak contributed to the CCP by serving as a conduit between Croatia and the
HZ(R) H_B. 1023 The Trial Chamber also found that Praljak personally and directly contributed to
posting HV members to the HVO, and on his request, the Croatian government continued paying
the salaries of HV soldiers who had been authorised by the Croatian government to go to BiH to
join the HVO. 1024 With respect to Petkovic, the Appeals Chamber observes that in April 1992, on
his request, he was released from active military service in the HV "for the purpose of joining the
RBiH".1025 After his stint in the HVO,1026 in March 1993, Stojic requested Susak to assign Petkovic
to the rank of senior officer within the HV, in recognition of his contribution to defending a large
part of HZ(R) H-B territory.1027
332.

These findings establish both: (1) the pivotal role played by Prlic and Praljak in facilitating

the Croatian political and military support needed in HZ(R) H-B; and (2) the fact that the HVO
accepted Praljak's and Petkovic's concurrent and subsequent membership respectively, in the HV
and the HVO, at this crucial time in the conflict with the ABiH. The Appeals Chamber considers
that tills is indicative of the actual authority exercised by Croatia through the HVO over BiH
territory.
333.

Moving on to the second set of findings, the Appeals Chamber notes the Trial Chamber's

findings that members of the Croatian and the HZ(R) H-B political, governmental, and military

See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 4, para. 119.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 106, 111, 121.
1021 The Trial Chamber found that from approximately March 1992 to 15 June 1993, Praljak was the Assistant Minister
of Defence of Croatia and then its Deputy Minister of Defence, first at the rank of brigadier and then as major-general
of the HV. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 457.
1022 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 545.
1023 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 520, 522-545.
1024 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 4, paras 541-544.
1025 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, fn. 1245.
1026 Petkovic was appointed chief of the HVO Main Staff by Boban on 14 April 1992 and remained in that position until
24 July 1993. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 651.
1027 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 4, fn 1245.
1019
1020
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structures consulted each other to devise and implement the CCP. 1028 The Appeals Chamber
considers this to be another factor that shows the actual authority exercised by Croatia over the
HVO and over BiH territory. Lastly, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber concluded
that there was direct intervention by HV troops alongside the HVO in the conflict with the
1029
ABiH.
334.

In conclusion, and in light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that there are a

number of factors that indicate that Croatia through the HVO had actual authority over the relevant
municipalities. These are: (1) the overall control Croatia had over the HVO;1030 (2) the continued
presence of the HVO in the relevant municipalities after the occupationr'Y" (3) the HVO's issuance
of directives to the population and having them enforced; (4) the close links Prlic, Praljak, and, to a
lesser extent, Petkovic had with Croatia; (5) the ongoing consultations between members of the
Croatian and the HZ(R) H-B political and governmental structures and the HVO, and their common
membership in the lCE; and (6) the engagement of HV units with the HVO in combat in the attacks
on towns and villages. Looking at all these factors and the situation in the various municipalities in
its entirety, the Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic have failed to
show an error on the part of the Trial Chamber. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses all the
relevant arguments.
335.

Turning next to Praljak's argument that an armed conflict and occupation cannot co-exist,

the Appeals Chamber notes that a state of occupation and that of an international armed conflict are
not necessarily mutually exclusive. 1032 Further, with regard to Stojic's and Petkovic's argument that
.ongoing combat and occupation cannot co-exist, the Appeals Chamber recalls that a finding of
active hostilities in certain municipalities does not necessarily preclude the Trial Chamber from
finding that a state of occupation existed on the ground in those municipalities. The
Appeals Chamber considers that the issue is one of authority, i.e. whether the occupying power is
able to maintain its authority over the territory in spite of some ongoing active combat, 1033

1028 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1231, referring to Tudman, Susak, Bobetko, Boban, Prlic, Stojic, Praljak,
.
Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic. See infra, paras 1521-1522.
1029 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-544. See also supra, paras 265-275. For instance, the Trial Chamber found
that a mixed unit of HVO and HV troops attacked and took over the town of Prozor on 23 October 1992, HV troops
were in the Prozor area on several dates between November 1992 and January 1994, and Prozor Municipality generally
was occupied by the HVO during part of that period, from August to December 1993. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3,
paras 532-533, 589. The Trial Chamber also found that in the villages of Sovici and Doljani in Jablanica Municipalitywhich were occupied after 17 April 1993 - HV soldiers participated alongside the HVO in the attack on Sovici on
17 April 1993, and HV troops were seen there until May 1993. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 535, 589.
1030 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-567 & fn. 1175.
1031 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578-580, 583-585, 587.
1032 See Hostage Trial Case, p. 56.
1033 See also supra, para. 319.
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336.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that once the HVO assumed

control over the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje on 18 January 1993, the HVO
arrested and removed the Muslim population, and destroyed and stole property belonging to the
Muslims there. 1034 In so doing, the Trial Chamber found that the HVO had sufficient authority for a
finding of occupation in Dusa, Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje in Gornji Vakuf Municipality.1035
Stojic's argument that this finding cannot stand because the "first real lull in combat" was not until
26 or 27 January 1993 1036 does not take into account the establishment of the HVO's authority over
the area prior to this date - a fact inferred from its strong military presence and its ability to give
orders to the Muslim population and to have such orders carried OUt. 1037
337.

As to Stojic's argument that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the HVO occupied

Sovici and Doljani in Jablanica Municipality from 17 April 1993 because "mopping up" operations
continued after this date is without merit. 1038 The Trial Chamber found that most of the fighting in
Sovici and Doljani had ended late in the afternoon of 17 April 1993 following which the HVO and
the MUP made the first Muslim arrests - showing that the HVO's military presence was
sufficiently strong to enable it to give orders to the Muslim population and have them carried
out. 1039 In fact, the Trial Chamber also found

that

such arrests continued between
18 and 23 April 1993, again showing the HVO still exercised control over Sovici and Doljani. 1040

With respect to Stojic's related argument that another trial chamber found differently (i.e. that there
was no occupation in Sovici and Doljani in Jablanica Municipality at the relevant time), the
Appeals Chamber recalls that the factual finding of one trial chamber is not binding upon that of
another. 1041
338.

Further, in concluding that West Mostar was occupied by the HVO, the Trial Chamber took

note that from May 1993 to February 1994, the HVO removed the Muslim population of
West Mostar and that this attested to the fact that the HVO was present militarily to the extent
needed to impose authority and was capable of giving orders to the inhabitants of West Mostar and
having such orders carried out. 1042 The Appeals Chamber is not convinced by Stojic's argument that

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 579.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 579.
1036 StojiC's Appeal Brief, para. 424, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 395.
1037 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 369,374,386,398, Vol. 3, paras 579, 589.
1038 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 424, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 549. The Appeals Chamber notes that
the Trial Chamber found that occupation was established after 17 April 1993 and notfrom 17 April 1993 as argued by
Stojic. See Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 424; Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 580.
1039 See TrialJudgement, Vol. 2, paras 541, 545-548, 550, 552, 554, Vol. 3, paras 580, 589. The Appeals Chamber
considers that the challenges to the finding of a state of occupation in Vares town and Stupni Do in Vares Municipality
are moot. See infra, para. 343.
1040 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 558-564.
1041 See Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 260. Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, para. 114.
1042 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 583, 589.
1034
1035
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the Trial Chamber's finding that the Attack on the HVO Tihomir Misic Barracks in Mostar on
30 June 1993 undermines its finding that West Mostar was occupied by the HVO, as the HVO was
still able to arrest Muslim men, including members of the ABiH and Muslim HVO soldiers after the
Attack on the HVO Tihomir Misic Barracks. 1043 This reasonably shows the HVO still maintained
actual authority over West Mostar. 10 44 For these same reasons, Petkovic's argument that the whole
of Mostar was a combat zone and therefore could not be occupied is unpersuasive.
339.

With regard to Corio's argument that an occupation must follow an act of invasion, the

Appeals Chamber recalls its statement of the law above, and holds that invasion is not a prerequisite
for the determination of a state of occupation. 1045 This argument, as well as the argument that the
Trial Chamber failed to make a finding on invasion being an element of occupation, are accordingly
dismissed.Y'" Moreover, contrary to Praljak's argument, the Appeals Chamber highlights that the
Trial Chamber established when occupation started in each relevant town and village in each
affected municipality.P'" The Appeals Chamber also considers that the Trial Chamber properly
found that occupation can be established, once combat ceases, if the occupying power has the
required control. 1048
340.

The Appeals Chamber further considers unpersuasive Prlic's, Stojic's, and Praljak's

arguments that the Trial Chamber should have determined that the pre-existing civil government
had been displaced, and that the relevant test should have been whether either the pre-existing
authority in the allegedly occupied territory remained capable of functioning, or if a temporary
administration body had been put in its place. 1049 This is because they fail to demonstrate that the
Trial Chamber did not find that the HVO was the authority replacing the pre-existing government,
given the facts of the case. 1050 Moreover, even if the HVO was carrying out government functions
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 878-883, 895.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 878-883, 895.
1045 See supra, para. 318; Armed Activities Judgement, paras 43, 45, 51, 53, 149, 178 (Uganda was found to be the
occupying power in a part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo following the expiration of Congolese consent
which had allowed the presence of Ugandan troops in its territory); Lepore Case, pp. 354-357 (following the change of
Italian government and Italy's' declaration of war on Germany in 1943, Germany was found to be the occupying power
of parts of Italy where it already had a military presence as a result of its alliance with Italy's previous government).
The Appeals Chamber rejects Praljak's related argument that the Trial Chamber failed to establish there "already was a
transitional period" as an undeveloped assertion. The Appeals Chamber also dismisses this argument.
1046 See supra, paras 306, 318. As to Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, and CoriC's challenges that the HVO could not have
invaded as it was a legitimate governing authority in BiR, the Appeals Chamber recalls that they ignore other relevant
findings on the recognition of Izetbegovic's government by the international community as the legitimate government
of BiH, and that the HZ(R) H-B and its military, the HVO, were rejected by the BiH authorities throughout the period
relevant to the Indictment. Further, the Appeals Chamber notes what it held above, that the law of occupation may be
applicable to cases other than foreign invading armies. See supra, 318. It thus dismisses this argument.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 426-428, 432-433, 457, 459, 467, Vol. 2. paras 339, 341.
1047 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578-589.
'
1048 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578-589 & fn. 1175. See supra, paras 335-338.
1049 See supra, para. 319.
1050 See supra, paras 319-320. The Appeals Chamber also rejects the argument that some individuals elected in a 1990
election in some municipalities were still governing locally in 1993, indicating that no change in governmental
1043
1044
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because of a power vacuum, the Appeals Chamber finds that the factual test of the HVO
substituting its authority for that of the pre-existing legitimate government is still met. 105l This
argument is therefore also dismissed.
341.

Lastly, with regard to the argument that the principle of self-determination of peoples

negates any finding that the HVO occupied territory in BiH because Croats had been living in the
territory of HZ(R) H-B for centuries, the Appeals Chamber considers that this is not inconsistent
with the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO occupied territory in BiH as an agent of Croatia. 1052
This is because the test for occupation is actual authority over the territory and population and not
the motivation behind such an occupation. The Appeals Chamber thus rejects this argument.
342.

In conclusion, Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Coric have failed to show that the

Trial Chamber erred in finding that the HVO occupied: (1) the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Zdrimci,
and Uzricje in Gornji Vakuf Municipality after 18 January 1993;1053 (2) the villages of Sovici and
Doljani in Jablanica Municipality after 17 April 1993;1054 and (3) West Mostar from May 1993 until
February 1994. 1055
343.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber notes the Trial Chamber's findings that Vares town and the

village of Stupni Do in Vares Municipality were occupied after 23 October 1993, that the crime of
extensive destruction of property not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and
wantonly by the HVO occurred on 23 October 1993,1056 as well as the Prosecution's submission
that the evidence that the Trial Chamber relied upon demonstrates that the crime of extensive
appropriation of property not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and
wantonly by the HVO also occurred on 23 October 1993. 1057 Taking into account these findings and
evidence, the Prosecution concedes that it was not proven that these places were occupied when the
crimes were committed.Y'" The Appeals Chamber considers that, based on the factual error made
by the Trial Chamber, it is in the Appellants' interest and the interests of justice to vacate the
Appellants' convictions for Count 19 (extensive destruction as a grave breach of the Geneva
authority had taken place, as Praljak fails to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have found a state of occupation
in those municipalities, based on the entirety of the evidence before the Trial Chamber.
1051 See supra, paras 320-321.
1052 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, fn. 1175. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 568.
1053 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 579, 589.
1054 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 580, 589.
1055
•
.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 581, 583, 589.
1056 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 588-589, 1554-1556.
1057 See supra, para. 315. The Prosecution makes this submission despite the Trial Chamber's finding that the
appropriation of Muslim property in question occurred "during and after the arrests of the Muslims in the town of Vares
between 23 October and 1 November 1993 and during and after the attack on the village of Stupni Do on
23 October 1993". See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1650-1653; supra, para. 315. The Appeals Chamber observes
that, in fact, the Prosecution's submission is in conformity with the evidence on which the Trial Chamber relied in
making these findings. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 401, 403, 465-467 and the evidence cited therein.
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Conventions) and Count 22 (appropriation of property as a grave breach of the Geneva
Conventions) with regard to Vares Municipality. Exercising its discretion under Article 25(2) of the
Statute,1059 the Appeals Chamber refrains from entering new convictions on appeal for Count 20
(wanton destruction as a violation of the laws or customs of war) with regard to Vares. In so
finding, the Appeals Chamber considers the interests of fairness to the Appellants, the nature of the
.
offrences, and t1re circumstances
0 f th'IS case. 1060
(c) Conclusion
344.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's ground 20, Stojic's

ground 55, Praljak's ground 2, Petkovic's sub-ground 7.2, and CoriC's sub-ground 3.2.
345.

The Appeals Chamber upholds the Trial Chamber's conclusion that it was necessary to

examine whether a state of occupation existed in those municipalities where deportation (across a

de facto border), extensive destruction and appropriation of property were alleged under the "grave
breaches" regime of the Geneva Conventions and Article 2 of the Statute. It also dismisses Prlic's,
Stojic's, Praljak's, Petkovic's, and Corio's arguments related to the legal requirements of
occupation. Finally, the Appeals Chamber vacates the Appellants' convictions for extensive
destruction and appropriation of property not justified by military necessity and carried out
unlawfully and wantonly as grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions (Counts 19 and 22
respectively) for the incidents in Vares Municipality.

C. The Protected Persons Requirement
346.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that, to constitute grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions,

the crimes enumerated under Article 2 of the Statute must be committed against persons or property
protected under the provisions of the relevant Geneva Convention.l'"! Geneva Convention N
protects "those who, at a given moment and in any manner whatsoever, find themselves, in case of

See supra, para. 315.
See Stanish; and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 1096 & fn. 3625; Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 928;
Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, fn. 5269; Jelisic Appeal Judgement, para. 73.
1060 Cf Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 1096 & fn. 3626 and references cited therein; Jelisic
Appeal Judgement, paras 73, 77.
1061 Tadic Appeal Decision on Jurisdiction, para. 81 (holding that the reference to "persons or property protected under
the provisions of the relevant Geneva Conventions" under Article 2 of the Statute "is clearly intended to indicate that
the offences listed under Article 2 can only be prosecuted when perpetrated against persons or property regarded as
'protected' by the Geneva Conventions under the strict conditions set out by the Conventions themselves. This
reference in Article 2 to the notion of 'protected persons or property' must perforce cover the persons mentioned in
Articles 13, 24, 25 and 26 (protected persons) and 19 and 33 to 35 (protected objects) of Geneva Convention I; in
Articles 13, 36, 37 (protected persons) and 22, 24, 25 and 27 (protected objects) of Convention II; in Article 4 of
Convention III on prisoners of war; and in Articles 4 and 20 (protected persons) and Articles 18, 19, 21,22,33, 53, 57
etc. (protected property) of Convention IV on civilians. Clearly, these provisions of the Geneva Conventions apply to
persons or objects protected only to the extent that they are caught up in an international armed conflict.").
1058
1059
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a conflict or occupation, in the hands of a Party to the conflict or Occupying Power of which they
are not nationals", excluding protected persons under other Geneva Conventions and nationals of
States that have normal diplomatic representation in the detaining State. 1062
347.

The Trial Chamber separately considered the protected status of two categories of Muslim

men detained by the HVO: (1) Muslim members of the HVO; and (2) military-aged Muslim men.
The Appeals Chamber will address each category in tum. It will then tum to arguments that the
detention of the HVO's Muslim members and the military-aged Muslim men was justified.
1. Muslim members of the HVO (Stojie's Ground 42, Praljak's Ground 3, Petkovie's Sub-grounds
5.2.1.1 in part and 5.2.1.3 in part, and Corie's Ground 4)
348.

The Trial Chamber held that the Muslim members of the HVO who were detained by the

HVO were not prisoners of war ("POWs") protected under Geneva Convention III because, as
members of the authority by which they were detained (i.e. the HVO), they "cannot be considered
to 'have fallen into the power of the enemy" within the meaning of that Convention. 1063 Instead,
the Trial Chamber held that the HVO Muslim members were protected by Geneva Convention N
because the criterion for determining the status of protected persons is not nationality but
allegiance, and from at least 30 June 1993, the HVO Muslims were perceived by the HVO as loyal
to the ABiH and therefore "had fallen into the hands of the enemy power".1064
(a) Arguments of the Parties
349.

Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Corie contend that the Trial Chamber erred by finding that

Muslim members of the HVO, who were detained by the HVO, were protected persons pursuant to
Article 4 of Geneva Convention N. 1065 First, Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic argue that Geneva
Convention N only protects civilians, and that the Muslim members of the HVO necessarily fall
outside of its ambit,1066 Second, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Coric assert that the HVO's Muslim
members detained by the HVO were not "in the hands of a Party to the conflict or Occupying
Power of which they are not nationals", as Article 4 of Geneva Convention N requires. 1067 They

1062 Geneva Convention IV, Art. 4. See also Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, p. 51 (explaining that the
definition of protected persons under Geneva Convention IV "is a very broad one which includes members of the armed
forces [... ] who fall into enemy hands" to whom, "for some reason, prisoner of war status [... ] [was] denied").
1063 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 604.
1064 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 608-611.
.
1065 Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 386, 391; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 57-63; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 186-191;
CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 84-94.
1066 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 387; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 58; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 114; Petkovic's
Agpea1 Brief, paras 188, 191, 197; Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 37-38.
10
Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 388; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 60; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 189; Petkovic's
Reply Brief, para. 37; Corle's Appeal Brief, para. 87.
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also argue that the Trial Chamber erred by considering the HVO'sMuslim members' ethnicityI068
and the HVO's subjective suspicions that their allegiance had changed, instead of objective criteria,
I069
to be determinative of their lack of allegiance to the HVO.
Stojic, Petkovic, and Coric also argue
that, in this regard, the Trial Chamber failed to take into account other factors - and according to
Coric, also ignored evidence - showing that the HVO considered them members of the HVO itself
and not of the ABiH. I070
350.

Stojic, Petkovic, and Coric further submit that the Trial Chamber made contradictory

findings on this issue by finding, on one hand, that in the context of Geneva Convention III, the
HVO's Muslim members cannot be considered to "have fallen into the power of the enemy", while
also finding, in the context of Geneva Convention IV, that they had "indeed fallen into the hands of
the enemy power".'?" Moreover, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Coric argue that national law and
not international humanitarian law regulates a State's treatment of its soldiers (e.g., its response to
mutiny and other disciplinary issues) or any crimes committed by servicemen against their own
forces. torz Petkovic, in particular, submits that the Trial Chamber failed to give a reasoned opinion
as to whether service personnel within an army fall within the jurisdiction of international

Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 59-60.
Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 389, referring to Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 172, Celebiei Appeal Judgement,
paras 83-84. Stojic argues that while subjective suspicions of the detaining power are relevant, they are not
determinative of allegiance, and refers to the Celebiei Trial Judgement, which found that the Bosnian authorities
considered that the Bosnian Serb detainees owed them no allegiance on the basis of objective factors, including the
Bosnian Serbs' declaration of independence and their subsequent receipt of arms from the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia. See Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 73, referring to Celebiei Trial Judgement, para. 265. Praljak also submits
that, in the Tribunal's jurisprudence, the ethnically-based allegiance criterion was only applied to civilians who had
never pledged allegiance to a party to the conflict. He argues that it cannot be applied to Muslim HVO members who
had willingly joined the HVO. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 60, referring to Celebiei Appeal Judgement, para. 105,
Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 175. Praljak further submits that the fact that they posed a threat to the security of the
HVO does not invalidate in itself their allegiance to the HVO. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 60. See also Petkovic's
Afcpeal Brief, para. 190; CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 87, 91.
100 Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 74, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1403; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras
189-190; referring to Ex. 4D01466, Petkovic's Final Trial Brief, para. 256; CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 87, 91-92,
referring to Exs. 4D01466, P04756, P00514, p. 8, P00956, p. 14, Milivoj Petkovic, T. 49579 (17 Feb 2010),
Witness CJ, T. 10952 (closed session) (30 Nov 2006), Slobodan Bozic, T. 36379-36380 (4 Feb 2009), Josip Praljak,
T. 14649-14651 (26 Feb 2007). Corie further argues that: (1) the Muslim HVO members could only be protected
persons if they owed no allegiance to the party to the conflict in whose hands they found themselves and of which they
were nationals; (2) the HVO cannot be an "enemy power" since it was one of the constituent members of the BiH
armed forces; and (3) the Tribunal's jurisprudence requires that the Muslim HVO members had to be under the control
of another party to the conflict, i.e. the ABiH, and the Trial Chamber did not fully analyse to whom they owed
allegiance. CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 87, 89-91, referring to Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 330, Tadic
A~peal Judgement, para. 166.
101 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 390; Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 75; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 187-189; CoriC's
A~peal Brief, paras 85-87.
10 2 Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 76, referring to Sesay et al.Trial Judgement, paras 1451-1453; Praljak's Appeal Brief,
paras 61-62, referring to Sesay et al. Trial Judgement, para. 1451, Cassese, International Criminal Law, p. 82;
Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 182-185, 196, referring to Sesay et al. Trial Judgement, paras 1451-1453, Cassese,
International Criminal Law, p. 82; Appeal Hearing, AT. 519 (23 Mar 2017); Petkovic's Reply Brief, para. 40; Corle's
Appeal Brief, paras 87,91, 93-94, referring to, inter alia, Sesay et al.Trial Judgement, paras 1451-1453, Cassese,
International Criminal Law, p. 82; Caries Reply Brief, paras 28-29.
1068
1069
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humanitarian law. 1073 In the alternative, he argues that if the HVO's Muslim members are
considered to have "fallen into the hands of the enemy power" they should be deemed POWsunder
international humanitarian law and protected by Geneva Convention III, rather than under Geneva
Convention IV. 1074
351.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber did not err by deeming the HVO's Muslim

members protected persons under Geneva Convention IV. 1075 First, citing the Commentary on
Geneva Convention IV, the Prosecution contends that as members of the HVO, these men
nevertheless had protected status, because the definition of protected persons under Geneva
Convention IV "is a very broad one which includes members of the armed forces" and "[e]very
person in enemy hands must have some status under international law" .1076 Second, the Prosecution
submits that the Trial Chamber correctly applied the governing jurisprudence, interpreting
"nationality" to mean "allegiance", and finding that the HVO's Muslim members fell into enemy
hands when the HVO detained them, in light of their perceived loyalty to the ABiH. 1077 Further, the
Prosecution points to evidence showing their indiscriminate and en masse arrest by the HVO and
their treatment in detention, which more closely resembled that of other Muslim detainees than that
of detained Croat HVO members.'?"
352.

The Prosecution also responds that the Trial Chamber did not contradict itself by finding

that the HVO's Muslim members were not POWs under Geneva Convention III because they did
not belong to the armed forces of an enemy (the ABiH) as Article 4 of that Convention requires. 1079
It avers that the non-Tribunal authorities cited by Stojic, Praljak, Petko vie, and Corle purporting to

show that international humanitarian law is not applicable to a State's treatment of its own soldiers

Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 181, 196.
Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 190-191, 197; Appeal Hearing, AT. 520-521(23 Mar 2017); Petkovic's Reply Brief,
para. 37. In this regard, Petkovic argues that the Trial Chamber erred by failing to first inquire whether the HVO's
Muslim members detained by the HVO were denied POW status. See Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 39-40. See infra,
fcaras 373-374.
075 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 353-354; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 277-278;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 144; Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), para. 75.
1076 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 355; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 279-281;
Prosecution's Re~onse Brief (Petkovic), paras 145-147; Appeal Hearing, AT. 551, 554 (23 Mar 2017); Prosecution's
Response Brief (Carie), paras 77-79.
1077 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 354, 356; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 278, referring
to Celebici Appeal Judgement, paras 83-84, Tadic Aypeal Judgement, para. 166; Prosecut~on's Response Brief
(Petkovic), para. 144; Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 76, 80. With respect to Corio, the Prosecution
responds that he repeats the same arguments he made at trial without showing any error, which should be dismissed.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 80, 82-83. See CariC's Appeal Brief, paras 89-90.
1078 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 356; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 278, 282;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 148; Appeal Hearing, AT. 551-556 (23 Mar 2017).
1079 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 357; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 280-281;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 146-147; Appeal Hearing, AT. 556-559 (23 Mar 2017); Prosecution's
Response Brief (Corie), paras 78-80.
1073

1074
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do not address the situation at hand, where detained soldiers are factually in the hands of the
enemy.1080
(b) Analysis
353.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber will address Stojic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's

arguments that only civilians are entitled to protection under Geneva Convention N. 108 1 It
considers that while Geneva Convention N primarily concerns the protection of civilians, the plain
language of Article 4 defines protected persons more broadly, encompassing all persons - not just
civilians - who fall into the hands of a party to the conflict, or occupying power of which they are
not nationals, and who are not protected under the other Geneva Conventions. 1082 The
Appeals Chamber thus dismisses this argument.
354.

The Appeals Chamber now turns to Stojic's, Praljak's, Petkovic's, and Corle's arguments

challenging the legal standard applied by the Trial Chamber to determine the status of the HVO's
Muslim members and their protection under Geneva Convention N. It reiterates its jurisprudence
that:
depriving victims, who arguably are of the same nationality under domestic law as their captors, of
the protection of the Geneva Conventions solely based on that national law would not be
consistent with the object and purpose of the Conventions. Their very object could indeed be
defeated if undue emphasis were placed on formal legal bonds [... ]. It finds that Article 4 of
Geneva Convention IV cannot be interpreted in a way that would exclude victims from the
protected persons status merely on the basis of their common citizenship with a perpetrator. They
are protected as long as they owe no allegiance to the Party to the conflict in whose hands they
find themselves and of which they are nationals. 1083

The Appeals Chamber also recalls that it has held that:
already in 1949 the legal bond of nationality was not regarded as crucial and allowance was made
for special cases. [In the case of World War II refugees], the lack of both allegiance to a State and
diplomatic protection' by this State was regarded as more important than the formal link of
nationality. In the cases provided for in Article 4(2), in addition to nationality, account was taken
of the existence or non-existence of diplomatic protection: nationals of a neutral State or a
co-belligerent State are not treated as "protected persons" unless they are deprived of or do not
enjoy diplomatic protection. In other words, those nationals are not "protected persons" as long as
they benefit from the normal diplomatic protection of their State; when they lose it or in any event
do not enjoy it, the Convention automatically grants them the status of "protected persons".1084

1080 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 282; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 148;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Carie), para. 85.
1081 See Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 387; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 58; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 114; Petkovic's
Agpeal Brief, paras 188, 191, 197; Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 37-38.
10 2 Geneva Convention IV, Art. 4(4). See also Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, pp. 50-51.
1083 Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 329 (internal references omitted). See also Kordic and Cerke;
AEpeal Judgement, para. 330.
10 4 Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 165 (internal references omitted).
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355.

In this respect, the Appeals Chamber further notes that the allegiance analysis "hinging on

substantial relations more than on formal bonds, becomes all the more important in present-day
international armed conflicts [... ] [where] ethnicity rather than nationality may become the grounds
for allegiance".1085 In this case, the Trial Chamber correctly took into account the allegiance of the
Muslim HVO members rather than merely considering their nationality.1086 Moreover, to reach the
conclusion that Muslim HVO members were protected by Geneva Convention IV from
30 June 1993 onwards, the Trial Chamber relied on the perceived allegiance of the Muslim HVO
members by the HVO. 1087 Recalling that the detaining authority's view of the victims' allegiance
has been considered a relevant factor by the Appeals Chamber,1088 the Appeals Chamber considers
that Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Coric have failed to show an error on the part of the Trial
Chamber. 1089

356.

The Appeals Chamber notes Stojic's, Petkovic's, and Coric's argument that the

Trial Chamber failed to take into account other factors showing that the HVO viewed its Muslim
members as belonging to the HVO. 1090 Recalling the relevant Trial Chamber findings, the
Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber addressed Praljak's, Petkovic's, and Corio's
final briefs, and Petkovic's Closing Arguments at trial, where it was argued that when placed in
isolation by the HVO, the HVO Muslim members "did not forfeit their status as HVO soldiers" .1091
The Appeals Chamber further observes that the Trial Chamber also noted COliC's argument that the
HVO Muslim members, due to their membership in the HVO, owed allegiance to the authorities of
the HZ(R) H_B.1092 The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that Stojic, Petkovic, and Coric have
failed to show that the Trial Chamber ignored relevant factors allegedly showing that the HVO
1093
viewed its Muslim members as belonging to the HVO.

357.

With regard toCoric' s related argument that the Trial Chamber ignored evidence showing

that the HVO considered Muslim members of the HVO to be members of the HVO itself and not of
Appeal Judgement, para. 166. See CelebiCi Appeal Judgement, paras 83-84.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 608.
1087 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 609-611.
1088 CelebiCi Appeal Judgement, para. 98.
1089 Nor have they shown any cogent reason for the Appeals Chamber to depart from the allegiance analysis
jurisprudence. See Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, paras 107-109.
1090 Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 74, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1403; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras
189-190, referring to Ex. 4D01466, Petkovic's Final Brief, para. 256; Corle's Appeal Brief, paras 87, 91, referring to
Exs.4D01466, P04756, Milivoj Petkovic, T. 49579 (17 Feb 2010), Witness CJ, T. 10952 (closed session)
(30 Nov 2006).
1091 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 594, referring to Pra1jak's Final Brief, paras 85, 96, Petkovic's Final Brief, paras
255-260, referring to Milivoj Petkovic, T. 49579 (17 Feb 2010), Ex. 4D01466, Petkovic Closing Arguments,
T(F).52545, 52549-52550, 52558 (21 Feb 2011), Corle's Final Brief, paras 352-368, referring to Exs. 4D01466,
P04756.
1092 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 593, referring to Corle's Final Brief, paras 352-360, referring to Exs. 4D01466,
P04756.
1093 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 608-611.
1085 Tadic

1086
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the ABiH,1094 the Appeals Chamber observes that the arguments that the Trial Chamber referred to,
as just discussed, also identified supporting evidence. 1095 The Appeals Chamber notes that some of
the evidence Corie claimed was ignored, purporting to show that the HVO distinguished between
detained Muslim HVO members and paws, was also included in the arguments the Trial Chamber
referred to. 1096 In any event, the Appeals Chamber considers that Coric has failed to explain how
this evidence showing that "military prisoners" were separated from the "enemy paws" while in
detention pertained to HVO Muslim members. 1097 It therefore dismisses Corio's argument.
358.

Turning to Stojic's, Praljak's, Petkovic's, and CoriC's arguments relying on non-Tribunal

authorities that war crimes cannot be committed by soldiers against members of their own military
force, the Appeals Chamber first recalls that it is not bound by the findings of other courts domestic, international, or hybrid. 1098 The Appeals Chamber also considers that these non-ICTY
cases are inapposite to the case at hand. Although they relate to whether war crimes can be
committed by service personnel against members of their own military force, 1099 none of these cases
apply the allegiance criterion developed in ICTY jurisprudence to determine whether the service
personnel had fallen into the hands of a party to the conflict, or occupying power of which they are
not nationals, as required under Geneva Convention IVYoO Moreover, the Appeals Chamber finds
that Stojic's, Praljak's, Petkovic's, and Coric's arguments fall short of demonstrating that there are
cogent reasons for the Appeals Chamber to depart from its established jurisprudence in this
lI01
regard.
Accordingly, these arguments are dismissed. Further, the Appeals Chamber therefore
dismisses Stojic's, Praljak's, Petkovic's, and Corio's challenges to the Trial Chamber's application
of international humanitarian law in finding that the HVa's Muslim members were protected under
Geneva Convention IVY02

See CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 92, referring to Exs. P00514, p. 8, P00956, p. 14, Milivoj Petkovic, T. 49579
(17 Feb 2010), Slobodan Bozic, T. 36379-36380 (4 Feb 2009), Josip Praljak, T. 14649-14651 (26 Feb 2007).
1095 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 593-594, referring to Petkovic's Final Brief, paras 255, 257, referring to
Exs. P005l4, p. 8 (Instruction for the Operation of the Central Military Prison of the Croatian Defence Council,
22 September 1992), P00956, p. 14 (Military Police Report, 26 December 1992), Milivoj Petkovic, T. 49579
(17 Feb 2010). See also supra, para. 356.
1096 See Exs. P00514, p. 8 (Instruction for the Operation of the Central Military Prison of the Croatian Defence Council,
22 September 1992), P00956, p. 14 (Military Police Report, 26 December 1992), Milivoj Petkovic, T. 49579
(17 Feb 2010).
1097 Cf Corle's Appeal Brief, para. 92, referring to Exs, P00514, p. 8, P00956, p. 14, Milivoj Petkovic, T. 49579
(17 Feb 2010), Slobodan Bozic, T. 36379-36380 (4 Feb 2009), Josip Praljak, T. 14649-14651 (26 Feb 2007);
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 593-594, referring to Petkovic's Final Brief, paras 255, 257, referring to Exs. P005l4,
p. 8 (Instruction for the Operation of the Central Military Prison of the Croatian Defence Council, 22 September 1992),
P00956, p. 14 (Military Police Report, 26 December 1992), Milivoj Petkovic, T. 49579 (17 Feb 2010).
1098 Stanish! and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 598; Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 1674. See also
Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 50.
1099 See Pil: Case, p. 391; Motosuke Case, p. 682; Sesay et aI.Trial Judgement, paras 1388-1396, 1451-1453 & fn. 2754.
See also Cassese, International Criminal Law, p. 82, referring to the Pil: and Motosuke cases.
1100 See Geneva Convention IV, Art. 4(4). See also Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, pp. 50-51.
1101 See Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, paras 107-109.
1102 See also supra, para. 349.
1094
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359.

As to Stojic's, Petkovic's, and CoriC's allegation that the Trial Chamber contradicted itself

by finding that the HVO's Muslim members detained by the HVO were, on one hand, not
"[m]embers of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict" who had "fallen into the power of the
enemy" under Geneva Convention III, but on the other, that they had "indeed fallen into the hands
of the enemy power", under Geneva Convention IV, the Appeals Chamber considers that the
Trial Chamber's findings, read in context,are not contradictory. The Appeals Chamber finds that
the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the Muslim HVO members could not be deemed
POWs within the strict meaning of Geneva Convention III as they did not formally belong to the
ABiH, the "armed forces of a Party other than the detaining Party" .1103 They could nevertheless be
protected under Geneva Convention IV because they were in fact in enemy hands, and "[e]very
person in enemy hands must have some status under international law [... ]. There is no intermediate
status; nobody in enemy hands can be outside the law.',l104 For these same reasons, Petkovic's
alternative argument that the HVO's Muslim members should be deemed POWs under Geneva
Convention III is dismissed.
(c) Conclusion
360.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber affirms the Trial Chamber's ruling that the

HVO's Muslim members who were detained by the HVO were protected persons under Geneva
Convention IV. Consequently, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Stojic's ground of appeal 42,
Praljak's ground of appeal 3, Petkovic's sub-ground of appeal 5.2.1 in part, and CoriC's ground of
appeal 4.
2. Muslim men of military age (Praljak's Ground 4, PetkoviC's Sub-grounds 5.2.1.1 in part,
5.2.1.2, and 5.2.1.4, CoriC's Ground 5, and PusiC's Sub-ground 7.1)
361.

The Trial Chamber held that the Muslim men of military age, even if they were part of the

reserves of the armed forces of BiH under national law, did not fit the definition of members of
armed forces within the meaning of the applicable international humanitarian law. 11os It reasoned
that a reservist becomes a member of the armed forces once he has been mobilised and has taken up
active duty.1106 It held that it is only then that a member of the reserves acquires the status ~f
combatant and becomes a POW if he falls into the hands of the opposing party during an
1103 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 602-605. See also supra, paras 354-355; StojiC's Appeal Brief, para. 390;
Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 75; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 187-189; Corie's Appeal Brief, paras 85-87. The
Appeals Chamber dismisses Carie's argument that the HVO cannot be an enemy power as it has affirmed the
Trial Chamber's findings that the HVO was under the overall control of Croatia and was engaged in an international
armed conflict with the ABiH. See supra, paras 234-240, 276-297.
1104 Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, p. 51.
1105 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 616-618.
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international armed conflict,1107 The Trial Chamber further reasoned that from that moment on,
until he is demobilised,a member of the reserves is not a civilian. 1108 It therefore concluded that a
party to an international conflict cannot justify the detention of a group of men solely on the ground
that they are of military age and that, at the outbreak of war, national law required the general
mobilisation of the men in this age group.1109 According to the Trial Chamber, such a party must
verify whether the person has actually mobilised and entered into active duty.lll0
(a) Arguments of the Parties
362.

Praljak, Petkovic, Corio, and Pusic submit that the Trial Chamber erred when it found that

military-aged Muslim men were not members of the armed forces under international humanitarian
law. ll ll Praljak, Petkovic, and Coric argue that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that: (1) BiH
law regarded the reserve forces as a component of the ABiH; and (2) pursuant to a general
mobilisation order,1112 the reservists were in fact mobilised as ABiH members which meant, under
international humanitarian law, that they became members of the armed forces. l1 13 Petkovic and
Corie contend that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that non-combatants, such as the
military-aged Muslim men detained by the HVO, may nevertheless be members of the armed forces
and that it was necessary to consider national legislation to determine when reservists become
members of the armed forces. 1114
363.

Praljak, Petkovic, and COlic also submit that the reservists' obligations under BiH law, in

addition to other evidence that both Bosnian Muslim and HVO authorities treated the reservists as
members of the ABiH, create a strong presumption of their incorporation into the ABiH and that the
Trial Chamber failed to apply the proper burden of proof by not requiring the Prosecution to prove

See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, para. 619.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 619.
1108 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, para. 619.
1109 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 620.
1110 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, para. 620.
1111 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 64-68; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472 (22 Mar 2017); Petkovic's Appeal Brief,
paras 200-202, 211; Petkovic's Reply Brief, para. 43; Corie's Appeal Brief, paras 95-100; Pusic's Appeal Brief,
paras 228-229. Pusic adopts the Judge Antonetti Dissent on this issue. See Pusic's Appeal Brief, para. 229.
112 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 66, referring to Ex. 4D01164; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 201, referring to
Exs. 4D01030, 4D00412, 4D01731, para. 119, 4D01164; Corie's Appeal Brief, paras 97-98, referring to, inter alia,
Exs. lD00349, 4D01030, 4D00412, 4D01731, para. 64, 4D0l164.
1113 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 65-66; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 200-201; Petkovics Reply Brief, paras 41-42;
Corie's Appeal Brief, paras 95-98, 100.
1114 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 199-200, referring to the Hague Regulations, Art. 3, Henckaerts and Doswald-Beck,
Customary International Humanitarian Law, p. 14. In this context, Petkovic argues that the Trial Chamber did not
provide a reasoned opinion about the difference between combat and non-combat members of the armed forces and the
right of non-combatants to be given POW status if imprisoned. Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 200; Corie's Appeal
Brief, para. 100, referring to the Hague Regulations, Art. 3, Henckaerts and Doswald-Beck, Customary International
Humanitarian Law, p. 13. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 65 (arguing that members of the armed forces and the
TO residing in their homes remained combatants whether or not they were in combat).
1106

1107
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that the reservists were civilians. 1115 In this regard, Petkovic asserts that the Trial Chamber erred by
repeatedly referring to Muslim men of military age as "men who did not belong to any armed force"
without applying the appropriate evidentiary standard. 1116
364.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber properly determined that the military-aged

Muslim men, even if reservists under national law, retained their civilian statusy17 The Prosecution
submits that consistent with customary intemationallaw, the Trial Chamber correctly focused on
. whether the men had actually been incorporated into the ABiH and found that they had not been. 1118
Finally, the Prosecution asserts that the Trial Chamber properly applied the applicable burden of
proof and correctly distinguished between civilians and members of the armed forces. 1119
(b) Analysis
365.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak's, Petkovic's, Corio's, and Pusic's challenges is

essentially that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that, pursuant to a general mobilisation order,
Muslim men of military age were reserve members of the ABiH, and therefore members of the
armed forces, protected under Geneva Convention III.
366.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the the Trial Chamber considered the

arguments made by Petkovic at trial, and some of the evidence cited by him, Praljak, and Coric in
their respective final trial briefs, purporting to show that reserve forces were part of the ABiH, and
that reservists were mobilised as ABiH members. 1l2O The Appeals Chamber notes that one of the
pieces of evidence that Petkovic and Coric relied upon is the "Decree Law on Compulsory Military
Service", published on 1 August 1992 ("Decree on Compulsory Military Service"), which states
1115 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 66-67; Praljak's Reply Brief, paras 115-116; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 180,
201-203; CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 99-100. Petkovic also notes that the Trial Chamber acknowledged, when
considering the HVO, that conscripts were members of the armed forces. See Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 204.
1116 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 178-180. Petkovic raises the same argument with respect to the HVO's Muslim
members, which is, however, dismissed in light of the Appeals Chamber's foregoing analysis on the status of the
HVO's Muslim members. See supra, paras 348-360.
1117 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 284; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 149;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio), para. 87.
1118 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 284-286; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 149-151;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio), para. 88. The Prosecution contends that the HVO itself did not treat the
military-aged Muslim men as POWs, as it subjected them to the same treatment as the Muslim civilian detainees.
See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 287; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 152;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio), para. 89.
1119 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 283; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 140-141;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 92.
1120 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 612, referring to the "RBIH's Presidency's Order for general mobilisation on
20 June 1992", i.e. Ex. 4D01164. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 612-614 & fns 1222-1225, referring to,
inter alia, Petkovic's Final Trial Brief, paras 261-275, referring to Exs. lD00349, 4D01030, 4D00412, 4D01731,
4D0l164, Petkovic Closing Arguments, T. (F) 52551-52556 (21 Feb 2011), referring to, inter alia, Exs. 4D00412,
4D1030, lD00349, Petkovic's Rejoinder, T. (F) 52929-52930 (2 Mar 2011), referring to Exs. 4D00412, 4D01164. The
Appeals Chamber also notes that the Trial Chamber refers to Ex. 4DO1731 in the previous sub-section of the
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that "all citizens of [BiH] who are fit to work shall be subject to compulsory military service" .1121 It
defines "compulsory military service" as "the recruitment obligation, the obligation to complete
military service and the obligation to serve in the reserve forces.,,1122 However, the
Appeals Chamber considers that this same Decree on Compulsory Military Service also defines
several categories of citizens of BiH who are, or may be, excused from military service regardless
of their age. Il23 Similarly, the "Decree Law on Service in the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina", also published on 1 August 1992, referred to by Petkovic and Coric, states that
"military personnel shall be understood to mean active military personnel, soldiers and 'persons in
the reserve force as long as they are on military duty in the Army" .1124 In other words, even
according to the evidence referred to by Petkovic and Corio, military-aged Muslim men could not
be considered as a group belonging to the ABiH. The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that
Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic fail to show that in the circumstances of this case no reasonable
trier of fact could have concluded that military-aged Muslim men - as a general category - did not
belong to the ABiH.
367.

Further, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber made findings on the status

of all Muslim men detained, e.g., the Trial Chamber categorised the Muslims detained as elderly
men, boys of 14 years of age or younger, HVO Muslim members, ABiH members, and "politicians
or teachers who were not members of any armed forces"y25 Moreover, where relevant, it also
Trial Judgement, in the context of the discussion on the status of the HVO's Muslim members. See Trial Judgement,
Vol. 3, fn. 1218.
1121 Ex. 4D01030, Art. 2.
1122 Ex. 4D01030, Art. 4.
1123 Ex. 4DOlO30, Art. 25(4). See also Ex. 4D01030, Arts 5-7, 24-26. For example "a person who has graduated from
the School of Internal Affairs lasting at least two years and has worked as a policemen for at least two years".
Ex. 4D01030, Art. 25(4).
1124 Ex. 4D00412, Art. 3. The Appeals Chamber further notes that the "Order amending the Order of the War
Presidency of Jablanica Municipality Assembly" refers to a general mobilisation in that municipality of all people
between the ages of 15 and 65 for military units but also for labour units and civilian protection. See Ex. 1D00349. The
"Order Proclaiming General Public Mobilisation in the Territory of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina" of
20 June 1992 refers to the mobilisation of "military conscripts" on one hand, and the mobilisation of all "remaining
citizens", both men and women, to report to the civil protection units on the other. See Ex. 4D0l164, Arts 1-2.
Moreover, the Appeals Chamber notes that Defence expert Witness Milan Gorjanc's Military Expert Report also states
that even though "[f]rom that moment on [referring to Ex. 4D01164, dated 20 June 1992] all men became members of
the armed forces of [BiH]. It is understandable that due to shortage of weapons and equipment, as well as initial
problems in establishing and organising a [BiB] wartime army, not all men fit for military service and conscripts could
be actively engaged in the armed forces. Those who were not immediately actively engaged in combat operations were
in the reserve or performed other tasks important for the defence of the country." Ex. 4D01731, para. 119.
1125 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1511 (finding that among the detainees in the Heliodrom were people
under the age of 15 and over the age of 60 and that "due to their age, they did not belong to any armed force"), 1809
(finding that in the days after 9 May 1993, many Muslim detainees, for the most part members of the ABiH or the TO,
again arrived at Ljubuski Prison from Mostar), 1816 (finding that, in September 1993, many Muslim intellectuals and
prominent figures were transferred to Ljubuski Prison, which had become a detention site for "persons of interest" or
"of importance"), 1915-1917, 1921 (finding that in April and July 1993, in Stolac Municipality, the HVO arrested and
detained HVO Muslim members, members of the ABiH, and civilians, such as an economist, teachers, and the Director
of Kostana Hospital, Dr. Kapic). See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1020-1027 (Mostar Municipality), 1030
(Ljubuski Municipality and Ljubuski Prison), 1032 (finding that with regard to the Muslim men held at the Vitina-Otok
Camp, in July and August 1993, the HVO "detained Muslim men between 20 and 60 years of age, regardless of
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considered that some of the men who were not members of the aimed forces were accused of illegal
activity related to the conflict,1126 Nonetheless, the Appeals Chamber considers that even in this
latter case, Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic have not demonstrated that a reasonable trier of fact
could not have concluded that the HVO failed to carry out an individual assessment of the
military-aged Muslim men within a reasonable time, as required by law. In this regard, the
Appeals Chamber recalls that it has previously held that:
The detaining power has a reasonable time to determine whether a particular person is a civilian
and further to determine whether there are reasonable grounds to believe that the security of the
detaining power is threatened [...]. The assessment that each civilian taken into detention poses a
particular risk to security of the State must be made on an individual basis. The Appeals Chamber,
in the CelebiCi Appeal Judgement, accepted that some reasonable time is given to the detaining
. a teat.
hrer 1127
.
h f he detai
power to d etermme,
whi cot
etamees IS

368.

Moreover, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber made other relevant

findings that demonstrate that the military-aged Muslim men were arrested en masse together with
Muslim women, children, and the elderly, and all Muslims were detained and treated in the same
manner, irrespective of their status. 1128 Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber considers that
Petkovic and Corio have failed to show an error on the part of the Trial Chamber that invalidates the
conclusion that the military-aged Muslim men could not be considered as a group as members of
the armed forces. It therefore dismisses their arguments.
369.

With regard to Praljak's, Petkovic's, and COlic's arguments that the Trial Chamber relieved

the Prosecution from its burden of proving the civilian status of the military-aged Muslim men, the
Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber held that the Prosecution carried the burden of
proving civilian status, and in the absence of such evidence, it stated that it would find, in dubio pro
reo, that such persons are combatants.i'f" In fact, when the evidence was insufficient to show what
the circumstances of the military-aged Muslim men's detention were, the Trial Chamber did not
find that the HVO unlawfully imprisoned civilians, e.g., in October 1992 in Prozor Municipality,
and between August 1993 and January 1994 in the Vojno Detention Centre. 1130 The
Appeals Chamber thus rejects Praljak's, Petkovic's, and Corio's arguments.

whether or not they were members of the ABiH"), 1034-1036, 1038 (finding that "Muslim men who were members of
the HVO or the ABiH, or were not members of any armed forces, were arrested by the HVO in the Municipality of
Stolac and held at Kostana Hospital between May and October 1993"), 1039, 1041.
1126 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1917 (noting evidence showing that some of the prominent Muslim men detained
in April 1993 had been accused of setting up barricades in Stolac in March 1992, in order to prevent the leaders of the
Stolac HVO from entering the town).
1127 Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 609.
1128 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 894-895, 1876-1877, 1920-1921, 2082-2083, 2170-2171, 2174, Vol. 3,
paras 970-972, 974-975, 980, 984, 986-987, 995, 1003-1004, 1006-1007, 1014-1016, 1020-1023, 1025-1028,
1030-1033, 1035-1036, 1038-1042, 1049-1058.
1129 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 621.
1130 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1000, 1006, 1028.
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(c) Conclusion
370.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and

Pusic have failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as
the Trial Chamber. Consequently, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal 4,
Petkovic's sub-ground of appeal 5.2.1 in part, Corio's ground of appeal 5, and Pusic's sub-ground
of appeal 7.1, insofar as they relate to the military-aged Muslim men.
3. Defences to detention (Petkovie Sub-grounds 5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.3, 5.2.1.4, all in part)
371.

The Trial Chamber found that following the attack on the HVO Tihomir Misic Barracks on

30 June 1993, which was executed by the ABiH in co-operation with HVO Muslim soldiers who
had deserted, Petkovic issued an order ("30 June 1993 Order") to the South-East Herzegovina
Operative Zone (HVO) ("South-East OZ"), indicating that all HVO Muslim members should be
disarmed and isolated, and that all the military-aged Muslim men residing in the South-East OZ
should also be isolated. 1131 The Trial Chamber further found that as a result of the 30 June 1993
Order, the HVO proceeded with a widespread and massive campaign to arrest Muslim men in and
around the town.of Mostar, whether members of an armed force or not, 1132
372.

The Trial Chamber rejected the argument that the HVO had a right to isolate all the

HVO Muslims for security reasons because such limitation on the liberty "can result only from
individual measures that must be determined on a case by case basis and cannot in any case be
decided generally in respect to an entire segment of the population".1133 It also rejected the
argument that military-aged Muslim men could be detained as a group, 113~ and concluded that
Petkovie "ordered the arrest of men who did not belong to any armed force" .1135
(a) Arguments of the Parties
373.

Petkovic raises two arguments regarding the HVO's detention of protected persons. First,

Petkovic argues that even if the two categories of detainees - the HVO's Muslim members and
military-aged Muslim men - were protected persons under Geneva Convention IV, evidence
highlights that their detention was nevertheless necessary for security reasons and thus justified

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 881-882, 890-891, Vol. 4, para. 737, referring to Ex. P03019.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 890-895, Vol. 4, paras 737-738,757-759.
1133 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 599. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 894-895, Vol. 4, paras 737-738,
757-759.
1134 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 620. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 894-895, Vol. 4, paras 737-738,
757-759.
1135 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 738.
1131
1132
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under Article 42 of Geneva Convention IV. 1136 Second, Petkovic contends 'that under the Tribunal's
jurisprudence, a detaining authority is permitted to hold individuals while it determines their status
and risk, and that he was only responsible for the initial decision to lawfully detain the militaryaged Muslim men but not for their subsequent continuous detention when it was required that a
. k assessment bee came
carri d out. 1137.
case- by-case ns
374.

The Prosecution responds that Petkovic's blanket order to arrest all able-bodied Muslim

men was illegal and that the Trial Chamber properly rejected Petkovic's claim that the detention of
military-aged Muslim men was a legitimate security measure. 1138 Further, in the Prosecution's view,
the evidence before the Trial Chamber confirmed the critical distinction, in line with customary
intemationallaw, between a general call for mobilisation and the separate act of recruitment into
the ABiH, and that the military-aged Muslim men were not treated as ABiH POWS.1139 Moreover,
none of the Muslim prisoners were afforded the possibility to challenge their detention, and
regardless of their status, no individualised inquiry was made to determine whether 'they posed a
security riskY40
(b) Analysis
375.

According to Article 42 of Geneva Convention IV, protected persons may be detained "only

if the security of the Detaining Power makes it absolutely necessary".1141 While protected persons
may be detained when it is absolutely necessary, the Appeals Chamber recalls that such deprivation
of liberty is "permissible only where there are reasonable grounds to believe that the security of the
State is at risk",1142 based on "an assessment that each civilian taken into detention poses a
particular risk to the security of the State".1143 As previously held by the Appeals Chamber:
To hold the contrary would suggest that, whenever the armed forces of a State are engaged in
armed conflict, the entire civilian population of that State is necessarily a threat to security and
therefore may be detained. It is perfectly clear from the provisions of Geneva Convention IV
referred to above that there is no such blanket power to detain the entire civilian population of a
i sueh CIrcumstances.
ci
1144
party to the conflict
ict In

Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 192-195, 198,205-207; Appeal Heari?g, AT. 518-519 (23 Mar 2017). .
Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 208-210, referring to Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, paras 608-609, 615,
623; Appeal Hearing, AT. 485, 519-521 (23 Mar 2017); Petkovic's Reply Brief, para. 44.
1138 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 149-150, 153; Appeal Hearing, AT. 535-536 (23 Mar 2017).
1139 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 151-152.
1140 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 152-153; Appeal Hearing, AT. 536 (23 Mar 2017).
1141 Geneva Convention IV, Art. 42.
1142 Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 321.
1143 Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 327 (emphasis in original).
1144 Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 327 (emphasis in original).
1136

1137
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Thus, without such assessment, an individual may not be detained solely because he or she is a
national of, or aligned with, an enemy party. 1145
376.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber found that the detention of HVO

Muslim members and the military-aged Muslim men could not be justified solely on the concerns
regarding the group1146 and, therefore, concluded that Petkovic's order to arrest these groups of
Muslim men was not in compliance with Article 42 of Geneva Convention rvY47 The
Appeals Chamber therefore considers that Petkovic has failed to demonstrate that no reasonable
trier of fact could have found that the detention of HVO Muslim members and the military-aged
Muslim men following his 30 June 1993 Order was justified.
377.

The Appeals Chamber highlights that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the arrest of

Muslim men following Petkovic's 30 June 1993 Order was not justified by military necessity, as set
forth in Article 42, is also supported by its finding that boys around the age of 14 and men over the
age of 60 were arrested as well. 1148 Moreover, the Trial Chamber's more general findings with
regard to the arrest and detention of civilians by the HVO in the different municipalities, including
Mostar, demonstrate that civilians were arrested and detained "irrespective of their status,,1149 or
"without taking their civilian status into consideration't.T" that the "HVO did not hold these
civilians because they posed a threat to the security of its armed forces",1151 and that they included
women, children, the elderly,1152 and prominent Muslims. 1153 The lack of legal basis for the arrest is
reinforced by the Trial Chamber's findings that the HVO authorities did not make any individual
assessment of the security reasons that could have led to their detention and that the detained
Muslim civilians did not have the possibility of challenging their detention with the relevant
c

authorities.U'" Petkovic has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have found that the
detention ofthe HVO Muslim members and military-aged Muslim men was not justified.1155

Appeal Judgement, para. 327. See Geneva Convention IV, Arts 42-43.
See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, para. 610.
1147 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 134-135, Vol. 3, paras 599, 620. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it rejects
elsewhere in the Judgement the argument that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that detention could not be justified
solely on the grounds of HVO membership (in the case of the HVO's Muslim members), reservist status, or a legal
obligation to mobilise (in the case of military-aged Muslim men). See supra; paras 360, 370; infra, paras 2384-2385,
2462 & fn. 8179.
1148 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 895.
1149 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1012, 1014, 1025, 1030, 1032, 1035-1036, 1039, 1041, 1050, 1054, 1057-1058.
1150 T na
. 1 Ju dgement, Vol. 3, para. 103.
1151 T .
nal Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1007.
1152 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1011, 1014, 1020, 1030.
1153 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1035.
1154 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1012, 1014, 1021, 1025, 1030, 1032, 1035-1036, 1038-1039, 1041, 1050,
1054,1057-1058.
1155 Petkovic refers to several exhibits in support of his argument that the Trial Chamber ignored all evidence that
proves that HVO Muslims were disarmed and isolated for justified security reasons. Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 193.
However, the Appeals Chamber considers that Petkovic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber ignored the evidence
1145 Celebici
1146
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378.

The Appeals Chamber further notes that Petkovic's argument, that the Trial Chamber erred

when it failed to distinguish between the initial and continuing detention of the HVO's Muslim
members and military-aged Muslim men, is premised on an erroneous understanding of the
Trial Chamber's findings. The Trial Chamber did not find that the initial detention of the protected
persons was legal and, therefore, it was not necessary for it to distinguish between their initial
detention and the legality of the continued detention. 1l56 The Appeals Chamber thus rejects this
argument.
(c) Conclusion
379.

The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses Petkovic's sub-grounds of appeal 5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.3,

5.2.1.4, all in part, as far as they concern his defences to the detention of the HVO's Muslim
members and military-aged Muslim men.
D. Conclusion
380.

The Appeals Chamber thus rejects the Appellants' challenges that the chapeau requirements

for the application of Article 2 of the Statute were not met. The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that
the Trial Chamber did not err in applying Article 2 for the purposes of convicting the Appellants for
wilful killing, inhuman treatment, the extensive destruction and appropriation of property not
justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly, unlawful deportation, the
unlawful transfer of civilians, and the unlawful confinement of civilians as "grave breaches" under
the Geneva Conventions.
381.

Further, the Appeals Chamber vacates the Appellants' convictions under Counts 19 and 22,

with respect to Vares Municipality, for extensive destruction and appropriation of property not
justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly as grave breaches of the
Geneva Conventions. However, it declines to enter convictions under Count 20, with respect to
Vares Municipality, for wanton destruction of property and plunder as violations of the laws or
customs of war. Finally, Stojic's, Praljak's, Petkovic's, and Cone's challenges to the
Trial Chamber's findings on the protected status of persons under the Geneva Conventions have
failed.

or that it could have affected the Trial Chamber's finding regarding the illegality of detaining the HVO Muslims based
on security risks that are attached to the group rather than to the individual.
1156 The Appeals Chamber recalls that an initially lawful internment can become unlawful if the detaining party does not
respect the basic procedural rights of the detained persons and does not establish an appropriate court or administrative
board as prescribed in Article 43 of Geneva Convention IV. See CelebiCi Appeal Judgement, paras 320, 328.
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382.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses: (1) Prlic's grounds of appeal 19

and 20; (2) Stojic's grounds of appeal 42, 54, and 55; (3) Praljak's grounds of appeal 1, 2, 3, and 4;
(4) Petkovic's sub-grounds of appeal 5.2.1, 7.1, and 7.2; (5) Corio's grounds of appeal 3, 4, and 5;
and (6) Pusic's ground of appeal 7 in part.
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VII. CHALLENGES TO THE UNDERLYING CRIMES
A. Introduction
383.

The Trial Chamber found that members of the JCE, including the Appellants, implemented

an entire system for deporting the Muslim population of the HR H-B, a system which consisted of
the commission of crimes by HVO forces from January 1993 to April 1994, namely: the removal
and detention of civilians, murders and the destruction of property during attacks, mistreatment and
devastation during evictions, mistreatment in and poor conditions of confinement, the widespread,
nearly systematic use of detainees for front line labour or as human shields, murders and
mistreatment related to this labour and these human shields, and the removal of detainees and their
families outside of the territory of the HZ(R) H-B following their releasey57 Prlic, Stojic, Praljak,
Petkovic, Cori6, and Pusic were convicted of grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions under
Article 2 of the Statute, violations of the laws or customs of war under Article 3 of the Statute, and
crimes against humanity under Article 5 of the Statute, committed in various municipalities and
detention centres by virtue of their participation in the JCE. 1158
384.

The Parties, including the Prosecution, present challenges to the Trial Chamber's findings

regarding the underlying crimes of the JCE. These challenges relate to: (1) the Appellants' mens rea
for crimes against humanity; (2) the Trial Chamber's alleged failure to enter convictions for wanton
destruction of cities, towns, or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity; (3) the
HVO's attacks of 18 January 1993 in Gomji Vakuf Municipality and subsequent criminal events;
(4) the arrest, detention, and removal of Muslims in Prozor Municipality in July and August 1993;

and (5) crimes committed in Mostar Municipality, in particular relating to the siege of East Mostar.
B. Mens rea for Crimes Against Humanity (StojiC's Ground 26, Praliak's Ground 48, and
PetkoviC's Sub-grounds 4.1 and 4.4 both in part)
385.

The Trial Chamber concluded that certain acts of violence committed on the territory of

eight BiH municipalities from May 1992 until April 1994 constituted a widespread and systematic
attack against a civilian population.Y" It further concluded that the perpetrators of these acts - "the
armed and political forces of the HVO" - had knowledge of the attack and were aware that their

Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 26, Vol. 4, paras 65-66. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 68.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, pp. 430-431. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 67-68,278-279 (Pdie), 431432 (Stojic), 630-631 (Praljak), 820-821 (Petkovie), 1006-1007 (Corie), 1211-1212 (Pusie).
1159 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 646-648. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 638-645.
1157

1158
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acts were part of this attack. 1160 Stojic, Praljak, and Petko vic were subsequently convicted of,
inter alia, crimes against humanity by virtue of their participation in the ICE. 1161

1. Arguments of the Parties
386.

Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic submit that the Trial Chamber erred when it convicted them

of crimes against humanity without making a finding that they knew or intended that their acts
would form part of a widespread and systematic attack on a civilian population. 1162 Stojic, Praljak,
and Petkovic therefore request that the Appeals Chamber overturn their convictions under the
. relevant counts. 1163
387.

The Prosecution responds that Stojic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's knowledge that HVO

crimes formed part of a widespread and systematic attack was implicit in the Trial Chamber's
findings that they shared and contributed to the CCP.1!64 Additionally, the Prosecution claims that
in light of the finding that direct perpetrators within the HVO were aware that their crimes formed
part of such an attack, the Trial Chamber was satisfied that Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic, given their
positions, also had the requisite knowledge. 1165

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 651.
.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, pp. 430-431. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 67-68, 431-432 (Stojic),
630-631 (Praljak), 820-821 (Petkovic),
1162 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 228, paras 229-230; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 537-538;
Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 134, 136, 138. See Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 228; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 535;
Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 54; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 90(i). Stojic argues that the Trial Chamber only
determined whether the mens rea chapeau requirement of Article 5 of the Statute was satisfied with respect to direct
perpetrators, and only considered his knowledge that there was an international armed conflict. Stojic's Appeal Brief,
para. 229. Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber merely found that the direct perpetrators of acts constituting the
widespread and systematic attack on the Muslim civilian population of HZ H-B had knowledge of the attack and were
aware that their acts were part of this attack. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 537, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 3,
para. 651. Petkovic submits that the Trial Chamber's error constituted a failure to render a reasoned opinion.
Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 90(i), 134, 136. Further, Petkovic argues that the Trial Chamber "failed to consider or, if
it did, to exclude through a reasoned opinion, evidence that contradicted its findings that [he] possessed the requisite
mens rea", thereby. rendering such findings unreasonable. Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 135.
See Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 136.
1163 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 230; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 538; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 138-139. See
Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 55. Specifically, Stojic requests that the Appeals Chamber overturn his convictions under
Counts 1, 2, 6, 8, 10, and 15. Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 230. In addition to these counts, Praljak also requests to be
a';;2uitted of Counts 3 and 12. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 538.
11
Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 191-192; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 100, 102;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 70-71.
1165 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 191, 193; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 101-102;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 70, 72. With respect to Petkovic, the Prosecution argues that the
Trial Judgement read as a whole supports this conclusion, notwithstanding his "self-serving testimony" denying such
knowledge. Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 70.
1160

1161
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388.

Praljak replies that the Prosecution attempts to fill the gaps by drawing its own

conclusions from the Trial Chamber's findings and that the requisite mens rea cannot be implicit
but must be established unequivocally.J''"
2. Analysis
389.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that in order to satisfy the mens rea of crimes against

humanity, the accused must have knowledge that there is an attack on the civilian population and
that his act is part thereof. 1167
390.

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber did not make express findings that

the Appellants fulfilled this requirement. 1168 When reaching its conclusion that the chapeau
requirements of Article 5 of the Statute were satisfied,1169 the Trial Chamber found that, in all the
municipalities, evictions were accompanied in many instances by episodes of violence that were
similar in nature and directed against Muslims, including, inter alia, the burning of their houses, the
destruction of institutions dedicated to religion, and the confiscation of property belonging to
Muslims. 1170 The Trial Chamber held that such acts were carried out in an organised fashion by "the
armed and political forces of the HVO" and constituted the means used to implement the attack on
the civilian population.v'{' The Trial Chamber also found that the direct perpetrators of the acts
constituting the widespread and systematic attack on the Muslim civilian population of HZ H-B who "belonged to the HVO" - had knowledge of the attack and were aware that their acts were part
of this attack. 1172
391.

When addressing the CCP, the Trial Chamber found that lCE members "implemented an

entire system for deporting the Muslim population of the HR H-B" which involved the commission
of numerous crimes, including those falling under Article 5 of the Statute. 1173 The Trial Chamber
further found that in the vast majority of cases the crimes committed by the HVO were not random,
Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 54.
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 570; Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, paras 99-100 and references
cited therein.
1168 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 630-654 ("Other General Requirements for the Application of Article 5 of the
Statute: Widespread or Systematic Attack Directed Against a Civilian Population"), Vol. 4, paras 270-277 (summary of
findings on Prlic's JCE I responsibility), 425-430 (summary of findings on Stojic's JCE I responsibility), 624-629
(summary of findings on Praljak's JCE I responsibility), 814-819 (summary of findings on Petkovic's JCE I
responsibility), 1000-1005 (summary of findings on Cone's JCE I responsibility), 1202-1210 (summary of findings on
Pusic's JCE I responsibility).
1169 T'
nal Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 654.
1170 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 645-646. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 638-644, 648.
1171 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 649. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 646.
1172 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 651.
1173 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 66, 68 (specifically, it included the crimes against humanity of persecution
(Count 1), murder (Count 2), deportation (Count 6), inhumane acts through forcible transfer (Count 8), imprisonment
(Count 10), inhumane acts through conditions of confinement (Count 12), and other inhumane acts (Count 15)).
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 646-648. See also infra, para. 886.
1166

1167
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but followed a clear pattern of conduct. 1174 The Trial Chamber concluded that insofar as Stojic,
Praljak, and Petkovic controlled the HVO and the Military Police, and contributed to their
operations, they knew these crimes were being committed and intended that they be committed in
furtherance of the CCP. 1175 Moreover, the Trial Chamber made numerous findings concerning the
Appellants' awareness that the commission of crimes was pursuant to a plan and/or was of a
widespread and systematic nature. 1176 Notably, it found that they knew of or contributed to the
atmosphere of violence in which the HVO operations in various municipalities took placeyn In
this respect, the Appeals Chamber also notes the Trial Chamber's findings that Stojic, Praljak, and
Petkovic participated in the implementation of an ultimatum adopted by the HVO HZ-HB on
15 January 1993 envisaging, inter alia, the subordination of the ABiH to the HVO in Provinces 3,
8, and 10 within five days ("15 January 1993 Ultimatum"), which led to a "systematic and
widespread attack in the Municipality of Gornji Vakuf' .1178
392.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber was

satisfied that Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic knew that there was an attack on the civilian population
and that their acts were part thereof, and as such had the requisite mens rea for crimes against
humanity. 1179 The Appellants have not identified an error of law that invalidates the
Trial Chamber's decision. u 8o Accordingly, Stojic's ground of appeal 26, Praljak's ground of appeal
48, and Petkovic's sub-grounds of appeal 4.1 and 4.4, in relevant part, are dismissed.

Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 65.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 67, 426, 428-429, 624, 628, 814-818, 1232. The Appeals Chamber dismisses
challenges to these findings elsewhere in the Judgement. See infra, paras 1806, 2083, 2468.
1176 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 341,347-348,356-357,362-363,377-378 (Stojic), 561-562, 572-573, 586
(Praljak), 704, 708, 717,732-735, 737-738, 757-758, 807-808 (Petkovic),
1177 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 439, 445-446 (Stojic), 633-638 (Praljak), 734-735, 827, 830, 834, 837, 840, 844
(Petkovic), See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 72.
1178 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 142 (also finding that the plan for an attack on several villages in Prozor Municipality
was the result of the implementation of an ultimatum adopted by the HVO HZ H-B on 3 April 1993 and published on
4 April 1993 ("4 April 1993 Ultimatum"), which was identical to the one the HVO issued in January 1993). See, e.g.,
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 125-128, 146,304,475,553,556,685,702-704. See also, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 4,
~ara. 138 (regarding the implementation of the 4 April 1993 Ultimatum); infra, paras 1579, 1588, 1824,2177,2210.
179 Cf Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 281. When submitting that the Trial Chamber "failed to consider or, if it
did, to exclude through a reasoned opinion, evidence that contradicted its findings that [he] possessed the requisite mens
rea", Petkovic points particularly to his own testimony to demonstrate that he was unaware of crimes being committed
on a widespread or systematic basis. See Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 135, referring to Milivoj Petkovic, T. 50698
(9 Mar 2010). The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber explicitly considered Petkovic's testimony and stated
that it did not accept it on occasions when he sought to limit his responsibility in respect of certain allegations, as it
found it to be hardly credible. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 399. The Appeals Chamber recalls that trial chambers
are best placed to assess the evidence and that they have broad discretion in doing so. Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal
Judgement, para. 654 and references cited therein. Since Petkovic is merely asserting that the Trial Chamber failed to
give sufficient weight to evidence without showing that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same
conclusion as the Trial Chamber did, his argument is dismissed.
1180 See, e.g., Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 25.
1174

1175
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C. Alleged Errors Relating to Wanton Destruction Of Cities, Towns Or Villages, or
Devastation Not .Iustifed by Military Necessity (Prosecution's Ground 3 in part, Praljak's
Ground 23, and PetkoviC's Sub-ground 5.2.2.4 in part)
1. Failure to enter convictions
393.

The Trial Chamber made findings regarding the destruction or damage of: (1) Muslim

property in ProzorMunicipality between May/June and July 1993;1181 (2) Muslim property in
Gomji Vakuf Municipality on 18 January 1993;1182 (3) the Old Bridge in Mostar on
8-9 November 1993;1183 and (4) ten mosques in East Mostar between June and December 1993
(collectively, "Four Groups of Incidents,,)y84 In the "Legal Findings of the Chamber" section of
the Trial Judgement, the Trial Chamber found that these incidents constituted the crime of wanton
destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity as a
violation of the laws or customs of war under Article 3 of the Statute (Count 20),1185 but not the
crime of extensive destruction of property not justified by military necessity and carried out
unlawfully and wantonly as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions under Article 2 of the
Statute (Count 19), since these properties were not on an occupied territory when they were
destroyed and, therefore, did not have the status of protected property within the meaning of
Geneva Convention IV. 1186 Subsequently, in the section of the Trial Judgement devoted to the law
on cumulative convictions, the Trial Chamber determined that the crime of wanton destruction not
justified by military necessity (Count 20) does not contain a materially distinct element from the
crime of extensive destruction of property not justified by military necessity (Count 19), and
consequently held that cumulative convictions based on the same criminal conduct for Count 20
and Count 19 are not possible and that only a single conviction under Count 19 may be entered. 118?
However, when applying the law on cumulative convictions to the legal findings on wanton
destruction not justified by military necessity (Count 20) and extensive destruction of prop,eliy not
justified by military necessity (Count 19), the Trial Chamber convicted Prlic, Stojic, Praljak,
Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic under Count 19 only, thereby entering convictions for all incidents of
criminal property destruction except the Four Groups of Incidents. It did not enter any convictions
under Count 20, including for the Four Groups of Incidents. 1188 The Trial Chamber recalled that

Trial
Trial
1183 Trial
1184 Trial
1185 Trial
1186 Trial
1187 Trial
1188 Trial
1181
1182

Judgement,
Judgement,
Judgement,
Judgement,
Judgement,
Judgement,
Judgement,
Judgement,

Vol. 2, paras 95-97,102-105, Vol. 3, para. 1566.
Vol. 2, paras 367-368, 373, 379, 387, Vol. 3, para. 1570.
Vol. 2, para. 1366, Vol. 3, para. 1587.
Vol. 2, para. 1377, Vol. 3, para. 1580.
Vol. 3, paras 1566, 1570, 1580, 1587.
Vol. 3, paras 1530, 1534, 1545. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 589.
Vol. 4, paras 1254, 1264-1266.
Vol. 4, Disposition, pp. 430-431.
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Pusic was not prosecuted for the crimes committed in Gomji Vakuf Municipality
1993. 1189

III

January

(a) Arguments of the Parties
394.

The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to convict Prlic, Stojic,

Praljak, Petkovic, Corio, and Pusic with regard to the Four Groups of Incidents, for wanton
destruction of property as a war crime under Count 20 (Article 3 of the Statute), with the exception
of Pusic for the destruction of Muslim property in Gomji Vakuf Municipality on
18 January 1993. 1190 The Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber declined to convict on the basis
of the principle against cumulative convictions and because it "incorrectly assumed" that it had
convicted the Appellants for these crimes for extensive destruction of property as a grave breach
under Count 19 (Article 2 of the Statute).1191 It submits that the convictions entered therefore do not
fully reflect the criminality of the Appellants and that the Appeals Chamber should enter
convictions against them under Count 20 for the Four Groups of Incidents. 1192
395.

Prlic responds that the Trial Chamber

l1WY

have erred in its application of the principle

against cumulative convictions.ll'" Stojic concedes that the Trial Chamber erredY94 Prlic, Stojic,
Praljak, Corio, and Pusic dispute, however, the findings upon which the Prosecution relies for a
conviction under Count 20. 1195 Petkovic and Coric argue that the Prosecution's appeal lacks merit
as the Trial Chamber did in fact convict them for wanton destruction of property under Article 3 of
the Statute (Count 20) for all or some of the Four Groups of Incidents. 1196 Prlic claims that the
Trial Chamber already mistakenly convicted him for extensive destruction of property under

Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, fn. 178.
Prosecution's Appeal Brief, paras 325-326, 328-330; Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 132; Appeal Hearing,
AT. 766-768, 771,851-852 (28 Mar 2017).
1191 Prosecution's Appeal Brief, para. 328. See Prosecution's Appeal Brief, paras 327, 329; Appeal Hearing,
AT. 766-768, 771 (28 Mar 2017).
1192 Prosecution's Appeal Brief, paras 329-330; Prosecution's Reply Brief, paras 137, 152-153; Appeal Hearing, AT.
766,768,771,851-852 (28 Mar 2017). The Prosecution submits, however, that to the extent that the Trial Chamber
already considered the conduct underlying convictions under Count 20, their sentences need not be increased.
Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 153.
1193 Prlic's Response Brief, para. 184.
1194 Stojic's Response Brief, paras 145-146; Appeal Hearing, AT. 800 (28 Mar 2017).
1195 Prlic's Response Brief, paras 171-173, 184; Stojic's Response Brief, para. 147; CoriC's Response Brief, para. 95.
See Praljak's Response Brief, paras 145, 149-151, 153-154, 156-158; Pusic's Response Brief, para. 28. See also Prlic's
Response Brief, paras 174-183; Stojic's Response Brief, headings before paras 149, 154, paras 149-163; Appeal
Hearing, AT. 800 (28 Mar 2017). Stojic argues that the fact that he first addressed these errors in his response brief does
not prevent the Appeals Chamber from taking them into account when assessing the Prosecution's ground of appeal.
Stojic's Response Brief, para. 147, heading before para. 164, paras 164-167.
1196 Petkovic's Response Brief, paras 109-110; Cone's Response Brief, para. 93; Appeal Hearing, AT. 822-823 (28 Mar
2017). See also Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 277-278.
1189
1190
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Article 2 of the Statute (Count 19) despite its finding that the Four Groups of Incidents did not
constitute this crim~.1197
396.

Additionally, Stojic and Coric contend that any alleged error and/or consequence thereof

in the application of the principle against cumulative convictions is immaterial as it would have no
impact on the verdict. 1198 Further, Stojic argues that, although the principle against cumulative
convictions allows for the entering of a conviction under Count 20 in addition to his conviction
under Count 21 (destruction or wilful damage done to institutions dedicated to religion or education
as a violation of the laws or customs of war under Article 3 of the Statute) for the destruction of the
ten mosques in Mostar, doing so would not promote the interests of justice. 1199 The Appellants
request that the Appeals Chamber dismiss the Prosecution's ground of appeal 3.1200
397.

The Prosecution replies that theTrial Judgement contradicts: (1) Petkovic's and Corio's

submissions to the extent that they argue that they were convicted under Count 20; and (2) Prlic's
argument that he was convicted for the Four Groups ofIncidents under Count 19.1201
(b) Analysis
398.

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber found that the crimes charged in
Count 20 fell within the framework of the CCp. 1202 It also found that, insofar as the Appellants

committed climes with the aim of furthering the CCP, they were responsible for all crimes that were
part of the CCp. 1203 Therefore, it is clear that the Trial Chamber considered that the Appellants
should be found guilty of, inter alia, the war crime of wanton destruction of property not justified
by military necessity (Count 20) for the Four Groups of Incidents, with the exception of Pusic who
was not found guilty for the destruction of Muslim property in Gornji Vakuf Municipality on
18 January 1993.1204 As mentioned above, although the Trial Chamber found that the Four Groups
of Incidents constituted wanton destruction of property not justified by military necessity under
Article 3 of the Statute (Count 20),1205 the Trial Chamber found that they did not constitute
Prlic's Response Brief, para. 173. See Prlic's Response Brief, para. 170.
Stojic's Response Brief, para. 146; Coric's Response Brief, paras 94, 96. See also Stojic's Response Brief, paras
148, 170-178; CoriC's Response Brief, para. 93; Pusic's Response Brief, para. 28.
1199 Stojic's Response Brief, paras 147, 169. See also StojiC's Response Brief, para. 175.
1200 Stojic's Response Brief, para. 178; Praljak's Response Brief, para. 159; Petkovic's Response Brief, para. 110;
Corle's Response Brief, para. 96. See also Prlic's Response Brief, para. 184; Pusics Response Brief, para. 28.
1201 Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 133.
1202 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 68. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 66 (finding that the JCE members
implemented an entire system for the commission of crimes including the destruction of property during attacks).
120 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 279 (Prlic), 432 (Stojic), 631 (Praljak), 821 (Petkovic), 1007 (Coric), 1212 (Pusic).
See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 66-68.
1204 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, fn. 178 (recalling that Pusic was not prosecuted for the crimes committed in Gornji
Vakuf Municipality in January 1993).
1205 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1566 (Prozor Municipality), 1570 (Gornji Vakuf Municipality), 1580 (mosques in
East Mostar), 1587 (Old Bridge in Mostar).
1197
1198
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extensive destruction of property not justified by military necessity as a grave breach of the
Geneva Conventions under Article 2 of the Statute (Count 19), as the property that was destroyed
was not "protected" within the meaning of Geneva Convention

N;1206

It i~ therefore clear that the

Trial Chamber did not intend to convict the Appellants under Count 19 for the Four Groups of
Incidents. 1207
399.

When entering convictions against the Appellants, the Trial Chamber applied the law on

cumulative convictions, overlooking its previous finding that the Four Groups of Incidents did not
fall under Article 2 of the Statute (Count

19).1208

Consequently, the Trial Chamber did not enter

convictions for the Four Groups of Incidents under either Count

19

or Count 20. The

Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber is bound to enter convictions for all distinct crimes
which have been proven in order to fully reflect the criminality of the convicted person. 1209 Thus,
the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber erred by failing to enter convictions for
wanton destruction of property not justified by military necessity under Article 3 of the Statute
(Count 20) for the Four Groups of Incidents.
400.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that pursuant to paragraph 5 of the Practice Direction on

Formal Requirements, if an appellant relies on a ground of appeal to reverse an acquittal, the
respondent may support the acquittal on additional grounds of appeal in the respondent's brief. The
Appeals Chamber notes that some of the Appellants advance submissions in their respective
responses challenging the legal and factual findings underpinning the Trial Chamber's finding that
they committed wanton destruction of property under Article 3 of the Statute (Count 20) in the
municipalities ofProzor, Mostar, and Gornji Vakuf. Moreover, the submissions concerning the Old
Bridge of Mostar, in particular, are closely linked to those advanced separately by Praljak in his
ground of appeal 23 and Petkovic in his sub-ground of appeal 5.2.2.4, in part,12l0 All submissions
concerning the Old Bridge will be addressed together. The Appeals Chamber will now address:
(1) general submissions concerning the Four Groups of Incidents and submissions related to
Muslim property in Prozor Municipality and the ten mosques in Mostar Municipality; and
(2) sUbmission~ concerning the Old Bridge. 1211

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1530, 1534, 1545. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 589.
Prlic's submission to the contrary is therefore dismissed. See supra, para. 395.
1208 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, pp. 430-431.
.
1209 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 538; Karetnera and Ngirumpatse Appeal Judgement, para. 711; Gatete
APcpeal Judgement, para. 261.
120 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 280-296; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 277-278.
1211 The submissions specifically related to the wanton destruction of property in Gornji Vakuf Municipality are
addressed further below. See infra, paras 444-453.
1206

1207
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2. Challenges to the legal and factual findings upon which the wanton destruction findings were

based
(a) General submissions concerning the Four Groups of Incidents and submissions related to
Muslim property in Prozor Municipality and the ten mosques in Mostar Municipality
401.

The Trial Chamber found that Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, Corio, and Pusic should be

found guilty, under Count 20 (wanton destruction of property under Article 3 of the Statute), for the
Four Groups of Incidents, with the exception of Pusic who was not found guilty for the destruction
of Muslim property in Gornji Vakuf Municipality on 18 January 1993, but failed to enter
convictions for Count 20. 1212
402.

Prlic and Corie contest their responsibility for the Four Groups of Incidents on the basis

that the Trial Chamber erred in its findings as to their authority or "effective control" over HVO
forces. 1213 Coric specifically contests his responsibility under JCE liability.1214 Likewise, Praljak
submits that the Trial Chamber did not find him liable for the destruction of property in Prozor
Municipality, considering the lack of clarity of its findings on the CCP. 1215 Prlic submits that the
Trial Chamber erred in its evidentiary assessments of his involvement in property destruction in
Prozor and Mostar. 1216 Praljak further submits that the Trial Chamber did not establish the date of
the destruction of mosques in East Mostar and erroneously concluded that the HVO destroyed
them. 121? Corie also contends that the Trial Chamber's findings ignore the hostilities between the
HVO and ABiH. 1218
The Prosecution replies that Cone's arguments relate to superior responsibility and are
irrelevant. 1219 Further, it contends that Praljak and Corio misunderstand the Trial Judgement and
403.

JCE liability, respectively.1220 The Prosecution also argues that Corie fails to support or develop the
contention that the Trial Chamber ignored the hostilities between the HVO and ABiH. 1221

1212 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, fn. 178 (recalling that Pusic was not prosecuted for the crimes committed in
Gornji Vakuf Municipality in January 1993), paras 68 (finding that the crimes charged in Count 20 fell within the
framework of the CCP), 279, 432, 631, 821, 1007, 1212 (finding that insofar as Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, Coric,
and Pusic committed crimes with the aim of furthering the CCP, they were responsible for all crimes that were part of
the CCP). See also supra, paras 393, 398.
1213 Prlic's Response Brief, paras 171-172; Corie's Response Brief, para. 95.
1214 Corie's Response Brief, para. 95 & fn. 184, referring to his ground of appeal 7 regarding JCE I responsibility.
,1215 Praljak's Response Brief, para. 145.
1216 Prlic's Response Brief, paras 182-183.
1217 Praljak's Response Brief, paras 156-158.
1218 c' onc
." s Response B ne,
. f para. 95.
1219 Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 134.
1220 Prosecution's Reply Brief, paras 134, 136.
1221 Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 135.
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404.

With respect to Prlic's and CoriC's challenges regarding their authority or "effective

control" over HVO forces, and insofar as these submissions appear to be premised on the notion of
superior responsibility, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did not find them
responsible as superiors for wanton destruction of property with regard to any of the Four Groups of
Incidents. I 222 Their submissions are therefore dismissed. As to the other arguments advanced by
Prlic, Praljak, and Coric, the Appeals Chamber observes that they are based on references to other
grounds of appeals, which the Appeals Chamber dismisses elsewhere. I223 Their arguments are
therefore rejected.
(b) The Old Bridge of Mostar
405.

The Trial Chamber found that throughout the day on 8 November 1993, an HVO tank

fired at the Old Bridge of Mostar. 1224 The Trial Chamber found that the Old Bridge was destroyed
by the evening of 8 November 1993 as it was unusable and on the verge of collapse. 122S The Old
Bridge collapsed the next morning after the tank shelling resumed and also possibly due to
explosives set off by a detonating cord on the left bank of the Neretva River. 1226
406.

The Trial Chamber found that the ,Old Bridge, real property normally used by civilians, was

used by both the ABiH and the inhabitants of the right and left banks of the Neretva between May
and November 1993.1227 The Trial Chamber further found that the Old Bridge was essential to the
ABiH for combat activities of its units on the front line, for evacuations, and for the sending of
troops, food, and materiel, and that it was indeed utilised to this end. 1228 It found that the Old Bridge
was a military target at the time of the attack given the HVO's military interest in destroying the
1222 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 1234, 1251 (finding Coric guilty under Article 7(3) of the Statute only for crimes
that occurred in Prozor Municipality in October 1992), Disposition, pp. 430-431. Insofar as Prlic's and Corle's
submissions could also be interpreted to impugn the Trial Chamber's findings as to their respective contributions to the
JCE, the Appeals Chamber considers that they are unsubstantiated except by cross-reference to grounds of appeal
dismissed elsewhere. See infra, paras 1400,2595.
1223 See Praljak's Response Brief, paras 145, 156-158 & fns 351, 353, 373-374, 379-380, referring to his grounds of
appeal 7, 24, and 49, and alleging that the Trial Chamber: (1) was not clear in its finding that he is held responsible for
all crimes forming part of the CCP; (2) failed to establish precisely the scope of the CCP; and (3) did not establish the
exact date of the destruction of mosques in East Mostar and erroneously concluded that the HVO destroyed them.
See supra, para. 402; infra, paras 569, 814, 824. See, however, infra, paras 2002-2003. See Prlic's Response Brief,
paras 180-183 & fns 369, 377, referring to or relying upon grounds of appeal 4, 6, and 16 and submitting that the
Trial Chamber erroneously: (1) relied upon, inter alia, uncorroborated hearsay and a mischaracterisation of evidence
with respect to his intent to commit crimes in Prozor; and (2) ignored evidence demonstrating that he did not encourage
the destruction of property in Mostar. See supra, paras 211, 218, 402; infra, para. 1400. See Corie's Response Brief,
para. 95 & fn. 184, referring to his ground of appeal 7 and: (1) contesting his responsibility under JCE liability; and'
(2) contending that the Trial Chamber's findings ignore and fail to analyse the battles between the HVO and ABiH and
the number of casualties on the HVO side. See supra, para. 402; infra, para. 2595.
1224 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1315, 1366. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1311-1313, 1343, 1345, Vol. 3,
r:ara. 1581.
225 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1318, 1345, 1366. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1343, Vol. 3, para. 1581.
1226 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1326, 1345, 1366. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 670, 1321, 1343.
1227 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1582. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1284-1293.
1228 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1582. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1290.
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Old Bridge which cut off practically all possibilities for the ABiH to continue its supply
operations. 1229 However, the Trial Chamber also found that the destruction of the Old Bridge put the
residents of Donja Mahala in "virtually total isolation", resulting in a serious deterioration of the
humanitarian situation for the population living there, and had a "very significant psychological
impact" on the Muslim population of Mostar. 1230 The HVO's destruction of the Kamenica Bridgea makeshift bridge that the ABiH constructed - a few days after the destruction of the Old Bridge
definitively cut off all access across the Neretva River in Mostar. 1231 The Trial Chamber therefore
found that the impact of the destruction of the Old Bridge on the Muslim civilian population of
Mostar was disproportionate to the concrete and direct military advantage expected. 1232 It further
found that the "destruction of the Old Bridge [... J was extensive", and that it was intended by the
HVO command, thereby sapping the morale of the Muslim population. 1233 The Trial Chamber
therefore concluded that by destroying the Old Bridge, the HVO committed the crime of wanton
destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity, a violation
of the laws or customs of war and a crime recognised by Article 3 of the Statute. 1234
(i) Arguments of the Parties
407.

Stojic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law in finding that the destruction of the

Old Bridge was disproportionate.V" With respect to the Trial Chamber's finding that the
Old Bridge's destruction placed the civilian population in isolation, Stojic contends that it
erroneously assessed the actual harm sustained after the subsequent destruction of the Kamenica
Bridge, rather than the reasonably anticipated harm of the destruction of the Old Bridge. 1236 Further,
he submits that the Trial Chamber erred in basing its finding that the destruction was
disproportionate entirely on indirect effects, particularly the long-term harm through isolation and
the psychological impact on the civilian population. 1237 More to this point, he submits that the
Trial Chamber failed to analyse the harm caused by isolation and the psychological impact in terms
of tangible injuries. 1238 Stojic also argues that the Trial Chamber should have placed more weight
on its findings regarding the Old Bridge's importance to the ABiH and properly assessed the
,

.

HVO's lack of alternative means to achieve the military objective of cutting off ABiH supply
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1582. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1354, 1357.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1583. See Trial Judgement, vot. 2, paras 1354, 1356-1357.
1231 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1583. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1355.
1232 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1584.
1233 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1585-1586.
1234 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1587.
1235 Stojic's Response Brief, heading before para. 154, paras 154, 156, 163. See Stojic's Response Brief, para. 161.
Stojic also argues that no reasonable chamber could have found that the destruction of the -Old Bridge was
disfroportionate. Stojic's Response Brief, para. 162.
123 Stojic's Response Brief, paras 154, 158. See also Stojic's Response Brief, paras 156, 162.
1237 Stojics Response Brief, para. 157. See Stojic's Response Brief, paras 154, 156, 159.
1238 Stojic's Response Brief, paras 158-159.
1229
1230
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1239

Finally, he alleges that the Trial Chamber failed to explain why the expected harm to
civilians was excessive given the anticipated military advantage. 1240 Stojic submits in responseto
the Prosecution's request for additional convictions that the Appeals Chamber should therefore

refrain from doing so in relation to the destruction of the Old Bridge. 1241
408.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred in its conclusions pertaining to the Old Bridge,

notably by finding that HVO forces were responsible for its destruction and in its analysis relating
to the protection of cultural property and the principle of proportionality, and requests that the
Appeals Chamber reverse his conviction under Count 1 (persecution as a crime against
humanity).1242 Petkovic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in this regard, notably
in relation to the elements of the crime of wanton destruction of property not justified by military
1243
necessity and in its proportionality analysis.
409.

The Prosecution replies that Stojic fails to show that the Trial Chamber erred in
concluding that the destruction of the Old Bridge was wanton. 1244 The Prosecution avers that the

isolation of the population of Donja Mahala was the immediate effect of the destruction of the Old
1245
Bddge.
It further submits that the Trial Chamber appropriately considered the psychological
harm as well as the physical impact caused by isolation as these effects were not mere incidental
by-products of an attack on a military objective, but were the primary aim of the HVO as part of its
1246
campaign of terror against the civilian population.
The Prosecution also argues that Stojic fails
to show that the Trial Chamber did not give appropriate weight to the anticipated military advantage
of the Old Bridge's destruction. 1247
410.

The Prosecution rejects Praljak's and Petkovic's arguments and submits that the

Trial Chamber properly concluded that the destruction of the Old Bridge amounted to the crime of
wanton destruction not justified by military necessity. 1248

StojiC's Response Brief, paras 154, 160-161. See also Stojic's Response Brief, paras 156, 162.
Stojic's Response Brief, para. 162. See also Stojic's Response Brief, para. 156.
1241 StojiC's Response Brief, para. 163. See supra, para. 394.
1242 Praljak's Appeal Brief, headings before paras 280, 283, 286, 290, paras 280, 283-296; Praljak's Response Brief,
paras 153-154; Appeal Hearing, AT. 378 (22 Mar 2017).
1243 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 277-278(i)-(iii).
1244 Prosecution's Reply Brief, paras 143, 145. See also Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 151.
1245 Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 148. The Prosecution argues that, in any case, the subsequent destruction of the
Kamenica Bridge was harm reasonably anticipated by the HVO. Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 149.
1246 Prosecution's Reply Brief, paras 147, 150. See Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 144.
1247 Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 146. See Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 143.
1248 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 199-205, 207-210; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic),
paras 211-215. In response to the Appeals Chamber's request to discuss any impact an error regarding the Trial
Chamber's legal findings on the destruction of the Old Bridge as a crime of wanton destruction would have on its
findings that the destruction also constituted the crimes of persecution and unlawful infliction of terror on civilians, the
Prosecution submits that the attack on the Old Bridge was unlawful because, although it was a lawful military target, it
was not targeted for that reason. It argues that the bridge was instead destroyed as part of the HVO's protracted
1239
1240
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(ii) Analysis
411.

Turning to Stojic's and the Prosecution's submissions on the Trial Chamber's finding that

the destruction of the Old Bridge was disproportionate and wanton, the Appeals Chamber notes that
the Trial Chamber found that the Old Bridge, real property normally used by civilians, was used by
both the ABiH and the inhabitants of the right and left banks of the Neretva between May and
November 1993. 1249 The Trial Chamber further found that "the armed forces of the HVO had a
military interest in destroying this structure" and, consequently, found that "at the time of the
attack, the Old Bridge was a military target".1250 The Trial Chamber, however, also found that the
destruction of the bridge put the residents of Donja Mahala in virtually total isolation and that it had
a very significant psychological impact on the Muslim population of Mostar. 1251 It therefore held
that:
[T]he damage to the civilian population was indisputable and substantial. It therefore holds by a
majority, with Judge Antonetti dissenting, that the impact on the Muslim civilian population of
Mostar was disproportionate to the concrete and direct military advantage expected by the
destruction of the Old Bridge. 1252

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the elements of wanton destruction not justified by military
necessity, as a violation of the laws or customs of war, include, inter alia, the destruction of
property that occurs on a large scale and that the destruction is not justified by military
necessity.1253 Since the Trial Chamber found that the Old Bridge was a military target at the time of
the attack,1254 and, thus, its destruction offered a definite military advantage,1255 the Appeals
Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that it cannot be considered, in and of itself, as wanton
destruction not justified by military necessity.1256 Moreover, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar
dissenting, notes that when outlining the damage caused to the civilian population in its
determination of whether the crime of wanton destruction had been committed, the Trial Chamber
did not make any finding about other property being collaterally destroyed as a result of the attack
campaign of terror directed against the Muslims of Mostar. It further submits that the attack was retribution for the fall
of Vares to ABiH forces, and that because the Old Bridge was completely unusable and could be considered destroyed
after the shelling attacks on 8 November 1993, it "no longer had any military value" and no military advantage was to
be gained "by bringing about its complete obliteration and collapse" on the following day. On these bases, the
Prosecution submits that its destruction was not justified by military necessity. Appeal Hearing, AT. 450-454
(22 Mar 2017). See Order for the Preparation of the Appeal Hearing, p. 5, para. 2.
1249 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1582. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1284-1293.
1250 Trial Judgement, VoL 3, para. 1582.
.
1251 Trial Judgemerit, Vol. 3, para. 1583.
1252 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1584.
1253 Hadiihasanovic and Kubura Decision on Rule 98bis, fn. 53; Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 74.
1254 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1582.
1255 Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 53. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1357, 1365, Vol. 3,
faras 1582, 1584.
256 Cf Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras 337 ("Determining whether destruction occurred pursuant to military
necessity involves a determination of what constitutes a military objective."), 341; Kordic and Cerke:
Appeal Judgement, paras 54, 74.
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on the Old Bridge. 1257 Rather, in reaching its conclusion that the attack on the Old Bridge was
disproportionate, the Trial Chamber found that the attack isolated the Muslim population in Mostar
and caused a very significant psychological impact. 1258 Thus, in the absence of any destruction of
property not justified by military necessity in the Trial Chamber's legal findings for Count 20, the
Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, concludes that a requisite element of the crime was not
satisfied. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that the Trial Chamber
erred in finding that the destruction of the Old Bridge of Mostar constituted the crime of wanton
destruction not justified by military necessity as a violation of the laws or customs of war. 1259 As a
result, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, dismisses the Prosecution's submissions in
this regard. The Appeals Chamber declines to enter convictions on appeal for wanton destruction
not justified by military necessity, as a violation of the laws or customs of war, of the Old Bridge in
Mostar.
412.

In light of the preceding analysis and the Appeals Chamber's analysis, below, of its effects

on the Trial Chamber's findings in relation to Count 1/ 260 the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar
dissenting, considers that Praljak's and Petkovic's arguments are moot.

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1583-1584. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1355-1357, 1365.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1355-1357, 1365, Vol. 3, paras 1583-1586. The Appeals Chamber observes that
the Trial Chamber found that "the destruction of the Old Bridge by the HVO may have been justified by military
necessity", and subsequently, having discussed the question of proportionality, did not enter a discrete finding that the
destruction was not justified by military necessity. Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1584. See also Trial Judgement,
Vol. 3, para. 1587.
1259 With regard to the Prosecution's submission that the attack on the Old Bridge was unlawful because, although it
was a lawful military target, it was not targeted for that reason, and its argument that the bridge was instead destroyed
as part of the HVO's protracted campaign of terror directed against the Muslims of Mostar, the Appeals Chamber
considers that the Prosecution falls into circular reasoning. It cannot be said that destruction was not justified by
military necessity because of the existence of a campaign of terror, if the fact that the bridge was a military target raises
reasonable doubt as to whether its destruction was part of that campaign. Further, the argument that the destruction of
the Old Bridge was retribution for the fall of Vares to the ABiH forces deals with the question of the HVO's motive,
which is irrelevant in law. Limaj et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 109; Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 268-269;
Kanyarukiga Appeal Judgement, para. 262. Finally, the Appeals Chamber turns to the Prosecution argument that
because the Old Bridge was completely unusable and could be considered destroyed after the shelling attacks on
8 November 1993, it "no longer had any military value" and no military advantage was to be gained "by bringing about
its complete obliteration and collapse" on the following day. The Trial Chamber found that the Old Bridge was or could
be considered destroyed by the evening of 8 November 1993 as it was unusable and on the verge of collapse, and that it
collapsed the following morning. However, it made no finding that the bridge ceased being a military target on the
evening of 8 November 1993 or that the HVO knew that the ABiH could no longer use it for military purposes.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1318, 1321, 1343, 1345, 1366. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1326, Vol. 3,
para. 1581. The Appeals Chamber notes in this regard that none of the evidence on which the Trial Chamber relied to
find that the Old Bridge was destroyed by the evening of 8 November 1993 emanated from the HVO.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1316-1317. As such, the Prosecution fails to show that the HVO targeted the
Old Bridge on any basis other than its status as a military target. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses its
arJiJuments.
.
12 0 See infra, paras 422-423.
1257

1258
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3. Conclusion on wanton destruction not justified by military necessity
413.

In sum, the Appeals Chamber agrees with the Prosecution's ground of appeal 3, in part, as

it pertains to the Trial Chamber's failure to enter convictions under Count 20 against Prlic, Stojic,
Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic for the wanton destruction of property not justified by military
necessity, as a violation of .the laws or customs of war, in Prozor Municipality between May and
early July 19931261 and Mostar Municipality between June and December 1993 (ten mosques).1262
However, pursuant to its discretion under Article 25 of the Statute,1263 the Appeals Chamber finds it
appropriate to refrain from entering new convictions on appeal for wanton destruction not justified
by military necessity as a violation of the laws or customs of war under Article 3 of the Statute. 1264
In so finding, the Appeals Chamber considers the interests of fairness to the Appellants balanced

with considerations of the interests of justice, and taking into account the nature of the offences and
the circumstances of this case. 1265
414.

With respect to the Old Bridge in Mostar, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting,

recalls that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the destruction of the Old Bridge of Mostar
constituted the crime of wanton destruction not justified by military necessity.1266 The Appeals
Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting in part, therefore dismisses the relevant part of the Prosecution's
ground of appeal 3 seeking a conviction for wanton destruction not justified by military necessity,
as a violation of the laws or customs of war (Count 20), with respect to the Old Bridge.
4. hnpact of errors in relation to the Old Bridge on the crimes of persecution and
unlawful infliction of terror on civilians
415.

The Trial Chamber relied on its finding on the destruction of the Old Bridge as a basis for

its findings that the HVO committed both persecution as a crime against humanity (Count 1) and
unlawful infliction of terror on civilians as a violation of the laws or customs of war (Count 25),1267
and consequently convicted the Appellants for these crimes in relation to the Old Bridge. 1268

See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, para. 1566.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1580. The Appeals Chamber notes in this regard that, for reasons set out
elsewhere, this emor applies only to the destruction of three mosques between June 1993 and: (1) 15 November 1993,
in relation to Stojic; (2) 9 November 1993, in relation to Praljak; and (3) 10 November 1993, in relation to Corie. See
sugra, para. 105; infra, paras 2002-2003, fn. 5395.
123 Cf Stanish! and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 1096 & fn. 3625; Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 928;
Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, fn. 5269; Jelisic Appeal Judgement, para. 73.
.
1264 The Appeals Chamber notes however that insofar as the ten mosques in Mostar are concerned, the Trial Chamber
also convicted the A~pellants under Count 21. Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1609-1610.
1265 Cf Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 1096 & fn. 3626 and references cited therein.
1266 See supra, para. 411.
1267 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1690-1692, 1711-1713.
1268 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1690-1692, 1711-1713, Vol. 4, para. 59, Disposition, pp. 430-431.
1261
1262
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416.

Specifically, when finding that persecution had been committed, the Trial Chamber

considered

anumber of "crimes against the Muslims of the Municipality of Mostar", 1269 including

the destruction of the Old Bridge, which it recalled as having "undeniable cultural, historical and
symbolic value for the Muslims". 1270 The Trial Chamber found that by committing all these crimes,
the HVO specifically targeted Muslims, introduced de facto discrimination, and violated their basic
rights to "life, freedom and dignity".1271 Thus, it was satisfied that the HVO intended to
discriminate against these Muslims and violate their basic rights to "life, human dignity, freedom
and property". 1272
417.

In its legal findings on the unlawful, infliction of terror on civilians, the Trial Chamber also

considered various acts by the HVO including the destruction of the Old Bridge. 1273 It recalled that
the destruction had a major psychological impact on the morale of the population and that the HVO
had to be aware of that impact, in particular because of its "great symbolic, cultural and historical
value" .1274 The Trial Chamber was satisfied that the deliberate isolation of the population in
East Mostar for several months, after forcibly transferring a large part of the population there, and
thus the exacerbation of their distress and difficult living conditions, demonstrated the specific
intention of the HVO to spread terror. 1275 The Trial Chamber concluded that the HVO committed
acts of violence, "the main aim of which was to inflict terror on the population", thereby
committing unlawful infliction of terror on civilians. 1276
(a) Arguments of the Parties
418.

At the Appeal Hearing, Stojic, Praljak, and the Prosecution were asked to discuss any

impact an error regarding the Trial Chamber's legal findings on the destruction of the Old Bridge as
a crime of wanton destruction (Count 20) would have on its findings that the destruction also
constituted the crimes of persecution (Count 1) and unlawful infliction of terror on civilians
(Count 25).1277
419.

Stojic argues that to state that one can comply with international humanitarian law in

relation to distinction and targeting but still be responsible for persecution, for example, for the

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1712. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1707-1711, 1713.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1711.
1271 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1712.
1272 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1712-1713.
1273 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1689-1692.
1274 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1690.
1275 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1691.
1276 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1692.
1277 Order for the Preparation of the Appeal Hearing, p. 5, para. 2.
1269

1270
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destruction of the Old Bridge, leads to massive policy implications unsupported by law or
.
1278
practice,

420.

Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber's errors relating to the destruction of the Old Bridge

have an impact on the crimes of persecution and terror as they show that these crimes have been
tried on the basis of erroneous facts. 1279 Praljak submits that although the Trial Chamber considered
a number of acts in Mostar Municipality - including the destruction of the Old Bridge and
mosques, sniping, "bombings", the isolation of the population, and forced transfer - when
concluding that the crimes of persecution and terror had been committed, none of the facts relating
to these acts had been properly established with regard to him or the HVO. 1280 In particular, Praljak
challenges the underlying findings pertaining to sniping, "bombings", and the destruction of or
damage to mosques and submits that the "crime[s] of persecution and spreading terror" must be
reversed. 1281
421.

The Prosecution submits that, if the Appeals Chamber were to find an error with respect to

the legal findings under Count 20 on the destruction of the Old Bridge, it would have an impact on
Stojic's and Praljak's convictions for persecution and the unlawful infliction of terror, but that the
impact would be minima1.1282 In this regard, it argues that a determination that the destruction was
lawful would mean that it could not form part of the convictions for persecution or unlawful
infliction of terror given that the attack would not have been carded out with the primary intent to
inflict terror or with the intent to discdminate.

1283

The Prosecution submits, however, that since the

legal findings for persecution (Count 1) and unlawful infliction of terror on civilians (Count 25) are
based on the aggregation of numerous crimes and acts, Stojic's and Praljak's convictions on those
counts would remain intact. 1284
(b) Analysis
422.

Turning first to persecution as a cnme against humanity under Article 5 of the Statute

(Count 1), the Appeals Chamber recalls that it consists of an act or omission which:
1. discriminates in fact and which denies or infringes upon a fundamental right laid down in
international customary or treaty law (the actus reus); and

Appeal
Appeal
1280 Appeal
1281 Appeal
1282 Appeal
1283 Appeal
1284 Appeal
1278

1279

Hearing,
Hearing,
Hearing,
Hearing,
Hearing,
Hearing,
Hearing,

AT.
AT.
AT.
AT.
AT.
AT.
AT.
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449 (22 Mar 2017).
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2. was carried out deliberately with the intention to discriminate on one of the listed grounds,
. or po1"IllCS (the mens rea) .1285
speer'f'ica 11y race, reurgion
.

Persecution as a crime against humanity requires evidence that the principal perpetrator had the
specific intent to discriminate on one of these grounds. 1286 While the requisite discriminatory intent
may not be inferred directly from the general discriminatory nature of an attack characterised as a
crime against humanity, the "discriminatory intent may be inferred from such a context as long as,
in view of the facts of the case, circumstances surrounding the commission of the alleged acts
substantiate the existence of such intent".1287 Further, the Appeals Chamber has found that the
destruction of property, depending on the nature and extent of the destruction, may constitute a
crime of persecution of equal gravity to other crimes listed in Article 5 of the Statute. 1288
423.

The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, recalls that the Trial Chamber erred in

finding that the destruction of the Old Bridge of Mostar constituted the crime of wanton destruction
not justified by military necessity as a violation of the laws or customs of war. 1289 The Appeals
Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber previously found that "the armed forces of the HVO had a
military interest in destroying this structure" and that "at the time of the attack, the Old Bridge was
a military target" .1290 However, the Trial Chamber subsequently reached the conclusion that the
destruction was carried out deliberately with the intent to discriminate against Muslims by noting
that the Old Bridge "had undeniable cultural, historical and symbolic value for the Muslims".1291
Considering the Trial Chamber's findings that the HVO had a military interest in the destruction of
the Old Bridge and that it was a military target, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds
that no reasonable trier of fact could have found, beyond reasonable doubt, that the HVO had the
specific intent to discriminate. The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that this error
occasions a miscarriage of justice that invalidates the Trial Chamber's conclusion on the crime of
persecution as it concerns the destruction of the Old Bridge.

1285 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 320, referring to Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 185, Vasiljevic
Appeal Judgement, para. 113, Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 131, Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 101.
See also, e.g., Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 2138, citing Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement,
rara.985.
286 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 579; Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 164; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement,
rara. 184.
287 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 579; Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 164; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement,

r2~a'i:'~ic and

Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 108; Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 149. See also Blaskic
Judgement, para. 146.
129 See supra, para. 411.
1290 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1582. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1290, 1354, 1357; supra, paras 406,
411.
1291 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1711. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1712-1713.
A~peal
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424.

With respect to the war crime of unlawful infliction of terror on civilians as a violation of

the laws or customs of war (Count 25),1292 the Appeals Chamber notes that it is comprised of acts or
threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian
population,1293 and that the mens rea includes the specific intent to spread terror among the civilian
population.V'" Other purposes of the unlawful acts or threats may have coexisted simultaneously
with the purpose of spreading terror among the civilian population, provided that the intent to
spread terror among the civilian population was principal among the aims. 1295 Such intent can be
inferred from the "nature, manner, timing and duration" of the acts or threats. 1296 The Appeals
Chamber in the Galic case described the crime of terror as not being "a case in which an explosive
device was planted outside of an ongoing military attack but rather a case of 'extensive trauma and
psychological damage' being caused by 'attacks [which] were designed to keep the inhabitants in a
constant state of terror'" .1297
425.

The Trial Chamber considered the destruction of the Old Bridge as an "act[] of violence, the

main aim of which was to inflict terror on the population" .1298 Although, as stated above, the act of
destroying the Old Bridge could have simultaneously served multiple purposes, the Trial Chamber
made no express mention of its previous findings that the HVO had a military interest in destroying
the bridge and that it was a military target 1299 - findings that would have been essential to an
assessment of the purpose of its destruction. In a notable contrast, the Trial Chamber expressly
considered the lack of military value of ten mosques destroyed in East Mostar. 1300 The
Trial Chamber instead reached its conclusion about the purpose of the destruction of the Old Bridge
after recalling its factual findings C?n the impact of the destruction on the population and that the
HVO had to have been aware of such impact. 1301 Considering the Trial Chamber's findings that the
HVO had a military interest in the destruction of the Old Bridge and that it was a military target, the
Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that no reasonable trier of fact could have found,
beyond reasonable doubt, that the HVO had the specific intent to commit terror. The Appeals
Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that this error occasions a miscarriage of justice that

1292 Judge Liudissents from all portions of this Judgement dealing with the unlawful infliction of terror on civilians as a
violation of the laws or customs of war (Count 25) since he is of the view that the Tribunal does not have jurisdiction
over this crime and that the elements of this offence as set out in the present paragraph do not adequately define a
criminal charge.
1293 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, paras 32-33, 37; Galic Appeal Judgement, paras 69, 102.
1294 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 37; Galle Appeal Judgement, paras 102, 104.
1295 Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 104. See D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 37.
1296 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 37, citing Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 104.
1297 Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 102 (internal references omitted).
1298 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1692. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1690.
1299 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1582. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1290, 1354, 1357;
sUJ(ra, paras 406, 411, 423.
13 0 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1690.
1301 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, para. 1690 & fn. 2625.
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invalidates the Trial Chamber's conclusion on the crime of unlawful infliction of terror as it
concerns the destruction of the Old Bridge.
426.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, reverses the Trial

Chamber's findings that the destruction of the Old Bridge constituted persecution as a crime against
humanity (Count 1) and the unlawful infliction of terror on civilians as a violation of the laws or
customs of war (Count 25) and, Judge Pocar dissenting, acquits the Appellants of these counts in
relation to the Old Bridge. The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, will consider below the
impact of these acquittals, if any, upon the sentences of the Appellants. The Appeals Chamber
further notes that the Trial Chamber considered a number of other underlying acts when holding
that these crimes had been committed. 1302 Praljak' s submissions challenging the underlying findings
of these other acts are dismissed elsewhere. 1303 Thus, to the extent that he contends that his
convictions under Counts 1 and 25 should be reversed in their entirety,1304 the Appeals Chamber,
Judge Pocar dissenting in part, dismisses his argument.

D. Attacks of 18 January 1993 in Gornji VakufMunicipality and Related Crimes
427.

The Trial Chamber found that on 18 January 1993, the HVO attacked the villages of Dusa,

Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdrimci in Gornji Vakuf Municipality with mortar shells, heavy machine
guns, and artillery.130S It found that in Dusa, the HVO killed seven inhabitants who had gathered in
the cellar of Enver Sljivo's house and who were not taking part in the fighting,1306 while in all four
villages houses belonging to the Muslim inhabitants were destroyed by shelling during the
attacks. 1307
1. The killing of seven civilians in Dusa CStojiC's Sub-ground 45.1 arid Praljak's Ground 12)

428.

The Trial Chamber found that "the HVO attacked the village [of Dusa] by using weapons

- more specifically, shells -:- the nature of which is such that it is impossible to distinguish military
from civilian targets",1308 It further found that the HVO forces made no effort to allow the civilian
population of the village to flee before the attack. Consequently, it held that the shelling of Dusa
was an indiscriminate attack. On this basis, it found that the HVO, by firing several shells at the
village and in particular at Enver Sljivo's house, intended to cause serious bodily harm to the

See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 1689-1692, 1694-1741. See also infra, para. 563.
See supra, para. 419 & fns 1280-1281; infra, paras 541, 543 (sniping), 549, 554 (shelling), 567, 569 (destruction of
or damage to mosques).
1304 See supra, para. 419.
1305 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 357-358, 369, 374, 381.
1306 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 366,368.
1307 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 367-368,373,379,387.
1308 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 663, 711.
1302
1303
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civilians who had taken refuge there, harm that it could reasonably have foreseen could cause their
deaths, thereby committing murder as a crime against humanity (Count 2) and wilful killing as a
grave breach of the Geneva Conventions (Count 3) against each of these persons, crimes under
Articles 5 and 2 of the Statute, respectively.P'" The Trial Chamber subsequently r~lied on these
findings in its analysis of persecution as a crime against humanity under Article 5 (Count 1),
inhumane acts as a crime against humanity under Article 5 (Count 15), and inhuman treatment as a
grave breach of the Geneva Conventions under Article 2 (Count 16).1310
(a) Arguments of the Parties
429.

Stojic and Praljak submit that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that HVO forces

indiscriminately shelled Dusa and intended to cause serious bodily harm to civiliansYu Praljak
argues that the Trial Chamber erroneously concluded that the attack was led by HVO and HV
soldiers. 1312 Stojic and Praljak argue that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact when concluding
that shells are by their nature indiscriminate.V':' Stojic submits that the Trial Chamber erred when
finding that the shelling of Enver Sljivo's house, in particular, was indiscriminate, rather than an
attack on a legitimate military target. 1314 Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider
that Muslim defence lines were situated in proximity to Enver Sljivo's house and that the shell that
hit it was therefore aimed at a legitimate military target,13I5 In this regard, he. further submits that
the Trial Chamber did not establish: (1) the probability of the shell missing its target;13I6 and
(2) that the HVO knew or should have known that civilians were in the house.

1317

Stojic and Praljak

contend that the Trial Chamber relied solely on its erroneous finding that the attack on Dusa was
indiscriminate to incorrectly conclude that the HVO intended to cause serious bodily harm to

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 663, 71l.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1224, 1315, 1699.
1311 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 393, paras 393-394; Praljak's Appeal Brief, headings before paras 186,
195, paras 194, 199; Appeal Hearing, AT. 396 (22 Mar 2017). See also Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 78.
1312 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 186, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 358; Appeal Hearing,
AT. 397-398 (22 Mar 2017). See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 189, 195.
1313 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 394; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 187-188. See Appeal Hearing, AT. 278
(21 Mar 2017) (specifying that it was a legal error), 398 (22 Mar 2017). See also Stojic's Response Brief, para. 150;
infra, para. 448. Praljak also argues that the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO made no effort to allow the civilian
population to flee before the attack is unfounded. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 193, referring to, inter alia, Exs. POl162,
4D00348, p. 3.
1314 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 395. See also Stojic's Response Brief, paras 151-152; Appeal Hearing, AT. 278-279
(21 Mar 2017); infra, para. 448.
1315Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 190-192, 198; Praljak.s Reply Brief, para. 66. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 187
(referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 362, 366), 189.
1316 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 198. See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 403 (22 Mar 2017).
1317 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 189, 192, 198; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 66; Appeal Hearing, AT. 397
(22 Mar 2017). Praljak submits in this regard that Enver Sljivo was the commander of the village defence. Praljak's
Appeal Brief, paras 189 (referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 365), 192; Praljak's Reply Brief,
para. 66.
1309
1310
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civilians. 1318 Stojic and Praljak request to be acquitted of these charges under Counts 1, 2, 3, 15, and

16.1319
430.

The Prosecution responds that, contrary toPraljak's assertion, the Trial Chamber
reasonably concluded that the HVO and HV soldiers attacked Dusa. 1320 The Prosecution does not
expressly dispute Stojic's and Praljak's submissions that the attack was not indiscriminate, but
submits that the Trial Chamber reasonably rejected the argument that the HVO aimed at legitimate
military targets. 1321 It submits that the HVO directly targeted Enver Sljivo's house with the intent to
kill and cause serious bodily and mental harm to civilians, and that this conclusion is supported by
the evidence. 1322
431.

Stojic replies that there is no basis in the Trial Chamber's findings for a conclusion that the

HVO directly targeted civiliansy23 Praljak replies that the Trial Chamber's and Prosecution's
analyses of events in Dusa are based on the erroneous finding that the HVO attack on Gomji Vakuf
was part of an overall plan to take control of the area.1324
432.

At the Appeal Hearing, the Parties were invited to discuss the basis for the Trial Chamber's

finding that during the attack on Dusa on 18 January 1993, HVO forces intended to cause serious
bodily harm to the civilians who had taken refuge in Enver Sljivos house, harm which they could
reasonably have foreseen could cause their deaths. 1325 The Prosecution reiterates its position that the
attack on Enver Sljivo's house was a deliberate attack on civilians,1326 and refers to further evidence
in this regard. 1327 It also argues, however, that when assessed overall, "the Gomji Vakuf attack" was
1318 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 393, para. 397; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 197-198. See also Praljak's
APspeal Brief, para. 195,.
139 StojiC's Appeal Brief, paras 396-397; Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 78; Pra1jak's Appeal Brief, para. 185.
1320 Prosecution's Response Brief (Pra1jak), para. 130; Appeal Hearing, AT. 418-419 (22 Mar 2017). See Prosecution's
Response Brief (Praljak), paras 125-126.
1321 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 360-361; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 127-128. See
also Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 142 & fn. 550; infra, para. 449. The Prosecution also argues that the
Trial Chamber reasonably found, in line with the evidence, that HVO forces made no effort to allow civilians to flee
before the attack. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 129.
1322 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 361-362; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 128, 131
(referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 663, 711); Prosecution's Reply Brief, fn. 550. See also infra,
para. 449; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 359, 363. Specifically, the Prosecution refers to evidence that an
HVO tank, that is, a direct-fire weapon, penetrated the wall of Enver Sljivo's basement and continued firing on the
house as civilians fled. Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 360; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak),
rara. 127; Prosecution's Reply Brief, fn. 550.
323 Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 78. See also Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 77.
1324 Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 65.
.
1325 Order for the Preparation of the Appeal Hearing, pp. 5-6, para. 3.
1326 Appeal Hearing, AT. 211, 214 (20 Mar 2017).
1327 The Prosecution refers to evidence as to: (1) the locations and positions of the defenders of the village relative to
Enver Sljivo's house and each other; (2) the HVO tank's line of sight to Enver Sljivo's house; (3) the supposedly
"precise" nature of direct-fire weapons; (4) the fact that the tank fired "at least two" consecutive shells, including on
fleeing civilians; and (5) the HVO's knowledge that the house was a civilian object. Appeal Hearing, AT. 211-214,
216-217 (20 Mar 2017), referring to, inter alia, Ex. PlOlO8, p. 3. TheProsecution also submits that a residential house
is a "prima facie civilian object". Appeal Hearing, AT. 419 (22 Mar 2017).
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conducted with no regard for the principle of distinction, and that the Trial Chamber's conclusion
that the civilians killed in Dusa were victims of an indiscriminate attack was therefore correct. 1328
Finally, the Prosecution suggests that even under the Defence theory that the shelling of
Bnver Sljivo's house was an attack on a lawful target, the evidence discloses an indiscriminate or, at
best, a "grossly disproportionate" attack. 1329 Stojic and Praljak argue that neither the
Trial Chamber's findings nor the evidence referred to by the Prosecution establish that the HVO
forces had the requisite intent. 1330 Stojic also impugns the Rule 92 his evidence of Witness Kemal
" 1331
SlJ1VO.
V

(b) Analysis
433.

As a preliminary matter, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber's legal

findings in relation to the killing of seven civilians in Dusa on 18 January 1993 under Counts 1
(persecution as a crime against humanity), 15 (inhumane acts as a crime against humanity), and 16
(inhuman treatment as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions) are substantiated solely by
reference to its legal findings under Counts 2 (murder as a crime against humanity) and 3 (wilful
killing as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions).1332 In other words, the Trial Chamber made
no distinct legal findings on the killings in relation to Counts 1, 15, and 16.\Insofar as Stojic's and
Praljak's submissions impugn the Trial Chamber's findings under Counts 1, 15, and 16, they are
premised exclusively on their challenges to findings under Counts 2 and 3. The Appeals Chamber
will accordingly address the challenges to the findings through consideration of the challenges to
Counts 2 and 3 before assessing any impact on the remaining counts.
434.

The Trial Chamber found that the attack on Dusa was indiscriminate on the basis that:

(1) the HVO attacked the village using weapons

~

more specifically, shells

~

the nature of which is

such that it is impossible to distinguish military from civilian targets; and (2) the HVO made no
effort to allow the civilian population to flee before the attack. 1333 It provided no references in
support of the finding that "shells" are of such a nature that it is impossible to distinguish between
civilian and military targets. 1334 The Appeals Chamber would have expected such a finding to be

1328 Appeal Hearing, AT. 215-216 (20 Mar 2017), referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 372, Vol. 4,
faras 45, 48, 704.
329 Appeal Hearing, AT. 217-218 (20 Mar 2017), AT. 420 (22 Mar 2017).
1330 Appeal Hearing, AT. 277-280 (21 Mar 2017), AT. 396-398, 400, 403 (22 Mar 2017). Corie also responds to the
Prosecution's submissions in relation to the killing of seven civilians in Dusa. Appeal Hearing, AT. 586-587 (24 Mar
2017).
1331 Appeal Hearing, AT. 279-280 (21 Mar 2017).
1332 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1224 & fn. 1965 (Count 15, inhumane acts as a crime against humanity), para. 1315
& fn. 2116 (Count 16, inhuman treatment as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions), para. 1699 (Count 1,
fersecution as a crime against humanity).
333 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 663, 711.
'
1334 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 663, 711 and references cited therein.
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based on evidence that the weapon employed in the attack, when used in its normal or designed
circumstances, will inevitably be indiscriminate, in the sense that it is incapable of being directed at
a specific military objective or its effects are incapable of being limited as required by law. 1335 In
the absence of such an assessment, the Appeals Chamber considers that no reasonable trier of fact
could have found that "shells", without further specification, are inherently indiscriminate, and
accordingly reverses this finding.
435.

In light of this error, the Trial Chamber's finding that the attack on Dusa was

indiscriminate therefore rests exclusively on its finding that the HVO made no effort to allow the
civilian population to flee before the attack. 1336 The Appeals Chamber considers that no reasonable
trier of fact could have reached the conclusion that the attack on Dusa was indiscriminate on this
basis alone. 1337
436.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber relied on its finding that the attack on

the village of Dusa was indiscriminate to substantiate its finding that the HVO forces had the
requisite mens rea for murder and wilful killing. 1338 Having reversed this finding, therefore, the
Appeals Chamber now turns to the question of whether the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the
HVO forces had the requisite mens rea for murder and wilful killing still stands on the basis of the
Trial Chamber's remaining findings and evidence referred to by the Parties, in order to determine if
its error of fact occasioned a miscarriage of justice.
437.

It will first address the Prosecution's argument that when assessed overall, "the Gornji

Vakuf attack" was conducted with no regard for the principle of distinction, and that the
Trial Chamber's conclusion that the civilians killed in Dusa were victims of an indiscriminate
attack is therefore correct. The Prosecution refers in support to, inter alia, Trial Chamber findings
in relation to the attack on Hrasnica and on how the Gornji Vakuf attacks formed part of a
"preconceived plan", that is, the implementation of the CCP in Gornji Vakuf. 1339 The Appeals
Chamber notes, however, that the Trial Chamber's finding that the attacks on Hrasnica, Uzricje, and
Zdlimci on 18 January 1993 were indiscriminate is reversed elsewhere.P" This argument

IS

therefore dismissed.

1335 See, e.g., William H. Boothby, Weapons and the Law ofArmed Conflict (1st ed., 2009), pp. 83, 226-227, referring
to, inter alia, Steven Haines, "Weapons, Means and Methods of Warfare", in Elizabeth Wilmshurst and Susan Breau
(eds.), Perspectives on the IeRC Study on Customary International Humanitarian Law (2007), p. 266.
1336 TrialJudgement, Vol. 3, paras 663, 711. .
1337 Praljak's argument with regard to the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO made no effort to allow the civilian
fopulation to flee before the attack is therefore moot.
33 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 663, 711.
1339 See supra, para. 432 & fn. 1328.
1340 See infra, para. 453.
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438.

The Prosecution's remaining arguments seek, on the basis of the evidence, to characterise

the HVO attack as a deliberate attack on civilians, a "grossly disproportionate attack", or an
indiscriminate attack (the latter on an alternative basis to that of the Trial Chamber's firiding)Y41
The Appeals Chamber notes that the Prosecution's submissions are in effect offered as an
alternative to the Trial Chamber's findings on the attack rather than in support of them, and in some
instances even appear to contradict them. Thecrux of the Prosecution's argument, for example, is
that Enver Sljivo's house was targeted by tank fire,1342 where the Trial Chamber made no such
finding, and in fact found that the HVO attacked Dusa with mortar shells, heavy machine guns, and
artillery. 1343
439.

In the present case, the Trial Chamber found that there were members of the ABiH in Dusa

in mid-January 1993,1344 and that prior to the attack on 18 January 1993, men from the ABiH and
the village defence were "preparing to defend the village, taking up positions in particular in the
forest of Dusa".1345 An HVO intelligence report dated 16 January 1993 indicated that there were
25 Muslim soldiers in Dusa and that they were situated in the middle of the village "near the big
house".1346 The Appeals Chamber notes in particular that Witness BW explicitly accepted that
Enver Sljivo's house was between the position of HVO forces which fired the shells and the
Muslim defence lines,1347 i.e. the house was situated in the line of fire between the HVO forces and
the defenders of the village.
440.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Witness BY testified that there was gunfire after the

civilians taking shelter left the basement,1348 and that Kemal Sljivo stated that he heard "gun shots
coming from all directions".1349 Neither of these statements clearly establishes whether the Muslim
defenders of the village returned fire at the HVO forces, nor do other relevant sections of the trial
record referred to by the Parties. 1350
441.

In light of these findings and the relevant evidence considered as a whole, the

Appeals Chamber finds that no reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that the HVO forces in
See supra, paras 430, 432.
See supra, fns 1322, 1327.
1343 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 357. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 358.
1344 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 364.
1345 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 362 (internal reference omitted).
1346 Ex. 3D00527. The "big house" appears to refer to the house of Enver Sljivo. See Ex. PlO108, p. 3. See also
Ex. IC00059 (confidential); Witness BY, T. 9076-9077 (27 Oct 2006); Witness BW, T. 8770 (closed session)
(19 Oct 2006).
1347 Witness BW, T. 8807 (closed session) (19 Oct 2006). See also Ex. IC00059 (confidential). The Trial Chamber
eXfressly gave credence to Witness BW's evidence. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 344.
134 Witness BY, T. 9077 (27 Oct 2006). The Trial Chamber expressly gave credence to Witness BY's evidence.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 344.
1349 Ex. PlO108, p. 4. The Trial Chamber expressly gave credence to Kemal Sljivo's evidence. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2,
para. 344.
1341
1342
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Dusa possessed the requisite mens rea for murder and wilful killing, given the ongoing combat
activity in the vicinity of the house and, in particular, the position of the defenders of the village
relative to the house. As such, the Trial Chamber's factual error occasioned a miscarriage of justice
insofar as it underpinned the Trial Chamber's finding that the killing of seven civilians during the
attack on Dusa constituted murder as a crime against humanity (Count 2) and wilful killing as a
grave breach of the Geneva Conventions (Count

3).1351

The Appeals Chamber accordingly reverses

these findings.
442.

Further, as the Appeals Chamber has noted above, the Trial. Chamber's findings under

Counts 2 and 3 provided the sole basis for its subsequent findings in relation to the killings in Dusa
under Counts 1, 15, and 16.1352 As this sole basis is reversed, so too are these subsequent findings.
443.

The Appeals Chamber accordingly grants Stojic's sub-ground of appeal 45.1 and Praljak's

ground of appeal 12. The convictions of the Appellants under Counts 1,2,3, 15, and 16 with regard
to the killing of seven civilians in Dusa are reversed. 1353 The impact of this reversal, if any, on the
Trial Chamber's findings as to the CCP, as well as on the Appellants' sentences, will be assessed
below. 1354
2. Wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity
in Gomji VakufMunicipality (Prosecution's Ground 3 in part)
444.

With regard to the destruction of houses by shelling during the attacks on Dusa, Hrasnica,

Uzricje, and Zdrimci, the Trial Chamber noted that the destruction was extensive. 1355 It further
noted that members of the ABiH were present in the villages at the time of the HVO attacks and
that some armed Muslim men were hidden inside the houses from time to time. 1356 The Trial
Chamber then referred to its legal findings in relation to murder and wilful killing in Gomji Vakuf
Municipality and recalled its finding that the shelling of these villages was an indiscriminate
attack. 1357 It therefore found that the destruction of houses by shelling during the attacks constituted

See, e.g., Witness BY, T. 9077-9078 (27 Oct 2006); Witness BW, T. 8781 (19 Oct 2006).
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 663, 711.
1352 See supra, para. 433.
1353 The Appeals Chamber recalls that Pusic was not convicted of any charges in relation to these killings as he was not
a member of the JCE as of January 1993. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1229.
1354 See infra, paras 886, 3359-3365.
1355 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1568. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1569~1570. See also Trial Judgement;
Vol. 2, paras 367-368 (referring to evidence that two houses in Dusa had been destroyed by shelling), 373 (referring to
testimony that three houses in Hrasnica were destroyed by shelling), 379 (referring to evidence that at least two houses
in Uzricje were destroyed by shelling), 387 (referring to evidence that "a number" of houses in Zdrimci were destroyed
by shelling).
1356 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1569.
1357 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1569 & fn. 2468.
1350
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wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity as a
violation of the laws or customs of war (Count 20).1358
(a) Arguments of the Parties
445.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Prosecution has requested that it enter convictions

against Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Coric for wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages,
or devastation not justified by military necessity (Count 20), a violation of the laws or customs of
war and a crime punishable under Article 3 of the Statute, in relation to the destruction of houses
belonging to Bosnian Muslims in the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdrimci in Gomji
Vakuf Municipality on 18 January 1993. 1359 It further recalls that pursuant to paragraph 5 of the
Practice Direction on Formal Requirements, if an appellant relies on a ground of appeal to reverse
an acquittal, the respondent may support the acquittal on additional grounds of appeal in the
respondent's brief. 1360
446.

Prlic responds that he was not responsible for destruction in Gomji Vakuf and claims that

the Trial Chamber relied upon a mischaracterisation of evidence and unreliable testimony when
making findings regarding his participation in the attack on Gornji Vakuf and regarding his intent to
. property destructi
commit
estruction cnmes. 1361

447.

Praljak responds that the Trial Chamber made erroneous findings with regard to "his role

in Gornji Vakuf municipality" and the inclusion of the crimes committed there in the CCP. 1362
Praljak also submits that the Trial Chamber did not properly consider evidence or establish certain
factual findings with respect to the destruction of houses in the Gornji Vakuf Municipality. 1363
448.

Stojic responds that the Trial Chamber erred in law in finding that the destruction of

houses on 18 January 1993 in the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdtimci in the Gornji
Vakuf Municipality was indiscriminate and thus wanton and/or not justified by military
necessity.v''" Specifically, he submits that the Trial Chamber: (1) relied on its erroneous finding
that shells are inherently indiscriminatec'j'" (2) failed to give adequate weight to the presence of
1358 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1570. The Trial Chamber noted, however, that as the HVO had not yet occupied the
murticipality of Gornji Vakuf as of the time of the attacks, this property was not protected under the Geneva
Conventions, and that these incidents therefore did not constitute extensive destruction of property not justified by
military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly as, a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions (Count 19).
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1534. See also supra, para. 398.
1359 See supra, para. 394.
1360 See supra, para. 400.
.
1361 Prlic's Response Brief, paras 174-179. See Prlic's Response Brief, heading before para. 174.
1362 Praljak's Response Brief, paras 150-151.
1363 Praljak's Response Brief, para. 149, referring to, inter alia, Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 179.
1364 StojiC's Response Brief, para. 147, heading before para. 149, paras 149-150, 153.
1365 S tOJIC
.. -, S Response Bne,
. f para. 150.
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armed defenders in or around the property in question; 1366 (3) failed to identify exactly which
houses were destroyed or where they were located in relation to the legitimate military targets; 1367
and (4) did not assess how the absence of civilian casualties in three of the villages could be
1368
consistent with an indiscriminate attack.
449.

The Prosecution replies that Stojic and Praljak fail to show that the Trial Chamber's

findings on wanton destruction of property in Gornji Vakuf Municipality on 18 January 1993 were
erroneous. 1369 The Prosecution submits that: (1) the Trial Chamber considered the presence of
armed Muslim defenders in the villages;1370 and (2) the evidence shows that the destruction of
property was not the incidental by-product of military targeting. 1371 It argues that the HVO's intent
to destroy Muslim property is in line with its preconceived plan and confirmed by subsequent
events, including the burning of houses after the villages were taken by the HVO. 1372

450.

At the Appeal Hearing, the Prosecution, Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Coric were

invited to discuss the basis for the Trial Chamber's finding that the property destruction caused
during the attacks on the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje was wanton and not
justified by military necessity, and whether there would be any effect, if this finding were
overturned, on the finding that the property destruction caused during attacks on several localities in
Gornji

Vakuf Municipality

was

"extensive".1373 The

Prosecution

submits

that if

the

Appeals Chamber were to overturn the Trial Chamber's finding that the property destruction caused
during the attacks on the four villages was wanton and not justified by military necessity, there
would be no effect on the Trial Judgement as no conviction was entered. 1374 Praljak and Coric argue
that the Trial Chamber erred in its finding that the destruction was wanton and not justified by
military necessity, pointing in particular to the ongoing clashes between the defenders of the
villages and the HVO. 1375 Prlic, Stojic, and Petkovic makeno submissions on this particular matter.

Stojic's Response Brief, paras 151-152.
Stojic's Response Brief, para. 152.
1368 Stojic's Response Brief, para. 152.
.
1369 Prosecution's Reply Brief, paras 138, 142. See Prosecution's Reply Brief, paras 139-141.
1370 Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 141; Appeal Hearing, AT. 769 (28 Mar 2017).
1371 Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 142.
1372 Prosecution's Reply Brief, para. 142; Appeal Hearing, AT. 655-656 (24 Mar 2017), 768-770 (28 Mar 2017).
See Prosecution's Reply Brief, paras 139-140.
1373 Order for the Preparation of the Appeal Hearing, pp. 6-7, para. 5.
1374 Appeal Hearing, AT. 770 (28 Mar 2017).
1375 Appeal Hearing, AT. 404-405 (22 Mar 2017), 600-603 (24 Mar 2017). In addition, Praljak argues that the Trial
Chamber did not establish the perpetrators or timing of the destruction of the property, while Corie argues that there
was no evidence as to the location of civilians relative to combatants and military objectives, or any assessment by the
Trial Chamber of the margin of error of artillery shelling. Appeal Hearing, AT. 405 (22 Mar 2017), 601-603
(24 Mar 2017).
1366
1367
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(b) Analysis
451.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber, after noting that it had received

evidence that members of the ABiH were present in each of the locations, based its finding that the
destruction of the houses belonging to the Muslim inhabitants of the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica,
Zdrimci, and Uzricje was wanton and not justified by military necessity on a supposed prior finding
that the attacks were indiscriminate. 1376 In addressing this part of the Prosecution's ground of appeal
3, the Appeals Chamber will first assess the impact of its analysis in relation to the killing of seven
civilians in Dusa on the finding that the destruction of Muslim-owned houses during the attack on
that village constituted wanton destruction. It will then address the Prosecution's ground of appeal 3
in relation to the remaining three villages.
452.

With regard to Dusa, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it finds elsewhere that the

Trial Chamber's finding of indiscriminate attack Was premised on an error of fact occasioning a
miscarriage of justice, leading to its reversal. 1377 In light of the reversal of this underlying finding,
the Appeals Chamber considers that no reasonable trier of fact could have .reached the conclusion
that the attack was wanton and not justified by military necessity, and reverses that conclusion. The
Prosecution's ground of appeal 3 is accordingly dismissed with regard to Dusa.
453.

With regard to the other three villages, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber

only expressly found the attack on Dusa to be indiscriminate; it made no direct findings on whether
the attacks on. Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje were indiscriminate or otherwise. 1378 The
Appeals Chamber recalls, however, that a trial judgement is to be read as a whole. 1379 In this
instance, the Trial Chamber found that the attacks all began on the morning of 18 January 1993, and
that all the villages were attacked with mortar shells, heavy machine guns, and artilleryY 80 It
further found that tile HVO operations "unfolded in exactly the same way", including by firing
"shells" that destroyed several houses. 1381 Having regard to these findings, it is clear that the Trial
Chamber considered that the attacks on Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje were indiscriminate on the
same bases as its finding in relation to the attack on Dusa: that the HVO attacked the village by
using weapons - more specifically, shells - the nature of which is such that it is impossible to
distinguish military from civilian targets, and that they made no effort to allow the civilian

1376 See supra, para. 444; Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1569 (referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3,
paras 663-664, 711-712),1570.
1377 See supra, paras 435, 442.
1378 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 663-664, 711-712. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 356-388.
1379 See Stanish': and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, paras 1107, 1115, 1148, 1162, 1181; Popovic et al.
Afcpeal Judgement, para. 2006; Mrksic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, para. 379.
13 0 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 357.
1381 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 561. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 45.
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population of the village to flee before the attack. Recalling that this finding is reversed in relation
to Dusa,1382 the Appeals Chamber reverses it in relation to Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje for the
same reasons. In light of the fact that the Trial Chamber relied on its finding of indiscriminate
attack to conclude that the destruction of the houses was wanton and not justified by military
necessity,1383 the Appeals Chamber reverses this finding also, and the. subsequent finding that the
elements of the crime of wanton destruction not justified by military necessity were met,1384 The
Prosecution's ground of appeal 3 is accordingly dismissed in relevant part. Finally, insofar as the
Trial Chamber appears to have found the destruction of the houses during attacks on the four
villages to have constituted an underlying act of the crime of persecution.P'" the Appeals Chamber
reverses this finding and the convictions of all Appellants under Count 1 in this regard.
3. Burning of houses in Dusa and Uzricje (Praljak's Ground 11)
The Trial Chamber found that, on 18 January 1993, the HVO attacked the villages of Dusa
and Uzricje. 1386 Thereafter, the HVO took control of Dusa "after one or two days of fighting", 1387
1388
and occupied Uzricje from 19 January 1993 onwards.
The Trial Chamber further found that,
after the attack and takeover of Dusa, HVO soldiers set fire to houses there. 1389 In so finding, it
454.

noted, inter alia, that, once the fighting ended, several witnesses specifically reported houses
burned down by HVO soldiers. 139o It also found that the HVO set fire to houses belonging to the
Muslims of Uzricje to prevent those who lived there from returning. 1391 Further, it considered
testimony that some houses that were burned down in Dusa and Uzricje bore the inscription "HOS",
that is, the abbreviated name of the paramilitary wing of the Croatian Party of Rights. 1392 The
Trial Chamber concluded that, since the houses were burned down once the HV0 had taken control
of the villages, they did not constitute a military target,1393 It accordingly found that the destruction
of property belonging to the Muslim residents of Dusa and Uzricje in the days following the attack
of 18 January 1993 and the takeover of the villages constituted extensive destruction of property,
not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly as a grave breach of the

See supra, paras 435, 442.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1569.
1384 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1570.
1385 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1699.
1386 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 358,374. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 357, 431.
1387 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 365,398.
1388 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 374, 431.
1389 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 402.
1390 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 398.
1391 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 432,436.
1392 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 777, Vol. 2, paras 401, 434.
1393 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1537, 1572.
1382

1383
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Geneva Conventions (Count 19) and wanton destruction of property not justified by military
necessity as a violation of the laws or customs of war (Count 20).1394
(a) Arguments of the Parties

455.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously concluded that after the HVO took

over the villages of Dusa and Uzricje, HVO soldiers burned down houses therein in order to prevent
inhabitants from returning. 1395 Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber's finding that the houses were
burned on occupied territory is legally erroneous,1396 considering that: (1) the evidence does not
support the Trial Chamber's finding that houses in Dusa were burned after fighting ended; 1397
(2) the Trial Chamber did not make a finding that houses in Uzricje were burned after fighting
ended;1398 and (3) even if houses were burned after combat ended, it was unreasonable to consider
that the HVO could establish authority immediately after entering the villages. 1399 Praljak contends
that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the HVO burned houses in Uzricje in order to prevent
inhabitants from returning is "deprived of any foundation" and in complete disregard of relevant
1400
evidence.
He further submits that the Trial Chamber could not properly establish whether the
houses were military targets as it: (1) incorrectly found that houses were burned down after the end
of combat; and (2) did not consider military positions - situated in and near the houses - from
which Muslims opened fire on HVO soldiers. 1401 In addition, Praljak submits that the
Trial Chamber concluded that houses in Uzricje and Dusa were burned by HVO members on the
basis of inconclusive evidence. 1402 He claims that the Trial Chamber ignored the possibility that
HOS soldiers, not under HVO command, burned the houses. 1403 Praljak requests that his conviction
under Count 19 (extensive destruction of property as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions) be
reversed with respect to the relevant charges. 1404

456.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak fails to demonstrate any error with respect to the
Trial Chamber's findings. 1405 It submits that the Trial Chamber: (1) applied the correct legal
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1539, 1574.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 184, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 398, 402, 432, 436, Vol. 3, paras 1537,
1572. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 180-181; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 64.
1396 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 178.
1397 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 175-177. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 179; Praljak's Reply Brief,
paras 63-64. In further support, Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber could not establish exactly when the fighting
ended in Dusa and did not establish that the whole Muslim resistance stopped in both villages. Praljak's Appeal Brief,
raras 175,179.
398 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 177. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 179; Praljak's Reply Brief, paras 63-64.
1399 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 178.
1400 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 180, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 432, Ex. 4D00347.
1401 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 179; Praljak's Reply Brief, paras 63-64.
1402 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 181-182. See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 398, 404-405 (22 Mar 2017).
1403 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 183; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 62.
1404 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 184.
1405 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 118.
1394
1395
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standard when determining whether the property was in occupied territory; and (2) carefully
analysed the evidence concerning the timing of the burning of the houses. 1406 Regarding Praljak's
challenge to the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the HVO burned houses in Uzricje to prevent the
Muslim population from returning, the Prosecution submits that the evidence upon which Praljak
relies is unpersuasive.F'" The Prosecution argues that the houses were not legitimate military
targets and that the. evidence does not support the claim that the Trial Chamber failed to consider
possible military positions.l'" Concerning Praljak's submission that the Trial Chamber's finding
that HVO soldiers were responsible for the burning of houses was based on inconclusive evidence,
the Prosecution argues that: (1) Praljak merely offers his own interpretation of the evidence; and
(2) the Trial Chamber's finding that some burned houses bore the inscription "HOS" does not

undermine its finding that HVO soldiers set the fires. 1409
(b) Analysis
457.

Concerning Praljak's submission that the Trial Chamber's finding that the houses were

burned on occupied territory is legally erroneous because the evidence does not support its finding
that houses in Dusa were burned after fighting ended, the Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak refers
to evidence which, according to him, demonstrates that some, but not all, houses were or may have
been destroyed prior to the end of combat. 1410 The evidence he points to is therefore not inconsistent
with the Trial Chamber's finding. 1411 In further support, Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber
could not establish exactly when the fighting ended in Dusa or did not establish that the whole
Muslim resistance stopped in both villages. 1412 The Appeals Chamber considers that Pralj~k fails to
show how the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO took control of Dusa "after one or two days of
fighting,,1413 invalidates its finding that after the attack and takeover, HVO soldiers set fire to
houses. 1414 Additionally, in submitting that the Trial Chamber did not establish that the whole
Muslim resistance stopped in both villages, Praljak misrepresents the Trial Judgement as he actually
points to the Trial Chamber's findings that ABiH members were present during the attacks on Dusa

1406 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 122. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 123;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 419 (22 Mar 2017). The Prosecution submits that if any argument of Praljak's ground of appeal 11
succeeds and the Appeals Chamber finds that the villages were not occupied, it should enter convictions under Count 20
(wanton destruction as a violation of the laws or customs of war). Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 124 &
fn.662.
1407 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 121, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 432.
1408 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 119.
1409 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 120.
1410 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 176-177, referring to, inter alia, Exs. P01291, PlO108, p. 4, PlO109, p. 2, PlO110,
f,' 2, Fahrudin Agic, T. 9332 (1 Nov 2006), Witness BY, T. 9065, 9090-9091, 9122 (27 Oct 2006).
411 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 398, 402, Vol. 3, paras 1535, 1537, 1539, 1571-1572, 1574.
1412 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 175, 179.
1413 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 365,398.
1414 Trial.Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 402. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 398 (noting that once the fighting ended,
several witnesses specifically reported houses burned down by HVO soldiers).
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and Uzricje, prior to their surrender and the HVO's takeover. 1415 His arguments are therefore
dismissed.
458.

As to his submission that the Trial Chamber failed to make a finding that houses in Uzricje

were burned after fighting ended, the Appeals Chamber finds that Praljak demonstrates no error,
considering that the Trial Chamber assessed evidence and made findings demonstrating that Uzricje
was occupied from 19 January 1993 and that houses were burned after the attack which had
occurred on the previous day.1416 In addition, when submitting that even if houses were burned after
combat ended, it was unreasonable to consider that the HVO could establish authority immediately
after entering the villages, Praljak argues that this is particularly true given that combat was still
ongoing in Gornji Vakuf and refers to the Trial Chamber's consideration of testimony in this
regard. 1417 Praljak bases his overall contention on his sub-ground of appeal 2.1 in which he
challenges the Trial Chamber's finding that it state of occupation existed by arguing, inter alia, that
armed conflict existed at the same time. 1418 The Appeals Chamber recalls that this submission is
dismissed elsewehere.V''" and therefore rejects Praljak's argument.
459.

In support of his contention that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the HVO burned

houses in Uzricje in order to prevent inhabitants from returning is "deprived of any foundation" and
in complete disregard of relevant evidence, Praljak draws attention to an HVO document ordering
the release of Muslim civilians "to go home freely".1420 He does not engage, however, with the
evidence on which the Trial Chamber relied. 1421 The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that
Praljak asserts that the Trial Chamber must have failed to consider relevant evidence, without
showing that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion based on the
evidence upon which the Trial Chamber relied. His argument is therefore dismissed. In arguing that
the Trial Chamber could not properly establish whether the houses were military targets as it
incorrectly found that houses were burned down after the end of combat, Praljak relies upon his
submission dismissed above. 1422 His argument is therefore dismissed. Concerning Praljak's
submission that the Trial Chamber did not consider military positions from which Muslims opened

1415 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 179 & fn. 408, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 363-364, 377; Trial
Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 365,378.
1416 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 431-433. See also supra, para. 344.
1417 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 178 & fn. 407, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 395.
1418 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 178 & fn. 406, referring to Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 46,49-50.
1419 See supra, para. 344.
1420 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 180, referring to Ex. 4D00347.
1421 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 432 & fn. 1023 and references cited therein (noting that the Croat-owned houses
in Uzricje were left intact, finding that the evidence indicated that "the HVO burned down houses belonging to Muslims
particularly", and referring in this regard to the testimony of Andrew Williams, Zijada Kurbegovic, Senada Basic, and
Fahrudin Agic),
1422 See supra, paras 457-458; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 64 & fn. 136, referring to Praljak's Appeal Brief,
paras 176-177.
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fire on HVO soldiers, the Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak relies upon evidence and Trial
Chamber findings indicating that there was an ABiH presence prior to and during the HVO's
1423
attack.
Insofar as most of the houses were burned down after the HVO's attack and the
subsequent surrender of ABiH soldiers,1424 his submission is temporally irrelevant. The Appeals
Chamber considers that he merely presents an alternative explanation and fails to show that no
reasonable trier of fact could have reached the Trial Chamber's conclusion. 1425 Thus, his argument
is dismissed.
460.

As to his argument that the Trial Chamber concluded that houses in Uzricje were burned

by HVO members on the basis of inconclusive evidence, Praljak claims that a document of the BiH
Ministry of the Interior and the testimony of Witness Zijada Kurbegovic, on which the Trial
Chamber relied, are contradictory.i'f" The Appeals Chamber notes that the document of the BiH
Ministry of the Interior lists HVO soldiers allegedly responsible for burning houses and that Praljak
merely claims that "Kurbegovijc] could not recognize any of [the] persons listed in [the] document
although two [of] these persons were her neighbors".1427 The Appeals Chamber dismisses this
argument as Praljak fails to demonstrate any contradiction.
461.

With respect to Dusa, Praljak claims that the Trial Chamber's finding was based on the

inconclusive evidence of Kemal Sljivo and Witness BY, and further argues that although Witness
BY said HVO soldiers were in Dusa, "she did not describe them or their uniforms and it is very
likely that all armed Croats were for her the HVO members".1428 The Appeals Chamber notes that
in the testimony to which Praljak refers, Witness BY explicitly states that the soldiers were HVO
members. 1429 While the testimony does not explain how she identified them as such, Praljak's
argument that "it is very likely that all armed Croats were for her the HVO members" falls short of
demonstrating that no reasonable trier of fact could have relied on this evidence in the absence of a
1423 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 179, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 363-364, 377,
Ex. 3D00527. Praljak relies on other evidence to demonstrate that there were Muslim military positions inside houses
inhabited by civilians. However, the Appeals Chamber notes that the testimony to which he points does not indicate
when this allegedly occurred. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 179, referring to, inter alia, Rudy Gerritsen, T. 19350
(30 May 2007).
1424 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 365, 378, 398-402,432-436, Vol. 3, paras 1535, 1537.
1425 See TrialJudgement, Vol. 3, para. 1537.
1426 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 181, referring to, inter alia, Zijada Kurbegovic, T. 8981 (26 Oct 2006),
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 436 & fns 1029-1030,referring to, inter alia, Ex. P07350 (document of the BiB Ministry
of the Interior), Zijada Kurbegovic, T(F). 8982, 8988 (26 Oct 2006).
1427 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 181. See Ex. P07350. In this regard, Praljak misrepresents the testimony wherein
Kurbegovic clearly stated that she recognised persons listed in the document and that they were her neighbours.
See Zijada Kurbegovic, T. 8981 (26 Oct 2006). The Appeals Chamber also considers that Praljak notes statements he
alleges were made by Kurbegovic while citing instead to the evidence of another witness. Praljak does not adequately
develop or explain the relevance of his assertions in this regard. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 181 & fns 415-417,
referring to Senada Basic, T. 8893, 8895-8896 (25 Oct 2006), Ex. P09711 (witness statement by Senada Basic), p. 3.
1428 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 182, referring to Witness BY, T. 9089-9091 (27 Oct 2006), Exs. P09202
(confidential), pp. 21-22, PlO109, p. 2, PlOll0, p. 2. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 181.
1429 Witness BY, T. 9090 (27 Oct 2006).
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specific description of their uniforms. Further, Praljak misrepresents the evidence of Sljivo who,
according to Praljak, "never claimed that the HVO members burned houses in Du[s]a".1430 The
Appeals Chamber notes that Sljivo stated that HVO members burned down houses in Dusa in the
evidence to which Praljak cites as well as evidence ignored by Praljak and upon which the Trial
Chamber relied. 1431 Thus, these arguments are dismissed.
462.

When contending that the Trial Chamber ignored the possibility that HOS soldiers burned

the houses, Praljak: (1) challenges the Trial Chamber's reliance on a 1994 report to find that most
of the former members of the HOS joined the ranks of the HVO, while it failed to acknowledge that
the report states that former HOS soldiers were targeted by the HVO; and (2) submits that the
evidence shows that some HOS members joined the ABiH ranks. 1432 With respect to the
Trial Chamber's reference to this report, the Appeals Chamber recalls that a failure to discuss an
inconsistency or contradiction in the evidence is not necessarily indicative of disregard; rather, "it is
within the discretion of the Trial Chamber to evaluate it and to consider whether the evidence as a
whole is credible, without explaining its decision in every detail".1433 Moreove~,

the

Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak ignores the other evidence upon which the Trial Chamber
relied when finding that most of the former members of the HOS joined the ranks of the HVO, and
considers that he fails to show that the Trial Chamber could not have reached its conclusion in light
of this evidence. 1434 Further, Praljak fails to show how the fact that some HOS members may have
joined the ABiH - which the Trial Chamber explicitly noted - is inconsistent with the
Trial Chamber's finding that most of the former HOS members joined the HVO. 1435 Insofar as
Praljak is implicitly suggesting, by this assertion, that Muslim houses may have been destroyed by
the HOS members who may have joined the ABiH, he fails to provide any support for this claim.
463.

For the above reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal l l.

Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 182. See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 398 (22 Mar 2017).
See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 182, referring to, inter alia, Ex. PlO110, p. 2; Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 399,
referring to, inter alia, Ex. P10108, p. 4.
1432 Praljak' s Reply Brief, para. 62, referring to, inter alia, Ex. 3D00331.
1433 Stanish: and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 458; Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 1151; Kvocka et at.
Appeal Judgement, para. 23. The Appeals Chamber notes that although the Trial Chamber did not address any
inconsistency in Exhibit 3D00331, it did note, in light of an order by Sefer Halilovic, that "one might conceivably
conclude [... ] that some former members of the HOS swore allegiance to the ABiH". Trial Judgement, Vol. 1,
p,ara.778.
434 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 778 & fns 1821-1825 and references cited therein. For example, when reaching this
conclusion, it relied on a number of pieces of evidence to find that HOS and HVO soldiers conducted military
operations alongside each other during which some former HOS members were still allowed to display their.uniforms
and insignia. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 778 & fns 1822-1825 andreferences cited therein.
1435
•
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 778.
1430
1431
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4. Arrest and detention of civilians from Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzrieje, and Zdrimci
(Praljak's Ground 13)
464.

The Trial Chamber concluded that, following the attack on 18 January 1993, the HVO

unlawfully imprisoned and confined civilians from the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzricje, and
Zdrimci. 1436 With regard to Dusa specifically, the Trial Chamber found that women, children, and
the elderly were arrested after taking refuge in Enver Sljivo's house,1437 after which HVO soldiers
ordered them to go to Paloc, where they were further detained. 1438 In respect of Hrasnica, the
Trial Chamber found that the HVO separated the men of military age from the women, children,
and elderly, and arrested them, thereby creating two distinct groups of detainees. 1439 The arrested
women, children, and elderly were then removed and detained by the HVO at various places,
including the furniture factory in Tmovaca and houses in Hrasnica and Trnovaea. 1440 Regarding
Uzricje, the Trial Chamber found that the Muslim villagers were held by the HVO inside the village.
as of 19 January 1993 for about a month-and-a-half.Y' The villagers of Uzricje were assembled in
houses in the village and had to observe a curfew, despite having some freedom of movement
during the day.1442 As for Zdrimci, the Trial Chamber found that the HVO detained Muslim women
I443
and children in houses that were under guard.
It based this finding, inter alia, on: (1) the
27 January 1993 HVO report stating that 70 Muslim "civilians" from Zdrimci were arrested and
detained; 1444 (2) the testimony of Witness Muamer Trkic estimating that 40 Muslim men and a
greater number of women were arrested;1445 and (3) the testimony of Witness Bulka Brica that
HVO soldiers held her and others for a period of 15 days to a month in the basement of a house in
Zdrimci. 1446 The Trial Chamber held that the HVO authorities. did not make any individual
assessments of the security reasons which could have led to the detention of civilians from Dusa,
Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdrimci. 1447 Based on all those findings the Trial Chamber concluded that
the detention of the civilians from Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdrimci amounted to imprisonment

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 962, 1013. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 960-961, 1011-1012.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 405. With respect to both Dusa and Uzricje, the Trial Chamber considered
Exhibit P01333, a 27 January 1993 HVO report, noting the arrest and detention of 40 "Muslim civilians" from the
villages. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 405, 445 & fns 973, 1042.
1438 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 406-410. The Trial Chamber considered the evidence of Witness BY when finding
that HVO soldiers ordered the women, children, and the elderly to go to Paloc, where they were detained.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 406-409 and references cited therein.
1439 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 416.
1440 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 427. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 418-426.
1441 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 446.
1442 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 446.
1443 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2; para. 468.
1444 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 462.
1445 Trial Judgement, VoL 2, para. 462.
1446 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 463.
1447 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961, 1012.
1436
1437

.
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as a crime against humanity (Count 10) and unlawful confinement of civilians as a grave breach of
the Geneva Conventions (Count 11).1448
(a) Arguments of the Parties
465.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact when it concluded that

civilians from the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdrimci in Gomji Vakuf Municipality
1449
were unlawfully arrested and detained by the HVO.
With respect to the arrest of Muslim
civilians in Dusa in particular, Praljak argues that Witness BY's testimony indicates that HVO
soldiers were not in the village and that it was Muslim troops who sent the civilians to the village of
Paloc. 1450 He also submits that the 27 January 1993 HVO report to which the Trial Chamber
referred does not support its findings as the report: (1) states that only some of the captured
Muslims were detained; (2) does not allow for a conclusion that it refers to civilians from Dusa
accommodated in Paloc; and (3) contradicts another HVO report specifying that civilians in Dusa
and Uzricje were not detained. 1451 Concerning the treatment of civilians in Zdrimci, Praljak argues
that the Trial Chamber based a conviction exclusively on Brica's untested Rule 92 bis statement,1452
He argues that moreover, Brica's statement was contradicted by Trkic's testimony.1453 He further
submits that the Trial Chamber misrepresented Brica's statement and Trkic's evidence and failed to
consider other evidence which makes no mention of confinement or imprisonment.P'" Praljak
disputes that civilians in Dusa, Hrasnica, and Uzricje were detained by pointing to evidence
allegedly indicating that they could leave the houses in which they were accommodated and that,
with respect to Dusa and Uzricje, these houses were not under guard. 1455 He additionally relies on
the Trial Chamber's acknowledgement that the Muslim population in Uzricje had some freedom of
movement during the day and that some left the village. 1456

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 962, 1013.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 214, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 416, 446, 468. See Praljak's
Appeal Brief, paras 200 (referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 960-962, 1011-1013), 201, 203, 206,
209. See also Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 67.
1450 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 200. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 410.
1451 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 202, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 405 & fn. 973, Ex. P01333.
Praljak also submits, referring to Exhibit P01351, that he does not "accept the qualification of the Trial Chamber" that
23 of the people who were detained in Dusa were "defenders of the village", when they were in fact ABiH soldiers.
AEpeal Hearing, AT. 403 (22 Mar 2017). See Appeal Hearing, AT. 402 (22 Mar 2017), referring to Ex. P01351.
142 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 209, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 463, 467.
1453 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 210.
1454 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 210-211.
1455 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 201, 205-207 & fns 461, 472-473, 476-477, 479-480, referring to, inter alia, Articles
27 and 49 of Geneva Convention IV. ,
1456 Praljak' s Appeal Brief, para. 207, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 444, 446, 451.
1448
1449
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466.

Further, Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber ignored that the 27 January 1993 HVO

report stated that arrested and detained civilians, in some villages, were immediately released. 1457
He alleges that the Trial Chamber therefore erroneously concluded that the HVO did not conduct
any individual assessments of the security reasons which could have led to the detention. 1458
Praljak, moreover, refers to evidence allegedly demonstrating that fighting was ongoing in or near
Hrasnica and Zdrimci at the relevant time. 1459 Thus, he contends that the only reasonable conclusion
is that the HVO evacuated the civilian population of Hrasnica from the combat area and imposed
only the restrictions necessary for the security of the population of both Zdrimci and Hrasnica. 1460

In this regard, Praljak argues that a curfew - not limited to the Muslim population and legal under
international humanitarian law - was imposed already in June 1992 upon Gornji Vakuf
Municipality.U'" Praljak requests that his convictions under Counts 10 (imprisonment as a crime
, against humanity) and 11 (unlawful confinement as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions) be
reversed with respect to the relevant charges for Gornji Vakuf Municipality. 1462
467.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak fails to show that the Trial Chamber erred in

convicting him under Counts 10 and 11.1463 It submits that the Trial Chamber's findings pertaining
to Dusa are supported by the evidence.l''?" As to Zdrimci, the Prosecution avers that the
Trial Chamber's findings are not dependent on just one witness, but on several. 1465 The Prosecution
further submits that the Trial Chamber's finding that HVO soldiers detained Muslim civilians in
Uzricje is not undermined by the fact that they had limited freedom of movement, 1466 According to
the Prosecution, the 27 January 1993 HVO report confirms the Trial Chamber's reasonable finding
that the HVO failed to conduct individual security evaluations in the four villages. 1467 Finally, the
Prosecution argues that Praljak's unsupported and unpersuasive assertions that civilians in Hrasnica

1457 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 202, 210, 213, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961, 1012,
Ex. P01333.
1458 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 213.
1459 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 203-204, 212.
1460 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 203-205, 212, referring to, inter alia, Articles 27 and 49 of Geneva Convention IV. In
further support of this contention,Praljak notes that: (1) the HVO told civilians that they would be able to go home after
the HVO took control of Dolac; and (2) the Zdrimci villagers recovered complete freedom of movement as soon as the
cease-fire was signed. Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 204,212.
1461 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 208.
1462 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 214. See also Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 68.
1463 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 132.
1464 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 133.
1465 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 136..
1466 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 135. The Prosecution submits in this regard that Praljak merely
disagrees with the Trial Chamber's interpretation of the evidence without showing any error. Prosecution's Response
Brief (Praljak), para. 135.
1467 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 137, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961, 1012.
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and Zdrimci were merely evacuated from the combat area and their movement restricted for their
protection, respectively, must fail. 1468
(b) Analysis
468.

In relying on Witness BY's testimony to posit that the HVO did not arrest civilians in

Dusa and send them to Paloc, Praljak merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's interpretation of
the testimony. In that regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber interpreted
Witness BY's testimony as stating that it was the HVO that ordered the civilians to go to Paloc. 1469
The Appeals Chamber considers that a reasonable trier of fact could have adopted this
interpretation.U" In addition, Praljak fails to explain why the conviction should not stand on the
basis of the remaining evidence. 1471
469.

With respect to Praljak's assertion that the 27 January 1993 HVO report does not support

the Trial Chamber's findings, he fails to demonstrate how the fact that only some captured Muslims
were detained or that the report may have referred to other detained Muslims from Dusa shows any
error in the impugned finding that civilians from Dusa and Uzricje were detained. As to Praljak's
related argument that the 27 January 1993 HVO report contradicts another HVO report, issued two
days later,1472 specifying that civilians in Dusa and Uzricje were not detained, the Appeals Chamber
first notes that Praljak ignores that the Trial Chamber did in fact note such a contradiction.Y"
Having reviewed the 27 January 1993 HVO report, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial
Chamber referred only to page 1 of that report, which states that civilians were arrested and
detained. It made no mention of page 2 of that same report, which states that they were released
immediately, suggesting that no such contradiction exists. Nevertheless, the Trial Chamber relied
on other evidence, including the evidence of those detained, indicating that the civilians in all four
villages were not released immediately.rV" In any event, the two reports, and the Trial Chamber's
assessment thereof, do not support Praljak's contention that civilians were not detained in the first
place. Thus, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's argument,1475

Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 134, 136.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 406, referring to, inter alia, Witness BY, T(F). 9082-9083 (27 Oct 2006).
1470 The Appeals Chamber notes that, when asked who told the civilians to go to Paloc, Witness BY testified that "they
told our troops" and then said that "[o]ur troops ordered us to do this because we didn't see any HVO soldiers in the
village then". The Appeals Chamber notes that Witness BY also explained that the Muslim men from the village had
surrendered to the HVO before the civilians were told to go to Paloc. See Witness BY, T. 9083 (27 Oct 2006).
1471 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 405-407 and references cited therein.
1472 See infra, fn. 3703.
1473 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 445, referring to Exs. P0135l, P01333, p. 1.
1474 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 409-410,421,426-427,441-443,446,463,467-468 and references cited therein.
See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961, 1012.
1475 With regard to Praljak's submission that he does not "accept the qualification of the Trial Chamber" that 23 of the
people who were detained in Dusa were "defenders of the village", when they were in fact ABiH soldiers, the
1468
1469
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470. .

The Appeals Chamber now turns to Praljak's arguments concerning the treatment of
civilians in Zdrimci. 1476 Regarding Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber based a conviction

exclusively on Brica's Rule 92 his statement, the Appeals Chamber considers that when making its
finding that Muslim women and children were detained by the HVO in guarded houses in Zdrimci,
1477
the Trial Chamber also relied on other evidence.
As to the argument that Brica's evidence was
contradicted by Trkic's testimony, the Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak has failed to
establish any contradiction.U" Praljak asserts but has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber
misrepresented Brica's evidence. 1479 Similarly, Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber
misrepresented Trkic's evidence is a mere assertion, referenced to a part of the Trial Judgement that
makes no mention of his evidence. 1480 The Appeals Chamber further rejects the argument that the
Trial Chamber failed to consider certain evidence, specifically

a

31 January 1993 document,

making no mention of confinement or imprisonment'Y' as the Trial Chamber in fact did consider
this evidence. 1482 Praljak also points to witness testimony that, according to him, confirms that the
situation on the ground corresponded to his interpretation of the 31 January 1993 document,1483 The
Appeals Chamber considers that, in so doing, Praljak merely asserts that the Trial Chamber must
have failed to consider relevant evidence, without showing that no reasonable trier of fact, based on
the evidence, could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber did. Finally, in
advancing the possibility that the HVO imposed only the restrictions necessary for the security of
the population of Zdrimci, Praljak merely presents his own alternative explanation of the evidence

Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber found that the persons that the HVO arrested included women,
children, and the elderly who had taken refuge in Enver Sljivo's house in Dusa, that is, persons who had not defended
the village. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 405. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 406-410 & fn. 979. The argument is
therefore dismissed.
1476 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 209-211 and references cited therein. The Appeals Chamber considers that it is
unclear whether Praljak impugns the Trial Chamber's findings regarding whether the civilians were detained or
regarding how they were treated while in detention. However, the Trial Chamber found that it did not have sufficient
evidence to determine the conditions of detention in Zdrimci and how detainees were treated there. Trial Judgement,
Vol. 2, para. 468. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 464. The Appeals Chamber therefore understands that he
impugns the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO detained Muslim women and children in guarded houses in Zdrimci.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 468.
1477 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 461-462, 466, 468 and references cited therein.
1478 Praljak merely alleges that "Trkic said that the population was not forced to go anywhere, it was just told to stay in
the houses". Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 210.
1479 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 210 & fn. 487, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 463, referring to, inter
alia, Ex. P09797, paras 9, 13-14, 23. The Appeals Chamber notes that the cited evidence provides support for the
Trial Chamber's findings.
.
1480 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 210 & fn. 487, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 463. To the extent that
Praljak means to challenge the Trial Chamber's consideration of Trkic's testimony in paragraph 462 of Volume 2 of the
Trial Judgement, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber merely noted therein that Trkic "estimated the
total number of Muslims arrested at 40 men and a greater number of women". In asserting that "Trkijc] said that the
population was not forced to go anywhere, it was just told to stay in the houses", Praljak does not demonstrate how the
Trial Chamber's statement was a misrepresentation of the testimony. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 210.
1481 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 211 & fn. 491, referring to Ex. P01373.
1482 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 466, referring to Ex. P01373, p. 2. The Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak
merely asserts that the Trial Chamber failed to interpret the evidence in a particular manner.
1483 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 211 & fn. 492, referring to Jacqueline Carter, T. 3364 (19 June 2006), Zrinko Tokic,
T. 45373 (29 Sept 2009).
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without showing that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial
Chamber did. 1484 All these arguments are dismissed.
471.

Regarding Praljak's argument that civilians in Dusa, Hrasnica, and Uzricje were not

detained, the Appeals Chamber recalls that unlawful confinement as a grave breach of the Geneva
Conventions arises in the following two circumstances:
(i) [... ] a civilian or civilians have been detained in contravention of Article 42 of
Geneva Convention IV, i.e. they are detained without reasonable grounds to believe that the
security of the Detaining Power makes it absolutely necessary; and
(ii) [... ] the procedural safeguards required by Article 43 of Geneva Convention IV are not
complied with in respect of detained civilians, even where their initial detention may have been
justified. 1485

In adopting this definition, the Appeals Chamber noted that restrictions on the rights of civilians,

such as the "deprivation of their liberty by confinement" are subject to the safeguards in Article 42,
as well as Article 5, of Geneva Convention IV. 1486 As for imprisonment as a crime against
humanity, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it "should be understood as arbitrary imprisonment,
that is to say, the deprivation of liberty of the individual without due process of law, as part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population". 1487
472.

Thus, it is clear from the above that both crimes concern the deprivation of liberty of an

individual. Further, with the exception of chapeau requirements for war crimes and crimes against
humanity, imprisonment - in the context of armed conflict - and unlawful confinement of civilians
overlap significantly given that the Appeals Chamber has confirmed that the legality of
imprisonment and the procedural safeguards pertaining to it are to be determined based on Articles
42 and 43 of Geneva Convention IV. 1488
473.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber considers that determining whether a person has been

deprived of his or her liberty will depend on the circumstances of each particular case and must take
into account a range of factors, including the type, duration, effects, and the manner of
implementation of the measures allegedly amounting to deprivation of liberty.1489 In that respect,
the Appeals Chamber notes that it has in the past confirmed that both imprisonment and unlawful
S
' 1 Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961, 1012.
eeTna
and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 73. See Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 322.
1486 Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 72 (emphasis added). See CelebiCi Appeal Judgement, para. 321.
1487 Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 116 (emphasis added, internal reference omitted). See also Kordic and
Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 1043 (listing, in the context of cumulative convictions for persecution and
imprisonment, deprivation of liberty without due process of law as an element of the crime of imprisonment).
148 See Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, paras 114-115.
1489 See Nada Decision, para. 225; Guzzardi Decision, para. 92. The Appeals Chamber recalls that even though the
ECtHR case-law is not binding on the Tribunal, it may be instructive in cases where there is no well-established
1484

1485 Kordic
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confinement of civilians can occur even in situations where the civilians are held in houses in
villages, including those who are held in their own village and their own houses, without guards,
and where they have some freedom of movement. In Kordic and Cerkez; the Appeals Chamber
upheld the Trial Chamber's finding that the civilians in the village of Rotilj were imprisoned and
unlawfully confined since the village was surrounded by HVO, the civilians were not held there for
their own safety, and they were prevented from leaving while at the same time were subjected to
beatings, thefts, and sexual abuse. 1490 Accordingly, the mere fact that the civilians from Dusa,
Hrasnica, and Uzricje had some freedom of movement does not necessarily mean that they were not
deprived of their liberty and thus imprisoned or unlawfully confined. The Appeals Chamber will
examine the facts relied on by the Trial Chamber in relation to each of the three locations, bearing
in mind the evidence Praljak puts forward for this ground of appeal.
474.

In support of his argument that civilians from Dusa, Hrasnica, and Uzricje were not

detained, Praljak points to evidence and testiinony which, according to him, suggest that civilians
were able to move within certain areas at certain times. 1491 Specifically, he argues that: (1) in Paloc,
according to Witness BY, there were no guards and women could leave the house;1492 (2) the
civilian population from Hrasnica was "secured and evacuated" from the combat area in the vicinity
of Hrasnica according to Article 49 of Geneva Convention IV; after one night in a "collection
center", it was "released" and "accommodated" in houses in Trnovaca village and, according to
Witness BX, was not prevented from leaving those houses;1493 and (3) the Muslim population in
Uzricje had some freedom of movement during daytime, which was acknowledged by the
Trial Chamber. 1494

Tribunal jurisprudence, as is the case here. See, e.g., Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 436; Dordevic
Afcpeal Judgement, para. 83; Sainovic et al Appeal Judgement, paras 1647-1648; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 24.
14 a Kordic and Cerke: Trial Judgement, paras 792-793 & fn. 1688, 800 (finding that despite detainees having some
liberty of movement inside the village of Rotilj, their conditions, which included overcrowding and forced labour, still
amounted to detention); Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, paras 638-640 (upholding the detention finding). See
also Simic et al. Trial Judgement, paras 563-567, 666, 680 (finding that despite detainees having some liberty of
movement inside and outside of the village of Zasavica, where certain witnesses testified that detainees were essentially
"free" and living a "normal life there" in individual houses, their conditions still amounted to detention); Blaskic Trial
Judgement, paras 684, 691, 700 (finding that despite the defence argument that Bosnian Muslims in the village of Rotilj
were not detained because their freedom of movement was not limited, their conditions still amounted to detention).
These Trial Chamber findings in the Simic et al. and Blaskic cases on the nature of detentions in Zasavica and Rotilj,
respectively, were not an issue on appeal.
'
1491 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 201, 205-207 & fns 461, 472-473, 476-477,479-480.
1492 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 201, referring to Witness BY, T. 9085 (27 Oct 2006).
1493 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 204-205, referring to Witness BX, T. 8874 (25 Oct 2006). In connection with his
argument that restrictions on movement of the Hrasnicavillagers were necessary for the villagers' own security, Praljak
argues that these were allowed under Article 27 of Geneva Convention IV. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 205, referring
to his ground of appeal 8.1 where he relies on the Commentary to Article 27 of Geneva Conventions IV. The
A~peals Chamber dismisses this ground of appeal elsewhere. See infra, paras 514, 517.
144 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 207, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 444, 446, 451.
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475.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber explicitly considered the evidence

relied upon by Praljak. 1495 Thus, with respect to Paloc and Trnovaca, the Trial Chamber considered
and relied on the evidence of Witnesses BY and BX, as well as the evidence of other witnesses, and
ultimately concluded that civilians in both locations were detained and thus imprisoned and
unlawfully confined. 1496 Concerning specifically Witness BY's evidence on Paloc, while she did
state that there were "no guards protecting" them and that women could leave the house, she also
stated that only some women did so in order to prepare food. 1497 As for Witness BX, the relevant
portion of her evidence relied on by Praljak indicates in fact that she considered herself a "prisoner"
as she could not go anywhere except to get food. 1498 Indeed, the Trial Chamber found, relying on
the evidence of Witness BX, that the houses in Trnovaca were guarded by HVO soldiers. 1499
476.

As for Uzricje, the Trial Chamber noted trial arguments raised by Petkovic that the civilians

in Uzricje "were neither locked-in nor kept prisoner, but sheltered from the hostilities" and that as
soon as fighting stopped, the civilians were again authorised to move about as they wished. 1500 The
Trial Chamber then considered evidence that villagers held in two Muslim houses in Uzricje
retained a certain freedom of movement during the day to do domestic chores, listen to news
reports, or find food, and that they were required to return by nightfall. 1501 However, the
Trial Chamber also considered that after the villagers surrendered, on 19 January 1993, the HVO
arrested and separated them into two main groups which were put in these two houses. 1502 It further
considered witness testimony that villagers were held until March or April 1993 at one house and
45 days at another, and that HVO soldiers guarded both houses. 1503 The Trial Chamber also took
into account evidence of a witness who stated that she was held under HVO guard in various houses
in Uzricje until February 1993 and that although one house at which she stayed was not under HVO
control, IjVO soldiers armed with rifles and stationed in the neighbouring house frequently made
rounds about the house. 1504 The Trial Chambet found, in view of the evidence, that the Muslim
villagers were indeed held by the HVO inside the village for about a month-and-a-half, considering,
in this regard, that despite having some freedom of movement during the day, they were assembled
in houses and had to observe a curfew. 1505 In its legal findings, the Trial Chamber concluded that
1495

.

See, e.g., Tnal Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 406-407, 409, 418-420, 422, 424-426, 441-442, 444 & fns 974-975,
983-984,991-998,1001-1002,1004-1009, 1032-1033, 1036-1040.
1496 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 406-407, 409, 418-419, 424-426 & fns 974-975, 983-984, 993-995, 997-998,
1002,1004-1009, Vol. 3, paras 962,1013.
1497 See Witness BY, T. 9085 (27 Oct 2006).
1498 See Witness BX, T. 8874 (25 Oct 2006).
1499 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 425 and references cited therein.
1500 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 439.
1501 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 444.
1502 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 440-441.
1503 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 441-442.
1504 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 443.
1505 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 446.
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these civilians, arrested by the HVO in the course of large-scale operations during which the HVO
arrested and then detained all the Muslims, were .imprisoned and unlawfully confined, crimes under
Articles 5 and 2 of the Statute, respectively. 1506
477.

Given the evidence and the findings outlined above, the Appeals Chamber considers that

Praljak fails to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in qualifying its factual findings as
amounting to deprivation of liberty in relation to the civilians from Dusa, Hrasnica, and Uzricje.
While these civilians had some freedom of movement, that freedom consisted of individuals
occasionally leaving the houses they were in, notably to obtain food. 150? Additionally, the evidence
and the factual findings outlined above indicate that armed HVO troops ordered and even moved
the civilians to various locations and also were present in those locations, such that the civilians did
not feel free to leave; indeed, in Trnovaca and Uzricje the houses were in fact guarded by the
HVO. 1508
478.

Regarding Praljak's remaining submission on freedom of movement, the Appeals Chamber

notes that in further support of his argument that the Trial Chamber acknowledged that the Muslim
population in Uzricje had some such freedom,1509 he points to, inter alia, a paragraph in the Trial
Judgement and states that the Muslims "were not confined to the house and even not to the village
as some of them left the village". 1510 The Trial Chamber indeed noted evidence according to which
a number of villagers being held by the HVO in houses under guard left the village because "they
were still afraid of the fighting or of what might happen to them" .1511 It proceeded to find that a
witness, who was held for 45 days in a house guarded by the HVO and fled with members of her
family, was "seizing the opportunity when there were no HVO guards around the house".1512
Praljak misrepresents the Trial Judgement to the extent that he suggests that the Trial Chamber's
consideration of evidence of villagers who escaped as a result of fear is demonstrative of the fact
that they were not deprived of their liberty.
479.

As for Praljak's arguments relating to the lawfulness of the detentions in Hrasnica, while he
,

,

argues that the civilians from Hrasnica were "evacuated" to Trnovaca, relying on Article 49 of
Geneva Convention IV, the Appeals Chamber notes that in referring to the removal of the
population as an "evacuation" Praljak merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's qualification of
what happened to the civilians. Indeed, the Trial Chamber specifically found that this removal was
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961-962,1012-1013.
See supra, paras 475-476.
1508 See supra, paras 464, 475-476.
.
1509 See supra, paras 465, 471 & fn. 1494.
1510 Praljak Appeal Brief, para. 207, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 451.
1511 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 451.
1512 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 452.
1506

1507
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not an evacuation.P'" Further, with respect to his submission that these civilians had their
movement restricted for their own security, which is permitted under Article 27 of Geneva
Convention IV, the Appeals Chamber notes that Article 27(4) of Geneva Convention IV is broadly
worded and provides that the Parties to the conflict "may take such measures of control and security
in regard to protected persons as may be necessary as a result of the war". The Commentary to
Article 27 then states that while restriction of movement is one of the measures a belligerent may
inflict on protected persons, internment of civilians and the placing of civilians in assigned
residences are the two most severe measures that may be inflicted on protected persons under
Article 27 and, as such, are subject to strict rules outlined in Articles 41-43 and 78 of
Geneva Convention IV. 1S14 One of these rules is that the internment or placement in assigned
residence may be ordered only if the security of the detaining party makes it absolutely necessary,
while another provides that an initially lawful internment or placement in assigned residence clearly
becomes unlawful if the detaining party does not respect the basic procedural rights of the detained
persons and does not establish an appropriate COUlt or administrative board as prescribed in Article 43 of
Geneva Convention IV. 1S1S As explained earlier, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber
did not err in concluding that the events concerning Hrasnica villagers amounted to deprivation of
liberty. and thus concerned more than a mere restriction of m~vement.1516 Further, using the Geneva
Convention IV terminology, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber findings and
the evidence it relied on indicate that the civilians from Hrasnica were placed by the HVO in a
1517
In fact, Praljak himself argues that
number of "assigned residences" in Trnovaca and elsewhere.
the civilians first spent a night in a "collection centre" and then were "accommodated" in houses in
Trnovaca. 1518 That being the case, this placement was subject to strict rules and requirements noted
above. However, there is nothing in the factual findings outlined above to indicate that these rules
were followed, namely that the civilians were moved to various locations because the HVO had
reasonable grounds to believe that this was absolutely necessary for reasons of security,1519 or that

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 846, 902. See also infra, para. 482.
Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, Article 27,y. 207.
1515 Geneva Convention IV, Arts. 42 and 78; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 320. See also CelebiCi
Appeal Judgement, para. 327 ("the reasonable time which is to be afforded to a detaining power to ascertain whether
detained civilians pose a security risk must be the minimum time necessary to make enquiries to determine whether a
view that they pose a security risk has any objective foundation such that it would found a 'definite suspicion' of the
nature referred to in Article 5 of Geneva Convention IV").
1516 See supra, para. 477.
1517 See Kordic and Cerke: Trial Judgement, para. 283 (noting that, according to the Commentary on
Geneva Convention IV, assigned residence consists of moving people from their domicile and forcing them to live in a
locality whichis generally out of the way and where supervision is more easily exercised).
1518 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 205.
1519 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961, 1012 (concluding that the HVO made no individual assessments of security
reasons which could have led to the detention of civilians).
1513
1514
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the HVO established an appropriate court or administrative board in line with Article 43 of Geneva
Convention IV.1520
480.

The Appeals Chamber considers as speculative Praljak's assertion that a statement in the

27 January 1993 HVO report - that civilians arrested in some villages were released immediatelydemonstrates that the HVO conducted individual assessments of the security reasons which could
have led to the detention. As to his assertion that the Trial Chamber ignored this statement, Praljak
disregards the Trial Chamber's reliance on other evidence indicating that the civilians in all four
villages were not released immediately.P'" As such, it is a mere assertion that the Trial Chamber
must have failed to consider relevant evidence without showing that no reasonable trier of fact,
based on the evidence, could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber did. With
respect to his argument, in particular, that a curfew was imposed already in June 1992 upon the
whole population of Gornji Vakuf Municipality, the Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak fails to
demonstrate how this assertion, and the evidence upon which he relies, is temporally relevant to the
impugned findings. All these arguments are dismissed.
481.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal 13.

5. Displacement of Muslims from Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzrieje, and Zdrimci (Praljak's Ground 14)
482.

The Trial Chamber found that, following the attack on 18 January 1993, the HVO forcibly

removed and transferred women, children, and the elderly from the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica,
Uzricje, and Zdrimci. 1522
483.

With regard to Dusa, the Trial Chamber found that after the inhabitants and the defenders of

the village had surrendered, the HVO ordered women, children, and the elderly to go to Paloc,
where they were further held for about a fortnight,1523 The Trial Chamber also found that, during
the first half of February 1993, these civilians were then taken from Paloc to Gomji Vakuf by
UNPROFOR, noting that most of them were never able to return to their homes as their houses had
been destroyed by the HVO. 1524 In that context, the Trial Chamber found that, by burning the

1520 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961, 1012 (holding that the Muslim civilians had no possibility of challenging
their confinement with the relevant authorities).
1521 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 409-410,421,426-427,441-443,446,463,467-468 and references cited therein.
See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 961, 1012.
1522 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 845-848, 900-906.
1523 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 406, 410, Vol. 3, paras 845, 899.
1524 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 410, Vol. 3, paras 845, 900.
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houses belonging to Bosnian Muslims at the time the fighting in Dusa had ceased, the HVO
deliberately preventedthe Dusa population from returning. 1525
484.

With respect to Hrasnica, the Trial Chamber found that after the attack on the village, and

after having arrested the men of military age and separated them from the women, children, and the
elderly, the HVO removed the women, children, and the elderly and detained them successively at
various places: in Hrasnica, a house in the hamlet of Volari, the furniture factory in Trnovaca
(arriving in three buses), and eventually houses surrounding the Trnovaca factory.1526 After about
three weeks in detention in those houses, the HVO released the civilians without instructing them to
go to any specific place but the Trial Chamber found that UNPROFOR "had to take" some of them
to Bugojno as they could not return to their houses, which had been burnt down by the HVO: 1527
Other Hrasnica civilians detained in Volari were taken by the HVO to the Trnovaca School; they
were released after about a fortnight and ordered by the HVO to go to ABiH-held territory.1528 The
Trial Chamber was satisfied that the removal of these civilians from Hrasnica was "on no account
an evacuation carried out for security purposes" and emphasised that by destroying the houses
belonging to Bosnian Muslims in Hrasnica, while in control of the village, the HVO deliberately
prevented the Hrasnica population from returning. 1529
485.

Regarding Uzricje, the Trial Chamber found that, after the attack on the village, the HVO

stole property from Muslim houses, set fire to them, and detained the Muslim population of Uzricje
in a number of houses in the village, for about a month-and-a-half.P'" The Trial Chamber also
found that some detained Muslims fled Uzricje in the direction of ABiH-controlled territory, in fear
of what lay ahead or following pressure from HVO soldiers. 1531 In regard to the latter, the
Trial Chamber considered, inter alia, the testimony of Witness Zijada Kurbegovic, who testified
1532
that the HVO ordered some Uzricje villagers, including herself and her family, to leave.
The
Trial Chamber also held that by burning the Muslim houses, the HVO deliberately prevented the
Muslim population of Uzricje from returning. 1533
486.

As for Zdrimci, the Trial Chamber found that, after the attack on the village, the HVO set

fire to Muslim houses, stole Muslim property, arrested the men, and detained the Muslim women

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 845, 900. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 398-402.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 416, 418-424, 427, 473, Vol. 3, paras 846, 902.
1527 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 426-427, Vol. 3, paras 846, 902.
1528 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 420-421, Vol. 3, paras 846, 902. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 421.
1529 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 846, 902. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 412-415 (where the Trial Chamber
found that before burning Muslim houses the HVO searched them and stole property from them).
1530 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 432-436, 440-443, 446.
.
1531 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 454.
1532 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 453.
1533 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 847, 904.
1525
1526
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and children in a number of houses in the village. 1534 After about a month-and-a-half in detention,
these civilians were told by the joint HVO-ABiH commission, under the auspices of UNPROFOR,
that they had been released and, according to the Trial Chamber, many had no choice but to leave
the village since the HVO burned down at least about 30 houses belonging to Muslim families. 1535
The Trial Chamber also found that by destroying numerous Muslim houses the HVO deliberately
prevented the Muslim population of Zdrimci from returning. 1536
487.

On the basis of all these findings, the Trial Chamber concluded that the events in Dusa,

Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdrimci constituted inhumane acts (forcible transfer) as a crime against
humanity (Count 8) and an unlawful transfer of civilians as a grave breach of the Geneva
Conventions (Count 9).1537
(a) Arguments of the Parties
488.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously concluded that the Muslim population

was unlawfully displaced from the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdrimci in Gornji Vakuf
Municipality.1538 With respect to Dusa, Praljak argues that Witness BY stated that Muslim troops,
1539
not the HVO, ordered civilians in Dusa to go to Paloc.
He also submits that Paloc is not
sufficiently remote from Dusa to fulfil the actus reus of forcible transfer. 1540 In the same vein,
Praljak contends that given that some people from Zdrimci went to nearby villages where they lived
with their families in a familiar environment, the Trial Chamber failed to establish that the
population was uprooted from the territory and environment in which it normally lived. 1541
Regarding Hrasnica, Praljak submits that: (1) it is not clear whether the Trial Chamber considered
that forcible transfer was committed when the population was removed from Hrasnica or three
weeks later when some decided to go elsewhere; 1542 and (2) the finding that some people were told
to go to ABiH territory was based on hearsay. 1543 With respect to Dusa and Hrasnica, Praljak
submits that: (1) as the populations were found to be "arrested/detained", they could not be
considered to have been forcibly transferredr'<'" (2) people who left Dusa and Hrasnica were

Trial Judgement, VoL 2, paras 456-468.
Trial Judgement, VoL 3, paras 848, 905-906. See Trial Judgement, VoL 2, paras 466-468.
1536 Trial Judgement, VoL 3, paras 848, 906.
1537 Trial Judgement, VoL 3, paras 845-848, 899-906.
1538 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 230, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, VoL 3, paras 845-848,900-906. See also
Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 67.
1539 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 217. Praljak also submits that "[i]t seems that the [Trial Chamber] does not consider
that the HVO is responsible for the subsequent removal of [the] population from the area by UNPROFOR". Praljak's
APcpeal Brief, para. 215.
.
15 a Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 218.
'
1541 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 228, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, VoL 3, paras 848, 906.
1542 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 220. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 224.
1543 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 221.
1544 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 216 (referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, VoL 2, para. 405), 220.
1534

1535
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returning to the places from which they originally came;1545 and (3) people were able to and .did
return to their homes. 1546
489.

Praljak argues that, in any case, forcible transfer assumes force or coercion and that

therefore the Trial Chamber's findings that the populations were unable to return to their homes
1547
cannot constitute a sufficient basis for the crime.
Praljak further argues that while the burning of
houses might sometimes constitute coercion, the Trial Chamber failed to establish: (1) the nexus
548
between this act and the removal of the population/ and (2) that those who burned houses did so
with the intent to forcibly remove. 1549 He submits that the Trial Chamber did not consider that
civilians may have fled out of fear for their safety following the "commencement of the armed
conflict".1550 Praljak requests that his convictions under Counts 8 (inhumane acts (forcible transfer)
as a crime against humanity) and 9 (unlawful transfer as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions)
be reversed with respect to the relevant charges for Gornji Vakuf Municipality.P'"
490.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's

interpretation of evidence without showing an error. 1552 The Prosecution argues that the
Trial Chamber's findings that villagers were unlawfully detained do not preclude its well-grounded
1553
It also contends that, given that the
findings that they were forcibly transferred or expelled.
Muslims had no choice in leaving, their transfer was unlawful, notwithstanding the type of coercion
or distance. 1554 The Prosecution avers that the displacements were not intended to be temporary but
1555
to drive the Muslims from their homes.

Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 217, 223. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 222.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 219, 222.
1547 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 222 (referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 427), 226, 229. With specific regard to
Uzricje, Praljak also argues that the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO forced the Muslim population to leave was
based solely on Kurbegovic's testimony, which was imprecise and contradicted by an ABiH document (Ex. POl226).
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 225.
1548 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 229. Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber found, without evidence, that some
Zdrimci villagers left because their houses had been destroyed. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 227.
1549 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 229.
1550 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 229. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 221-222,227. Praljak also argues that civilians
were removed from Hrasnica during combat for their own security. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 221.
1551 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 231. See also Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 68.
1552 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 138. The Prosecution also submits that UNPROFOR's efforts relating
to the removal of some victims does not alter the unlawfulness of the HVO's conduct. Prosecution's Response Brief
(Praljak), para. 140.
1553 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 139.
1554 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 139.
1555 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 140-141. The Prosecution also submits that the Trial Chamber
explicitly rejected the possibility that the Muslims were removed for their own security or for compelling military
reasons. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 140.
1545
1546
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(b) Analysis
491.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has already dismissed Praljak's argument concerning
Witness BY's evidence relating to Dusa. 1556 Regarding Praljak's arguments that Paloc is not
sufficiently remote from Dusa and that some people from Zdrimci went to nearby villages where

they lived with their families in a familiar environment, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it has
found in the context of the crime against humanity of persecution through forcible displacement
that:
The prohibition against forcible displacements aims at safeguarding the right and aspiration of
individuals to live in their communities and homes without outside interference. The forced
character of displacement and the forced uprooting of the inhabitants of a territory entail the
criminal responsibility of the perpetrator, not the destination to which these inhabitants are
sent, 1557

The Appeals Chamber considers that this rationale applies equally to the crime of unlawful transfer
of a civilian as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions and the crime against humanity of other
inhumane acts through forcible transfer.
492.

The Trial Chamber found that the HVO burned down about 16 and 30 houses belonging to

Muslim families in Dusa and Zdrimci, respectively.1558 The Trial Chamber considered that because
it was impossible for them to return to their homes, these persons were deprived of their light to
enjoy a normal social and family life. 1559 The Appeals Chamber notes that, contrary to Praljak's
claim, the actus reus of forcible displacement does not require that the population be removed to a
"location sufficiently remote from its original location".1560 Given the findings set out above,
Praljak's arguments regarding Dusa and Zdlimci are dismissed.
493.

Regarding Hrasnica, the Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak misrepresents the

Trial Chamber's findings when submitting that it is not clear whether the Trial Chamber considered
that forcible transfer was committed when the population was removed from Hrasnica or three
weeks later when some decided to go elsewhere. In that respect, the Trial Chamber concluded that
the "women, children and elderly person from the village of Hrasnica were forcibly removed from
their village" indicating that the removal started at the moment when they were forced to leave the
1561
village.
This is in line with the rationale outlined above. 1562 The Appeals Chamber further notes
1556 See supra, para. 468. The Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak's assertion that "[i]t seems that the [Trial Chamber]
does not consider that the HVO is responsible for the subsequent removal of [the] population from the area by
UNPROFOR" does not allege any error. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 215.
1557 Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 218. See Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 153.
1558 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 845, 848, 900, 906. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 402, 467-468.
1559 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 845, 848, 900, 906.
1560 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 218. See Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 222.
1561 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 902 (emphasis added).
1562 See supra, para. 491.
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that the Trial Chamber reached this conclusion based on the totality of the events, namely that: (1)
after the HVO attack on the village, the HVO took civilians to various locations where they were
subsequently detained; (2) after about three weeks in detention, the HVO released them admittedly without instructing them to go to a specific location - but UNPROFOR had to take some
of them to Bugojno, since their houses had been burnt by the HVO; and (3) another group of
civilians held at the Trnovaca school was released after a fortnight and ordered by the HVO to go to
ABiH-held territory.1563 The Trial Chamber additionally found that by making' sure that all the
houses belonging to Muslim families had been destroyed, the HVO - which was in control of the
village - deliberately prevented the civilian population from returning. 1564 Praljak ignores the latter
finding. As to Praljak's submission that the Trial Chamber's finding that some people from
Hrasnica were told to go to ABiH territory was based on hearsay, the Appeals Chamber recalls that
the Trial Chamber is entitled to rely upon hearsay evidence, provided it is reliable and credible,1565
and notes that Praljak provides no argument to the contrary.1566 For the foregoing reasons, his
arguments are dismissed.
494.

As to Praljak's argument, pertaining to Dusa and Hrasnica, that the populations found to

be "arrested/detained" could not be considered to have

been forcibly removed,

the

Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak merely makes a blanket statement and fails to show how a
finding that people were detained detracts from a finding that they were forcibly transferred. In
support of his contentions that people who left were returning to the places from which they
originally came and that people were able to and did return to their homes, Praljak relies on
evidence and a Trial Chamber finding that, at most, indicate this to be the case for some people. 1567
In that respect, the Appeals Chamber notes that for Dusa Praljak relies on the evidence of

Witness BY and Witness BW, who testified that a few people from Paloc arrived to Dusa prior to
the removal of the population because they felt unsafe in Paloc. 1568 The Appeals Chamber does not
consider that the presence of a small number of locals from Paloc among the population of Dusa
undermines the impugned finding. As for Hrasnica, Praljak relies on the evidence of Witness BX
who testified that she was from the village of Planinci in Bugojno and came to Hrasnica with her
family in 1992. 1569 Her testimony shows that following the detention in Trnovaca factory and
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 846, 902. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 419-427.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 846, 902. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 426-427.
1565 Stanish; and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 463 & fn. 1574; Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 1276;
Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 846.
1566 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 221.
1567 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 217 & fn. 503 (referring to Witness BW, T. 8769 (closed session) (19 Oct 2006),
Witness BY, T. 9073 (27 Oct 2006)), para. 219 & fn. 507 (referring to Witness BY, T. 9085-9086 (27 Oct 2006)),
Earas 222-223 & fn. 519 (referring to Ex. P09710 (confidential), pp. 2, 4, Witness BX, T. 8845 (25 Oct 2006)).
568 Witness BY, T. 9073 (27 Oct 2006); Witness BW, T. 8769 (closed session) (19 Oct 2006) (stating that a group of
six people from Paloc came to Dusa),
1569 See Ex. P09710 (confidential), p. 2; Witness BX, T. 8845 (25 Oct 2006).
1563
1564
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Trnovaca houses she was able to go back home to Bugojno. 1570 The Appeals Chamber does not

consider that the mere fact that Witness BX was ultimately able to go back home undermines the
Trial Chamber's finding that the women, children, and the elderly from Hrasnica were forcibly
removed and transferred. Praljak fails to show how these arguments contradict the impugned
finding. These arguments are therefore dismissed.
495.

Concerning Praljak's claim that forcible transfer assumes force or coercion and that the

Trial Chamber's findings that the populations were unable to return to their homes therefore cannot
constitute a sufficient basis for the crime, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it is the absence of
genuine choice that makes displacement unlawful. 1571 Factors other than force itself may render
displacement involuntary and include "the threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of
violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power [... J or by taking advantage
of a coercive environment".1572 The Appeals Chamber has previously also confirmed that creating
"severe living conditions" for a certain population - which in tum makes it impossible for that
population to remain in their homes - can amount to forced displacement.F" Finally, whether a
transferred person had a genuine choice is a determination to be made within the context of a
particular case. 1574 The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that Praljak has failed to show that no
reasonable trier of fact could reach the conclusion that civilians in the four villages were forcibly
transferred because the HVO destroyed their houses and deliberately made it impossible for them to
return. 1575 Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber failed to establish the nexus between the act of
burning houses and the removal of the population also fails as the Trial Chamber clearly made
findings establishing that nexus in relation to all four villages. 1576

See Ex. P09710 (confidential), p. 4; Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 422.
Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 727 (in the context of the crime against humanity of other inhumane acts
through underlying acts of forcible transfer); Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 279 (in the context of deportation as a
crime against humanity); Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 229 (in the context of the crime against humanity of
~ersecution through underlying acts of forcible displacement).
572 Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 727 (in the context of the crime against humanity of other inhumane acts
through underlying acts of forcible transfer); Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 319 (in the context of deportation as a
crime against humanity); Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 279 (in the context of deportation as a crime against
humanity); Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 229 (in the context of the crime against humanity of persecution through
underlying acts of forcible displacement).
1573 Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, paras 308,319.
1574 Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 727 (in the context of the crime against humanity of other inhumane acts
through underlying acts of forcible transfer); Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 282 (in the context of deportation as a
crime against humanity); Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 229 (in the context of the crime against humanity of
~ersecution through underlying acts of forcible displacement).
575 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 845-848, 900, 902, 904, 906. The Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's
challenge to Kurbegovic's testimony as he fails to demonstrate that no reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that
the HVO forcibly transferred the Muslim population, having considered, inter alia, her evidence as well as Exhibit
P01226. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 451-454, Vol. 3, paras 847, 904.
1576 See supra, paras 483-486. Moreover, contrary to Praljak's related submission, the Trial Chamber did in fact rely on
evidence that some Zdrimci villagers left because their houses had been destroyed. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para.
467 & fn. 1071, referring to Ex. P09797, para. 23. This argument is therefore dismissed.
1570
1571
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As for Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that civilians may have

fled out of fear for their safety following "the commencement of the armed conflict",IS77 the
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber was satisfied that the removals in Dusa, Hrasnica,
and Uzricje occurred at a time when the HVO controlled the villages and there was no more
fighting. The Trial Chamber also found that the HVO made no arrangements for the population to
return and, in fact, deliberately prevented them from returning by destroying property.lS78 Further,
with respect to Zdrimci, the Trial Chamber established that following the 18 January 1993 attack,
numerous civilians also had no choice but to leave the village given that the HVO burned down at
least about 30 houses, all of which belonged to Muslim families. 1S79 In light of these findings, the
Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's argument, as he merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's
findings without demonstrating an error. Finally, contrary to Praljak's assertion, the Trial Chamber
established that those who burned the houses did so with the intent to forcibly remove. 1580
497.·

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal 14.
6. Commission of crimes by the Bruno Busic Regiment in Zdrimci and Uzricje
CPetkoviC's Sub-grounds 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.3.1 both in part)

498.

The Trial Chamber found that on 18 January 1993, the inhabitants of Zdrimci gradually

surrendered to HVO soldiers, including soldiers from the Bruno Busic Regiment.P'" It further
found that the arrested inhabitants included women, children, and the elderly, and that the HVO
detained all Muslims irrespective of their status. 1S82 With regard to the village of Uzricje, it found
that members of the Bruno Busic Regiment were among the HVO soldiers most implicated in thefts
and in setting fire to houses. 1S83
Petkovic submits that there is no evidence that members of the Bruno Busic Regiment
committed crimes in Gomji Vakuf. 1S84 He challenges the Trial Chamber's reliance on the testimony
499.

of Witness Nedzad Causevic with regard to the arrest of the inhabitants of Zdrimci, arguing that
Causevic actually stated that the HVO, including members of the Bruno Busic Regiment, detained
him and other men who defended the village, and that the detention -of combatants is not a war
1577 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 229. When arguing that civilians were removed from Hrasnica during combat for their
own security, Praljak relies on his ground of appeal 13 which the Appeals Chamber dismisses elsewhere. See Praljak's
A~peal Brief, para. 221 & fn. 512; supra, paras 468-481. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 451-454.
15 8 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 845-847, 900, 902, 904.
1579 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 848,906.
1580 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 845-848, 900, 902, 904, 906.
1581 T na
. 1J udgement, Vol. 2, para. 384.
1582 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 468.
1583 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 436.
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1585

Petkovic further notes that the Trial Chamber's finding that members of the Bruno Busic

Regiment were implicated in the thefts and fires in Uzricje is based on: (1) a document of the BiH
intelligence service in which three soldiers allegedly belonging to the Regiment are mentioned; and
(2) the testimony of Witness Zijada Kurbegovic, which he contends does not mention the
Regiment.1586
500.

The Prosecution responds that the villagers in Zdrimci who were detained by members of

the Bruno Busic Regiment included civilians and that the evidence leaves no doubt that it was
members of the Regiment who perpetrated the crimes in Uzricje. 1587
501.

The Appeals Chamber rejects Petkovic's suggestion that only combatants were detained in

Zdrimci. In the testimony to which Petkovic refers, Causevic stated that he and others surrendered
because they "could see that the other civilians were in danger if we still tried to hide" and that
those detained by the soldiers from the Bruno Busic Regiment were "mostly older men and young
boys, one was only 12 years old".1588 As such, Petkovic misrepresents the evidence. With regard to
Uzricje, the Appeals Chamber notes that Petkovic fails to articulate an error in the Trial Chamber's
reliance on the report of the BiH intelligence service under reference. His argument that there is no
evidence that members of the Bruno Busic Regiment committed crimes in Gomji Vakuf is
accordingly dismissed,1589 as are his sub-grounds of appeal 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.3.1, both in relevant part.

E. Arrest, Detention, and Displacement of Muslims in Prozor Municipality
in July-August 1993
1. Arrest and detention of civilians from Prozor (Praljak's Ground 8)
502.

The Trial Chamber concluded that, between late July and early August 1993, the HVO

unlawfully imprisoned civilians in the Podgrade neighbourhood of Prozor and the villages of
Lapsunj and Duge, in Prozor Municipality, thereby committing imprisonment as a crime against
humanity (Count 10) and unlawful confinement of civilians as a grave breach of the Geneva

1584 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 234(iii), 343; Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 34(ii), 35; Appeal Hearing, AT. 573-574
(23 Mar 2017). Petkovic also submits that "no document dating from the first half of 1993 exists indicating that the
Bruno Busic unit committed any crimes in Jablanica in April 1993". Appeal Hearing, AT. 573 (23 Mar 2017).
1585 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 234(iii)(a), 343.
1586 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 234(iii)(b), 343.
1587 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 177. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 134.
The Prosecution notes that the Bruno Busic Regiment was also present in Dusa, where HVO troops also committed
crimes against Muslims and their property. Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 177.
1588 E
x. P09201, p. 20.
1589 The Appeals Chamber also dismisses as an undeveloped assertion PetkoviC's submission that "no document dating
from the first half of 1993 exists indicating that the Bruno Busic unit committed any crimes in Jablanica in April 1993".
Appeal Hearing, AT. 573 (23 Mar 2017).
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Conventions (Count 11),1590 Further, it found that the conditions in which the Muslims of Podgrade,
Lapsunj, and Duge were held between late July and late August 1993 were very harsh,1591
amounting to inhumane acts (conditions of confinement) as a crime against humanity (Count 12)
and inhuman treatment (conditions of confinement) as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions
(Count 13),1592 In reaching these conclusions, the Trial Chamber found that in late July and early
August 1993, following the arrests of Muslim men, the HVO roundedup and escorted a number of
Muslim women, children, and elderly from Prozor Municipality to Podgrade, Lapsunj, and
Duge,1593 Further, the Trial Chamber held that: (1) from about 19 August 1993 until
28 August 1993, at least 1,760 Muslims were being held in Podgrade in about 100 houses;1594
(2) the houses in Podgrade held 20 to 70 women, children, and elderly people, and some houses
held more than 80 people;1595 (3) in August 1993, the Muslims in Lapsunj were crowded together,
20-30 per house, and had no running water or hygienic products thus contracting lice and various
skin problems;1596 and (4) on 20 August 1993, between 700 and 800 Muslims were held in the
houses in Duge in overcrowded conditions, with around 30 people per house, and without sufficient
food,1597 The Trial Chamber also found that the HVO soldiers and members of the Military Police
committed thefts against Muslims in all three locations and that Muslim women and girls were
subjected to sexual attacks and rapes by those forces,1598 The Trial Chamber further concluded that
the objective of placing the Muslim civilians in detention was to accommodate the Croats who were
arriving in the municipality, 1599 It arrived at this conclusion after having found, on the basis of, inter

alia, a report by Luka Markesic ("Luka Markesic Report"), who was in charge of the Rama Brigade
of the HVO Information and Security Service ("SIS"), that the removal of the Muslim population
was related to the arrival en masse of Croats and that the HVO authorities took properties of
Muslims who had been moved to Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge so that they could house these
newly arrived Croats,1600

1590 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 958-959, 1009-1010. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 225, 232. Specifically, the
Trial Chamber considered that HVO soldiers - the Trial Chamber did not know to which unit they belonged - as well
as Military Police officers under Ilija Franjic's command, arrested Muslim women, children, and elderly people.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 232.
1591 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 249,257,267, Vol. 3, para. 958.
1592 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1059-1067, 1102-1111.
1593 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 225-227,239,254,263.
1594 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 240.
1595 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 244. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1009.
1596 Tnial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 255-256.
1597
.
Tllal Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 263,266.
1598 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 250-253,258-262,268-272..
1599 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 232, Vol. 3, paras 958, 1008.
1600 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 227-228, referring to, inter alia, Ex. P04l77, p. 2. The Trial Chamber also
considered evidence that Mijo Jozic, President of Prozor Municipality, stated that the most important problem facing
them was the massive influx of Croats and that they needed to make more room for them. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2,
para. 227.
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(a) Arguments of the Parties
503.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred when concluding that civilians from Prozor
were arrested and detained. 1601 He argues that the Trial Chamber "could not" establish that the
HVO coercively transported Muslims to Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge or placed them in houses
therein. 1602 In this regard, he submits that: (1) the Trial Chamber did not consider that "a number of
Muslims,,1603 might have relocated voluntarily; (2) people found and moved into houses themselves
upon their arrival in Podgrade; and (3) the Trial Chamber recognised that it did not know which
HVO unit would have arrested and detained the Muslims.P'" Further, Praljak submits that:
(1) relocation was a necessary and reasonable measure taken in the interest of the population.P'"

and (2) the Trial Chamber did not consider the reasonable possibility that the HVO was concerned
with the safety of all civilians in Prozor. 1606 In particular, Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber
erroneously concluded, on the basis of its "free and unfounded interpretation" of the Luka Markesic
Report, that Muslims were put into the three villages and detained for the purpose of
accommodating Croats who were arriving in the municipality. 1607
504.

With regard specifically to the Trial Chamber's finding that the population was detained,

Praljak contends that the Trial Chamber: (1) acknowledged that people could go to Prozor and other
villages; and (2) found that houses in Podgrade were not under guard but that the population had
restricted freedom of movement, which Praljak argues was lawful under the circumstances.P'" He
submits that, as the Muslims in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge were not detained, a necessary
condition for a conviction for imprisonment, unlawful confinement, inhumane acts, and inhuman
treatment was not satisfied. 1609 Praljak finally submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that
living conditions in Podgrade were very harsh, mainly on the basis of evidence of overcrowding
and, specifically, in drawing a conclusion as to the number of Muslims held in houses that was

Praljak's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 140, para. 146. See also Pra1jak's Appeal Brief, para. 144.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 141, 144.
1603 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 140.
1604 Praljak' s Appeal Brief, paras 140-141.
1605 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 143. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 149. Praljak also submits that many Muslims
who relocated to these three villages seemingly came from other parts of the country, so they presumably had no houses
in Prozor. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 143.
1606 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 142. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 151.
1607 Pra1jak's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 149, paras 149-150, referring to Ex. P04177. Pra1jak contends that:
(1) Markesic did not testify and could not explain what he meant when making a link between the relocation of
Muslims and the arrival of Croats; and (2) the report does not indicate Markesic's source of information. Praljak's
Agpeal Brief, para. 150.
16 8 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 144. Praljak argues that the restriction of movement was a necessary and reasonable
measure given the chaotic situation prevailing in Prozor at the time. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 144, referring to the
Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, Article 27.
1609 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 145-146, 148; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 76. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 139.
1601
1602
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"mathematically impossible".1610 Praljak requests that his convictions under Counts 10, 11, 12, and
13 with respect to Prozor be reversed. 1611
505.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's
1612
interpretation of evidence without showing that it erred.
It submits that Praljak's arguments that
Muslims relocated voluntarily and that their freedom of movement was merely restricted must fail
in light of the crimes committed. 1613 The Prosecution further submits that the Trial Chamber
considered the argument that Muslims were held for their protection, but nonetheless reasonably
established that they were: (1) unlawfully arrested and detained; and (2) removed to accommodate
newly arrived Croats. 1614 Regarding Praljak's submission that the Trial Chamber failed to properly
assess the conditions of confinement for the purposes of the crimes of inhumane acts and inhuman
treatment, the Prosecution argues that: (1) Praljak ignores relevant findings and evidence; and
(2) the Trial Chamber's conclusion concerning detention conditions in Podgrade was not based on a
mathematical calculation of civilians in detention. 1615

(b) Analysis
506.

The Appeals Chamber notes that in support of his arguments that a number of Muslims

might have voluntarily relocated and that people found and moved into houses upon their arrival in
Podgrade, Praljak relies on evidence reflective of the experience of one particular witness, Witness
BK, and her family.1616 In contrast, the Trial Chamber relied upon various pieces of evidence when
finding that

t~e

HVO and some Military Police officers rounded up, arrested, and relocated

Muslims from Prozor Municipality1617 and that "around 5,000 women, children and elderly people
were held in Podgrade and in the villages of Lapsunj and Duge".1618 Accordingly, Praljak merely
asserts that the Trial Chamber failed to give sufficient weight to Witness BK's testimony, without
explaining why the conviction should not stand on the basis of the remaining evidence. 1619 Further,
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 147.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 139.
1612 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 159. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. l62.
1613 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 161. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 160.
1614 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 161, 163. The Prosecution also contends that Praljak's assertion that
Muslims were held for their own protection is untenable in light of the crimes they suffered. Prosecution's Response
Brief (Praljak), para. 161.
1615 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 162. The Prosecution argues in this regard that the Trial Chamber's
conclusion that civilians lived in' a climate of terror in overcrowded houses, with restricted freedom of movement, was
based on substantial evidence concerning detention conditions. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 162.
1616 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 140 & fns 332-333, referring to Witness BK, T. 5496-5497, 5527-5528
(24 Aug 2006).
1617 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 2, paras 225 (and references cited therein), 232. See also, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2,
~aras 229-231 and references cited therein.
618 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 227 and references cited therein. See also, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 231
(and references cited therein), 232.
1619 In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber considered the testimony to which Praljak points.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 225-226 & fns 566, 569.
1610
1611
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with respect to Praljak's assertion that the Trial Chamber did not know which HVO unit was
involved in the arrest and detention of the population, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial
Chamber considered, in view of all the evidence, that "HVO soldiers [... ] as well as some military
police officers under Il[ji]a Franji[c]' s command" arrested and detained the population. 1620 The
Trial Chamber's acknowledgement that it did "not know to which unit [the HVO soldiers]
belonged,,1621 does not undermine its finding that the HVO soldiers and the Military Police were
involved in the arrest and detention of the population. Therefore, Praljak fails to demonstrate any
error of fact and his arguments are dismissed.
507.

As to Praljak's submission that the Muslims were relocated in the interest of the

population, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber considered a statement by
Mijo Jozic, the President of Prozor Municipality, that the Muslims were relocated for their own
safety, but found, on the basis of the Luka Markesic Report, that Muslims were arrested in the
course of a large-scale operation to make room for newly arrived Croats. 1622 The Trial Chamber
also: (1) considered evidence that Jozic stated that they needed to make more room for the
Croats;1623 and (2) found that the HVO took the properties of the relocated Muslims so they could
house Croats who arrived in Prozor. 1624 Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider the
reasonable possibility that the HVO was concerned with the safety of all civilians in Prozor, but he
does not show that no reasonable trier of fact, based on the above evidence, could have reached the
same conclusion as the Trial Chamber did. The Appeals Chamber further finds that Praljak merely
asserts that the Trial Chamber failed to interpret the Luka Markesic Report in a particular
manner. 1625 His argument therefore warrants dismissal. 1626
508.

Regarding Praljak's argument that the requisite element of detention of the crimes charged

in Counts 10, 11, 12, and 13 had not been satisfied, the Appeals Chamber recalls its earlier finding
that both unlawful confinement and imprisonment concern the deprivation of liberty of an
individual. 1627 Further, with the exception of chapeau requirements for war crimes and crimes
against humanity, imprisonment and unlawful confinement of civilians in the context of armed

Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 232. See also, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 225, 229-231.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 232.
1622 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 227,232, Vol. 3, paras 958, 1008.
1623 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 227.
1624 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 228.
.
1625 With respect to Praljak's arguments that Markesic did not testify and could not explain what he meant when making
a link between the relocation of Muslims and the arrival of Croats and that the report does not indicate Markesic's
source of information, the Appeals Chamber finds that it was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to rely on the
reRort.
166 As to Praljak's related argument that many Muslims who relocated came from other parts of the country and
presumably did not have houses in Prozor, the Appeals Chamber finds that Praljak has not sufficiently explained the
relevance of this argument to the impugned findings, and dismisses it as obscure.
1627 See supra, paras 471-473.
1620
1621
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conflict overlap significantly since the Appeals Chamber has confirmed that the legality of
imprisonment and the procedural safeguards pertaining to it are to be determined based on Articles
42 and 43 of Geneva Convention IV. 1628
509.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak supports his contention on detention by pointing

only to findings made by the Trial Chamber regarding the freedom of movement of Muslims in
1629
Podgrade, and not referring to Lapsunj and Duge.
However, given the importance of his
submissions and the fact that they ultimately challenge the detention in all three locations, the
Appeals Chamber will exercise its discretion and consider this issue also in relation to the
Trial Chamber's findings concerning the villages of Lapsunj and Duge. The Appeals Chamber
recalls that the question of whether the civilians in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge were deprived of
their liberty will depend on the circumstances of each particular case and must take into account a
range of factors, including the type, duration, effects, and the manner of implementation of the
measures allegedly amounting to deprivation of liberty. 1630
510.

The Trial Chamber found that between late July and the beginning of August 1993, the

HVO held Muslim civilians in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge without legal justification, thereby
committing the crimes of imprisonment and unlawful confinement.F'" With respect to Podgrade, in
its factual findings on the arrests, detention, and removal of civilians in Prozor Municipality, the
Trial Chamber found that "[a]lthough the Military Police were indeed present within [Podgrade],
the evidence shows that the houses themselves were not under guard and that there was some
freedom of movement, with restrictions".1632 The Trial Chamber also found that most of the
Muslims did not leave Podgrade, with the exception of, inter alios, probably one person per house
who went to seek food at the Prozor distribution centre. 1633 Further, it found that some women left
the houses at night and hid in the woods around Podgrade out of fear of being raped by HVO
1635
soldiers. 1634 However, the Trial Chamber also found that:
(1) there was only one road for
Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, paras 114-115.
See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 144 & fns 341-342, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 241-242.
1630 See Nada Decision, para. 225; Guzzardi Decision, para. 92. The Appeals Chamber recalls that even though ECtHR
case-law is not binding on the Tribunal, it may be instructive in cases where there is no well-established Tribunal
jurisprude?ce, as is the case here. See, e.g., Popovic et al Appeal Judgement, para. 436; Dordevic Appeal Judgement,
Eara. 83; Sainovic et al Appeal Judgement, paras 1647-1648; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 24.
631 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 958-959, 1008-1010.
1632 Tnial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 241.
1633 T .
nal Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 242.
1634 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 242.
1635 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber made these findings specifically when it assessed the conditions
of detention in Podgrade and not when determining whether arrest and detention actually occurred.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 238-249. Cf Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 225-232. In any event, considering the
margin of deference to be given to the Trial Chamber's evaluation of the evidence and findings, the Appeals Chamber is
satisfied that the Trial Chamber considered the evidence underlying these findings when concluding that HVO soldiers
and Military Police officers detained Muslims in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 232.
See also Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, para. 63.
1628

1629
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entering and leaving Podgrade, which was controlled by the HVO with a barrier;1636 (2) Muslim
civilians from other Prozor villages arrived in Podgrade by truck, under the escort of HVO
members;1637 (3) at least 1,760 Muslims were "collected into about 100 houses";1638 (4) the
Muslims were guarded by the Military Police - although houses themselves were not under guard and most of them did not leave Podgrade;1639 (5) Muslim men were terrified by the Military Police
presence while the women were "afraid of stepping outside the houses and being 'raped' by HVO
soldiers, who entered Podgrade freely,,;1640 and (6) HVO members stole the property of the
Muslims in Podgrade, and forced Muslim women and girls there to have sexual relations under the
threat of weapons and subjected them to sexual abuse. 1641
511.

With respect to the freedom of movement in Duge, the Trial Chamber noted Witness Rudy

Gerritsen's testimony that Duge village was not a "prison proper", but that the people felt
imprisoned because they could not leave as they had nowhere to gO.1642 However,. it also noted
evidence indicating that the Military Police units came to Duge regularly to patrol that sector. 1643
Further, as with Podgrade, the Trial Chamber also found that: (1) Muslim women, children, and
elderly from Prozor and the villages surrounding Prozor were arrested and taken to Lapsunj and
Duge by the HVO and Military Police;1644 (2) both Lapsunj and Duge were overcrowded as the
Muslims lived together, 20 to 30 per house, and slept on the floor;1645 and (3) the Muslims held
there were exposed to thefts and assaults by HVO soldiers and the Military Police, while Muslim
women were taken away, humiliated, sexually abused, and raped. 1646 While it did not describe in
detail how the freedom of movement of civilians located in Lapsunj was restricted, the
Trial Chamber found that the running water in Lapsunj had been cut off and that there was no soap
for washing, as a result of which the Muslims contracted lice. 1647
512.

Finally, when reaching its findings with respect to all three locations, the Trial Chamber

considered the Luka Markesic Report which indicated that the Military Police "rounded up the
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 238.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 239. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 225-226.
1638 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 240.
1639 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 241-242.
1640 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 242. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 243.
1641
.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 252-253.
1642 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 264.
1643 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 264.
1644 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 254, 263 (noting that by 20 August 1993 between 700 to 800 Muslim women,
children, and elderly persons were held in the village of Duge).
1645 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 256,266.
1646 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 259-262, 269-272. In reaching these findings, the Trial Chamber relied on, among
other things, the Luka Markesic Report and another HVO report dated 13 August 1993, which refer to the thefts, abuse,
humiliating acts, brutality, sexual assault, forced prostitution, and rape being committed against the Muslim population
in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge by the Rama Brigade members, local soldiers, and the Military Police.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 235,250,258,268, referring to Exs. P04161 (confidential), P04177.
1647 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 256.
1636

1637
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entire Muslim population of Prozor Municipality into the three 'collection centres' in Podgrade,
Duge and Lapsunj".1648
513.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has in the past confirmed that detention amounting to

imprisonment and unlawful confinement of civilians can occur even in situations where the
civilians are held in houses without guards and where they have some freedom of movement. In
Kordic and Cerkez; the Appeals Chamber confirmed the Trial Chamber's finding that the civilians

in the village of Rotilj were imprisoned and unlawfully confined since the village was surrounded
by HVO, the civilians were not held there for their own safety, and they were prevented from
leaving while at the same time subjected to beatings, thefts, and sexual abuse. 1649 Bearing that in
mind and in light of the Trial Chamber's findings outlined above,1650 the Appeals Chamber
considers that Praljak fails to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that Muslims
in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge were deprived of their liberty. In that respect, the
Appeals Chamber notes that even though the civilians had some freedom of movement in those
three locations, the factual findings outlined above show that it was limited and that the great
majority of the civilians were in fact confined to the three locations in very harsh conditions, as was
the case in Kordic and Cerkez: The freedom of movement consisted of some individuals
occasionally leaving the houses they were housed in, either to obtain food or to hide from potential
abuse and sexual assaults at night-time. The Appeals Chamber considers that, given the findings on
the presence of HVO soldiers and Military Police in those locations and the fact that the civilians
were arrested and brought there by those forces, the Trial Chamber did not err in concluding that
the population could not leave Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge.
514.

As to Praljak's contention that the events in the three locations illustrated mere restrictions

of movement which were also lawful under the circumstances, the Appeals Chamber notes that he
relies on the Commentary to Article 27 of Geneva Convention IV. 1651 While referring to restriction
of movement as one of the measures a belligerent may inflict on protected persons under Article 27,
the Commentary also elaborates that internment of civilians and the placing of civilians in assigned
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 231. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 225, 227.
Kordic and Cerke; Trial Judgement, paras 793, 800 (finding that despite detainees having some liberty of
movement inside the village of Rotilj, their conditions, which included overcrowding and forced labour, still amounted
to detention); Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, paras 638-640 (upholding the detention finding).
See also Simic et at. Trial Judgement, paras 563-567, 666, 680 (finding that despite detainees having some liberty of
movement inside and outside of the village of Zasavica, where certain witnesses testified that detainees were essentially
"free" and living a "normal life there" in individual houses, their conditions still amounted to detention);
BlaskicTrial Judgement, paras 684, 691, 700 (finding that despite the defence argument that Bosnian Muslims in the
village of Rotilj were not detained because their freedom of movement was not limited, their conditions still amounted
to detention). These Trial Chamber findings in the Simic et at. and Blaskic cases on the nature of detentions in Zasavica
and Rotilj, respectively, were not an issue on appeal.
1650 See supra, paras 510-512.
1648

1649
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residences are the two most severe measures that may be inflicted on protected persons under
Article 27 and, as such, are subject to strict rules outlined in Articles 41-43 and 78 of Geneva
Convention IV.1652 One of these rules is that the internment or placement in assigned residence may
be ordered only if the security of the detaining party makes it absolutely necessary, while another
provides that an initially lawful internment or placement in assigned residence clearly becomes
unlawful if the detaining party does not respect the basic procedural rights of the detained persons and
does not establish an appropriate court or administrative board as prescribed in Article 43 of Geneva
Convention IV.1653
515.

As explained above, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber made no error

when it concluded that the events in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge did not constitute a mere
restriction of movement as alleged by Praljak, but were more serious, amounting to deprivation of
liberty and thus could amount to imprisonment and unlawful confinernent.l'j" Using the Geneva
Convention IV terminology, this deprivation of liberty was achieved by the HVO and the Military
Police placing Muslim civilians in "assigned residences" in the three locations in question. 1655
Specifically, the Muslim population was rounded up, arrested, and then escorted by the HVO and
the Military Police to those three locations. 1656 As such, this placement was subject to strict rules
and requirements.P'" However, there is nothing in the factual findings outlined above to indicate
that these rules were followed, namely that the civilians were moved to the three locations because
the HVO and the Military Police had reasonable grounds to believe that this was absolutely
necessary for reasons of security,1658 or that the HVO and the Military Police established an
appropriate court or administrative board in line with Article 43 of Geneva Convention IV.1659
Instead, the Trial Chamber findings indicate that Muslim civilians were taken to Podgrade, Lapsunj,
1651 See supra, fn. 1608. Article 27(4) of Geneva Convention IV provides that parties to a conflict may take such
measures of control and security in regard to protected persons as may be necessary as a result of the war.
1652 Commentary on Geneva Convention IV, Article 27, p. 207.
1653 Geneva Convention IV, Arts. 42 and 78; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 320. See also CelebiCi
Appeal Judgement, para. 327 ("the reasonable time which is to be afforded to a detaining power to ascertain whether
detained civilians pose a security risk must be the minimum time necessary to make enquiries to determine whether a
view that they pose a security risk has any objective foundation such that it would found a 'definite suspicion' of the
nature referred to in Article 50f Geneva Convention IV").
1654 See supra, para. 513.
1655 See Kordic and Cerke: Trial Judgement, para. 283 (noting that, according to the Commentary on
Geneva Convention IV, assigned residence consists of moving people from their domicile and forcing them to live in a
locality which is generally out of the way and where supervision is more easily exercised).
1656 See supra, paras 510-511. In addition, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Luka Markesic Report, which the Trial
Chamber relied on to make its findings concerning detentions in Prozor, refers to the entire Muslim population of
Prozor Municipality being "rounded up" into three "collection centres" in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge, See supra,
~ara. 512.
657 See supra, para. 514.
1658 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 958, 1008 (concluding that the HVO made no individual assessments of security
reasons which could have led to the detention of civilians but rather had the intention of holding the civilians without
le~al justification for the purpose of making room for the newly-arrived Croats).
169 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1008 (holding that the Muslim civilians had no possibility of challenging their
.
confinement with the relevant authorities).
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and Duge for the purpose of making space for newly-arrived Croats. 1660 Accordingly, Praljak's
arguments that what transpired in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge was not detention but rather a
lawful restriction of movement is dismissed.
516.

Regarding Praljak's final submission that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that living

conditions in Pod grade were very harsh, on the basis of evidence of overcrowding and, specifically,
in drawing a conclusion as to the number of Muslims held in houses that was "mathematically
impossible",1661 the Appeals Chamber notes that while the Trial Chamber found that Muslims were
collected into about 100 houses,1662 each holding 20 to 70 people (some holding more),1663 it also
1664
This finding was clearly a minimum
found that at leastl,760 Muslims were held in Podgrade.
approximation, as further supported by the fact that the Trial Chamber noted evidence indicating
that there were about 6,000 Muslims held in Podgrade. 1665 In any event, the Trial Chamber reached
its conclusion that living conditions were very harsh by also relying on its findings that .the
Muslims: (1) had to sleep on the ground due to lack of space;1666 and (2) lived in fear because of the
Military Police presence. 1667 The Appeals Chamber finds that Praljak has failed to demonstrate any
error in the impugned finding. 1668 His argument is therefore dismissed.
517.

For the above reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal 8.
2. Displacement of Muslims from Prozor Municipality (Praljak's Ground 9)

518.

The Trial Chamber concluded that on 28 August 1993 the HVO forcibly transferred

Muslim women, children, and elderly persons who were held in the Podgrade neighbourhood of
1669
Prozor and in the villages of Lapsunj and Duge.
The Trial Chamber found that these Muslims
were moved to ABiH territory.1670 In reaching these findings, the Trial Chamber: (1) could not
determine exactly the number of Muslims from Prozor Municipality removed by the HVO on
28 August 1993, but considered that the evidence supports a finding that at least 2,500 people were
removed; 1671 (2) considered the testimony of Witness CC that the removals required organisation

1660 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 227 & fn. 571 (referring to Exs. P09627, PlO030, p. 8, Rudy Gerritsen,
T(F). 19226, 19228 (29 May 2007)), Vol. 3, paras 958, 1008.
1661 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 147.
1662 T . 1 J
na udgement, Vol. 2, para. 240.
1663 T na
. 1J udgement, Vol. 2, para. 244.
1664 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 240.
1665 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, fn. 599.
1666 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 244.
1667 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 242-243.
1668 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 249.
1669 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 842, 896. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 225, 280.
1670 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 280, Vol. 3, paras 841, 895.
1671 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 277 and references cited therein.
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and planning by the HVO;1672 and (3) considered evidence that, on 28 August 1993, the day
Muslims were removed from Prozor to Kucani and then towards ABiH territories, Praljak ordered
the commander of the Rama Brigade to deploy 30 soldiers in the Kucani area between 28 and
31 August 1993. 1673 The Trial Chamber concluded that this transfer and removal, at a time when
these persons were being held by HVO soldiers and there was no fighting in the area, was "on no
account an evacuation carried out for security purposes nor was it justified for compelling military
reasons", further demonstrated by the fact that the HVO had not made any arrangements' for the
population to retum. 1674 The Trial Chamber concluded that these events in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and
Duge constituted inhumane acts (forcible transfer) as a crime against humanity (Count 8), unlawful
transfer of civilians as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions (Count 9), inhumane acts as a
crime against humanity (Count 15), and inhuman treatment as a grave breach of the Geneva
Conventions (Count 16).1675
(a) Arguments of the Parties
519.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously concluded that the HVO unlawfully

displaced Muslims from Prozor Municipality, who were being held in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and
Duge, and removed them to territory under ABiH control. 1676 Praljak submits that the
Trial Chamber did not establish that the displaced Muslims were forced to leave, and argues in this
regard that they may have had a genuine choice and wish to leave since: (1) only a portion of the
population was displaced; and (2) Siljeg, "the HVO representative in Prozor", "talked about
voluntary departure" .1677 Praljak submits further that the Trial Chamber "could not" establish who
displaced the Muslims, and that it referred speculatively to an order he issued, which he contends
was ineffective and not executed, as evidence that the HVO planned and organised the removal. 1678
Further, Praljak claims that the Trial Chamber did not establish whether the removal of Muslims
was permitted for the security of the population, imperative military reasons, and/or humanitarian
reasons. 1679 He also challenges as "baseless" the Trial Chamber's explanation that the removal was'
not a lawful evacuation because the HVO did not make arrangements for the population to
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 278, referring to, inter alia, Ex. P09731 (confidential), p. 3.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 278, referring to, inter alia, Ex. 3D02448.
1674 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 841,895.
1675 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 840-842, 894-896, 1220-1221, 1310-1311.
1676 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 160, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 272, 280, Vol. 3, paras 841-842,
895-896; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 77. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 152.
1677 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 154, referring to Ex. P09636, Rudy Gerritsen, T. 19235-19236 (29 May 2007).
See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 152-153. See also Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 77.
1678 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 152, 155. Praljak also submits that, during his testimony, he was not asked whether
this order was related to the removal of the population and he did not make any link between the two. Praljak's
Appeal Brief, para. 155.
1672

1673
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retum. 1680 Finally, Praljak avers that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that members of the
population were not in their homes as they had already been displaced. 1681 Praljak requests that his
convictions under Counts 8,9, 15, and 16 with respect to Prozor be reversed. 1682
520.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak ignores the totality of the Trial Chamber's findings

and fails to show an error. 1683 It submits that Praljak's assertion that the Trial Chamber could not
establish who moved the population must fail when considering the Trial Chamber's findings and
the evidence on which it relied. 1684 The Prosecution also submits that it is irrelevant whether those
expelled originated from Prozor or elsewhere. 1685 The Prosecution further argues that: (1) the fact
that only some members of the population were removed does not mean they left voluntarily; and
(2) the claim by Siljeg, "the HVO's regional commander", that the Muslims left voluntarily does
not impact the Trial Chamber's findings. 1686 Moreover, the Prosecution submits that the'
Trial Chamber properly relied on Praljak's order as corroborative of other evidence indicating that
the removal required organisation and planning. 1687 Finally, the Prosecution contends that the
Trial Chamber reasonably rejected the argument that the Muslims' removal from Podgrade,
Lapsunj, and Duge was for humanitarian, security, or military reasons. 1688
(b) Analysis
521.

With regard to Praljak's assertion that the Trial Chamber did not establish that the

displaced Muslims were forced to leave, the Appeals Chamber notes that, to the contrary, the
Trial Chamber found that HVO soldiers used military and civilian trucks to move Muslims being
held in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge and that when the Muslims reached Kucani, they were forced
to walk on foot towards Celina, escorted by HVO soldiers. 1689 The Trial Chamber also noted
evidence that HVO soldiers surrounded the village of Duge and fired into the air to force the
Muslims to get into truckS.1690 Moreover, Praljak fails to demonstrate how the fact that only a
portion of the population in the three locations was displaced 1691 is inconsistent with the
Trial Chamber's finding that Muslims were forcibly displaced. As to Praljak's argument that,
1679 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 156. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 152, 157, 160. Praljak argues that the
Trial Chamber also failed to consider that international observers considered that the "exchange of minorities" might be
the best solution in the area. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 157.
1680 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 158.
1681 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 159. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 152; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 77.
1682 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 161.
1683 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 164. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 165.
1684 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 165-166.
1685 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 166.
1686 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 166.
1687 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 167.
1688 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 168.
1689 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 273,276,280.
1690 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 274.
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according to the evidence of Witness Rudy Gerritsen, Siljeg "talked about voluntary departure",1692
the Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak ignores that, although Gerritsen stated that Siljeg told him
that the population was moved on a voluntary basis, Gerritsen did not believe this to be the case. 1693
Because Praljak merely asserts that the Trial Chamber failed to give sufficient weight to the
statement attributed to Siljeg - that the population was moved on a voluntary basis - his argument
is dismissed.
522.

The Appeals Chamber now turns to Praljak's submission that the Trial Chamber could not

establish who displaced the Muslims and that, in this regard, it referred speculatively to an order he
issued, which he alleges was ineffective and not executed, as evidence that the HVO planned and
organised the removal. The Appeals Chamber notes the impugned finding that the HVO moved
women, children, and elderly persons who were held in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge to
ABiH-controlled territories. 1694 In reaching this conclusion, the Trial Chamber found, inter alia,
that on 28 August 1993, the same day Muslims were moved from Prozor to Kucani and then
towards ABiH-controlled territories, Praljak ordered the commander of the Rama Brigade to deploy
30 soldiers in the Kucani area between 28 and 31 August 1993. 1695 However, the Appeals Chamber
notes that the Trial Chamber relied on other evidence and findings, including that of civilians who
were moved to Kucani,1696 to find that HVO soldiers moved people being held in Podgrade,
1697
Lapsunj, and Duge to ABiH-controlled tenitories.
Praljak's argument ignores relevant factual
f m dimgs and there f ore warrants diisrrnssai.
. I 1698

523.

As to Praljak's claim that the Trial Chamber did not establish whether the removal of

Muslims was permitted for the security of the population and/or imperative military reasons, the
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber considered that: (1) the people in Podgrade,
Lapsunj, and Duge were being held by the HVO; (2) there was no fighting in the area at the time of
the transfer; and (3) the HVO did not make arrangements for the population to return. 1699 On this
basis, the Trial Chamber found that the HVO held the Muslims in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge in
order to be able to remove them from their homes without the possibility of returning, and it
explicitly rejected the possibility that this constituted an evacuation for security or compelling

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 227, 277. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 281-292.
See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 154, referring to Ex. P09636, Rudy Gerritsen, T. 19235-19236 (29 May 2007).
1693 Rudy Gerritsen, T. 19235-19236 (29 May 2007). See also Ex. PlO030, pp. 11-12.
1694 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 280.
1695 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 278.
1696 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 273-274, 276-278.
1697 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 280.
1698 For the same reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's corresponding argument that he was not asked
whether this order was related to the removal of the population and he did not make any link between the two.
1699 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 841, 895.
1691
1692
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military reasonsYo o The Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's argument as it ignores several
relevant factual findings.
524.

When challenging as "baseless" the Trial Chamber's explanation that the removal was not

a lawful evacuation because the HVO did not make arrangements for the population to return,
Praljak argues that Article 49(2) of Geneva Convention IV "does not require that arrangements for
the population return be made at the time of evacuation". 1701 The Appeals Chamber recalls that
Article 49 of Geneva Convention IV states that an evacuation is not prohibited "if the security of
the population or imperative ,military reasons so demand" and provided that "[p]ersons thus
evacuated shall be transferred back to their homes as soon as hostilities in the area in question have
ceased".1702 As noted above, when reaching its conclusion that the transfer was on no account a
lawful evacuation, the Trial Chamber found that the transfer had already taken place "at a time
when [... ] there was no fighting in the area".1703 The Appeals Chamber considers that the
.Trial Chamber could conclude on this basis alone that the transfer was unlawful. Praljak has
therefore failed to show an error of law that invalidates the Trial Chamber's decision.
525.

With regard to Praljak's contention that the Trial Chamber did not establish whether the

removal of Muslims was permitted for humanitarian reasons, the Appeals Chamber notes that he
points to the Trial Chamber's findings that conditions in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge were
harsh. 1704 However, displacement of a population is not justified where a humanitarian crisis that
caused the displacement is the result of the accused's own unlawful activity.170S Praljak ignores the
Trial Chamber's findings that the HVO and Military Police officers arrested Muslims from Prozor
Municipality, unlawfully detained them, and imposed the harsh conditions in which they lived. 1706
His argument is therefore dismissed. 1707
526.

With respect to Praljak's submission that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that

members of the population were not in their homes as they had already been displaced, the
Appeals Chamber understands him to argue that the Trial Chamber should have considered that

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 841, 895.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 158.
1702 See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 52.
1703 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 841, 895.
1704 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 156 & fn. 373, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 249,257,267.
1705 Tolimir Appeal Judgement, para. 158; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 308 & fn. 739; Stakic Appeal Judgement,
Fara.287.
706 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1008-1010. See also, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 958-959, 1059-1067,
1102-1111.
1707 With regard to Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that international observers considered
that the exchange of minorities might be the best solution in the area, the Appeals Chamber finds that Praljak has not
sufficiently explained the relevance of this argument to the impugned findings, and dismisses it as obscure.
1700
1701
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they could not have been forcibly removed from a location in which they did not reside. 1708 The
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that Muslims were removed from their homes
and detained in Podgrade, Lapsunj, and Duge. 1709 It found that the HVO subsequently moved
Muslims detained in these three locations to ABiH-controlled territories.V'" An overall reading of
the relevant findings demonstrates that the Trial Chamber duly considered that the Muslims who
were relocated to ABiH-controlled territories were previously relocated from their homes.
Particularly, when assessing the lawfulness of the transfer, the Trial Chamber considered that "they
were evicted from their homes without the possibility of retuming".1711 Praljak's argument is
therefore dismissed.
527.

For the above reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal 9.

F. Crimes Committed in Mostar Municipality
1. The siege of East Mostar and related crimes
528.

The Trial Chamber concluded that, from June 1993 to April 1994, East Mostar was under
siege by the HVO. 1712 It found that, during that siege, the HVO: (1) intentionally inflicted serious

bodily and mental harm on the inhabitants of East Mostar and caused a serious attack on their
dignity;1713 (2) intentionally subjected the civilian population of East Mostar to serious deprivation
and acts of violence that led to death or caused serious injury to body or health;1714 (3) committed
acts of violence the main aim of which was to inflict terror on the population; 1715 and (4) committed
crimes with the intention of discriminating against the Muslims of Mostar Municipality and
violating their basic rights to life, human dignity, freedom, and property.1716 The Trial Chamber
therefore concluded that the HVO committed, inter alia, persecution as a crime against humanity
(Count 1), inhumane acts as a crime against humanity (Count 15), inhuman treatment as a grave
breach of the Geneva Conventions (Count 16), unlawful attack on civilians as a violation of the

1708 The Appeals Chamber recalls that the "prohibition against forcible displacements aims at safeguarding the right and
aspiration of individuals to live in their communities and homes without outside interference". Krnojelac
Appeal Judgement, para. 218. See also Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 308 ("[D]eportation and forcible transfer
both entail the forcible displacement of persons from the area in which they are lawfully present, without grounds
rermitted under intemationallaw.").
709 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 227,232.
1710 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 273, 276, 280.
.
1711 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 841. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 895.
1712 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1378. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1255.
1713 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1256, 1350.
1714 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1687. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1688.
1715 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1692. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1689.
1716 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1713. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1711. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3,
para. 1712.
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laws or customs of war (Count 24), and unlawful infliction of terror on civilians as a violation of the
laws or customs of war (Count 25).1717
529.

The Appeals Chamber will examine the Appellants' challenges relating to: (1) the HVO

keeping Muslims of East Mostar crowded in an enclave; (2) the humanitarian conditions during the
siege of East Mostar; (3) the sniping campaign in Mostar; (4) the shelling of East Mostar; and
(5) the destruction of or damage to mosques in East Mostar. 1718
(a) Keeping Muslims of East Mostar crowded in an enclave (StojiC's Ground 50 and
Praljak's Ground 25)
530.

As part of the siege of East Mostar, the Trial Chamber found that the HVO "kept the

population crowded in an enclave where it was forced to remain".1719 The Trial Chamber based this
finding on, inter alia, the following findings: (1) from June 1993 until, at least, February 1994 the
HVO blocked Muslims from East Mostar from entering West Mostar by erecting checkpointsr'F"
(2) the only possible way to cross the checkpoints was to have, first, an exit permit issued by the
ABiH, and, second, an entry permit issued by the HVO;1721 (3) there was a mountain path out of
East Mostar but there was evidence indicating that it was physically difficult arid dangerous to
use;1722 (4) using the M-17 main road linking East Mostar and Jablanica could be dangerous and
risky because of HVO artillery shelling;1723 and (5) certain sections of the roads out of East Mostar
also came under HVO control from time to time. 1724 The finding that the HVO kept the population
crowded in an enclave formed part of the basis of the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the HVO
committed the crimes under Counts 1, 15, 16,24, and 25 in East Mostar.1725
531.

Stojic and Praljak submit that the Trial Chamber erred by finding that the HVO kept the
population of East Mostar crowded in an enclave. 1726 They argue that it was the ABiH that

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1256, 1350, 1688, 1692, 171'3.
The Appeals Chamber addresses elsewhere the destruction of the Old Bridge of Mostar. See supra, paras 405-411,
415-426.
1719 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1255, 1349, 1685. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1255, Vol. 3, para. 1711.
See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1378.
1720 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1247.
1721 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1248. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1249-1250.
1722 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1252-1253.
1723 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1254.
1724 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1254.
1725 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1255-1256, 1349-1350, 1685, 1688, 1691-1692, 1711, 1713.
1726 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 403; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 308. Stojic contends in particular that the
Trial Chamber erred in finding that civilians could not leave East Mostar because of HVO checkpoints. Stojic's Appeal
Brief, heading before para. 403, para. 405. He argues that the Trial Chamber's findings that the Muslim population
could not leave East Mostar because of HVO checkpoints and that the HVO kept the population crowded in an enclave
where it was forced to remain were erroneous in law and fact as they were inconsistent with the Trial Chamber's
findings that the ABiH did not want Muslims to leave East Mostar and forced them to remain in the area by requiring
that individuals obtain exit permits. Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 403, para. 403.
1717

1718
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prevented the population from leaving East Mostar. I727 Stojic submits that since the ABiH was the
"first" barrier to civilians leaving East Mostar, it was not established that the HVO caused the
isolation of the Muslim population. I72 S Moreover, Stojic argues that the Trial Chamber only found
that the HVO checkpoints controlled access to West Mostar and that "certain routes" out of
East Mostar remained open. 1729 Praljak argues that no evidence exists indicating that the HVO
interfered with the population's movement from East Mostar, and that the evidence shows that the
HVO proposed free movement and guaranteed safety when doing

SO.1730

Stojic submits that the

Trial Chamber did not explain the basis for the inclusion of the crimes under Counts 1, 15, 16, and
24 within the CCP, despite the ABiH's "critical role" in causing civilians to remain. 1731 Stojic
further contends that, with the exception of Count 15, the Trial Chamber failed to address the,
impact of the ABiH's policy in forcing civilians to remain. 1732 Stojic and Praljak therefore request
that the Appeals Chamber acquit them under Counts 1, 15, 16, and 24 of the relevant charges with
respect to Mostar. 1733
532.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's findings are reasonable and that Stojic

and Praljak fail to demonstrate an error. 1734 The Prosecution argues that Stojic misrepresents the
Trial Judgement when asserting that other routes out of East Mostar remained open when, in
actuality, these routes were at risk of shelling by the HVO or at times under its control. 1735 Further,
the Prosecution contends that the HVO's alleged proposal for the free movement of East Mostar's
population does not impact the Trial Chamber's finding. 1736 Finally, the Prosecution submits that, in

1727 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 403, para. 403; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 305-307; Praljak's Reply
Brief, para. 93.
1728 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 403. Further to this point, Stojic submits that there was no evidence that the HVO
prevented the departure of anyone whom the ABiH would have allowed to leave. Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 403.
1729 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 404. Stojic also argues that the Trial Chamber's finding that "[c]ertain sections of the
roads out of East Mostar [...] could also come under HVO control from time to time" was "manifestly insufficient" to
establish that the HVO prevented the Muslim population from leaving the area. Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 404,
referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1254.
1730 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 307. Praljak further argues that: (1) the lack of evidence that the proposal was ever
implemented "does not undermine the HVO willingness to allow free movement of civilians"; and (2) the fact that the
proposal was made six months into the siege "is without importance as the proposal was made in December 1993 and
the siege would have lasted from June 1993 to April 1994". Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 92.
1731 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 405.
1732 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 403.
1733 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 405; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 308. See Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 403.
1734 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 373-374, 376; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 217,
219-220. The Prosecution argues that there is no inconsistency between the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO kept
Muslims in East Mostar in isolation and its finding that individuals needed to obtain exit permits from the ABiH.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 374. The Prosecution also contends that Praljak repeats arguments that the
Trial Chamber considered and rejected. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 217.
1735 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 374.
1736 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 221.
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any event, the Trial Chamber's conclusion that crimes under Counts 1, 15, 16, and 24 occurred did
not depend on its finding that the HVO isolated Muslims in East Mostar. 1737
The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber extensively considered what
contributed to the Muslim population being forced to remain in East Mostar. 1738 The Trial' Chamber
533.

acknowledged that the ABiH did not want the population to leave 1739 and considered the ABiH's
1740
role in isolating the Muslim population in East Mostar.
However, the Trial Chamber also
articulated the ways in which the HVO prevented departure from the region. 1741 Specifically, it
found that: (1) the HVO refused to allow Muslims in East Mostar to cross its positions and blocked
them from entering West Mostar by erecting checkpoints;1742 (2) theHVO would only issue entry
permits to cross the checkpoints for humanitarian evacuations which were "laboriously negotiated
between the parties under the auspices of the international officials,,;1743 and (3) of the few roads
open to the outside, one was dangerous because of HVO artillery shelling and others could also
come under HVO control from time to time. 1744 The Trial Chamber considered that the HVO
intensely shelled East Mostar and fired at civilians on a daily basis while they were obliged to
remain in that sector,1745 forcing them to live underground and in "extremely harsh living
conditions".1746 It considered that these conditions were exacerbated by the HVO's blocking or
hindering of humanitarian aid and access for humanitarian organisations.V'" On this basis, the
Trial Chamber was satisfied that the HVO intended to cause serious bodily and mental harm and
suffering to the Muslims of East Mostar, attack their dignity, and subject them to serious
deprivations and acts of violence. 1748 Stojic and Praljak ignore these relevant factual findings,
thereby misrepresenting the Trial Chamber's analysis and overlooking the evidence relied upon for
their convictions for crimes in East Mostar under Counts 1, 15, 16, and 24.
534.

Further, in submitting that the ABiH was the "first" barrier to civilians leaving East Mostar,

that "certain routes" out of East Mostar remained open, and that the ABiH had a "critical role" in
1737 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 375. The Prosecution argues in this regard that the Trial Chamber also
considered the HVO's shelling and sniping attacks on East Mostar, its blocking of humanitarian aid, and the harsh
conditions in which civilians were forced to live. Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 375.
1738 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1247-1255.
1739 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1255. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1250.
1740 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1256. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1248-1249, 1255.
1741 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1247-1249, 1254-1255.
1742 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1247.
1743 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1249. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1248.
1744 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1254-1255.
1745 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1253-1256, 1349-1350, 1686, 1688, 1711, 1713. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2,
para. 1255.
746 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1256, 1350. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1255, Vol. 3, paras 1255,1349,1711.
See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1685-1686.
1747 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3,paras 1255, 1349, 1685-1686, 1688, 1711.
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causing civilians to remain, Stojic essentially disagrees with the Trial Chamber's interpretation of
the evidence without demonstrating that no reasonable trier of fact could have found that the HVO
"kept the population crowded in an enclave where it was forced to remain".1749 As to Praljak's
argument that the evidence shows that the HVO proposed free movement and guaranteed safety
when doing so, he relies on a document containing a proposal signed by Prlic which was issued on
2 December 1993, approximately six months after the start of the siege. 1750 Additionally, the Trial
Chamber noted that it did not have any evidence to support a finding that the proposal was ever
implemented.1751 In light of this,1752 and considering the basis for the Trial Chamber's
conclusion,1753 Praljak has failed to demonstrate that no reasonable trial chamber could have found
that the HVO kept the population crowded in an enclave where it was forced to remain. Stojic's and
Praljak's arguments are therefore dismissed.
535.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Stojic's ground of appeal 50 and

Praljak's ground of appeal 25.
(b) Humanitarian conditions during the siege of East Mostar (Praljak's Ground 26)
536.

The Trial Chamber concluded that, from June 1993 to April 1994, East Mostar was under

siege by the HVO. It considered, inter alia, that: (1) although the roads to the north and south of
East Mostar were open, the town was the target of a prolonged military attack by the HVO that
included intense constant shooting and shelling, including sniper fire, on a cramped
densely-populated residential zone; (2) the population could not leave East Mostar of its own free
will and had to live under extremely harsh conditions, without food, water, electricity, or
appropriate medical care; and (3) the HVO hindered and at times blocked the arrival of
humanitarian aid and deliberately targeted members of international organisations.T"

1748 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1256, 1350, 1688, 1711-1713 (finding that the HVO committed the crimes of
inhumane acts, inhuman treatment, and unlawful attack on civilians with the intention to discriminate against Muslims
and violate their basic rights to life, freedom, dignity, and property).
1749 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1255, 1349, 1685. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1711; supra, para. 530.
1750 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 307, referring to Ex. lD01874, p. 2; Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1203, Vol. 4, para.
181. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1196, 1378 (noting that the siege took place between June 1993 and April
1994). See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1222.
1751 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1203, Vol. 4, para. 181. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1222.
1752 With regard to Praljak's argument in reply that the lack of evidence that the proposal was ever implemented does
not undermine the HVO's willingness to allow free movement of civilians, the Appeals Chamber finds that he fails to
show that no reasonable trial chamber could have come to the opposite conclusion. In addition, the Appeals Chamber
considers that in arguing that it is not important that the proposal was made six months into the siege, Praljak merely
advances his own preferred interpretation of the evidence. These arguments are dismissed.
1753 See supra, para. 533.
1754 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1378.
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537.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the HVO held East Mostar

under siege without any conclusive evidentiary basis and while ignoring relevant evidence,1755
Specifically, he argues that the evidence: (1) does not show that the HVO targeted the town or its
population but rather that it targeted ABiH military objectives within the town;1756 and (2) does
show that the "HVO" offered assistance to the East Mostar population, including providing medical
treatment and food, while it was the BiH authorities who were reluctant to accept the HVO's
offers,1757 Praljak further argues that the Trial Chamber based its conclusion on various other
erroneous conclusions, including wrongly attributing responsibility to the HVO for certain facts,1758
He additionally argues that the Trial Chamber's conclusion contradicts its acknowledgement that:
(1) the roads from East Mostar to the north and south were open;1759 and (2) it lacked evidence as to

who cut off the electricity and water supplies to East Mostar, while evidence showed HVO efforts
to restore them, 1760 Praljak therefore requests that the Appeals Chamber overturn the
Trial Judgement and acquit him under Counts 1, 15, 16, and 24 of the relevant charges with respect
to Mostar. 1761
538.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak shows no error in the Trial Chamber's findings and
repeats arguments that the Trial Chamber considered and rejected. 1762 It argues that the
Trial Chamber reasonably rejected Praljak's argument that the HVO only targeted military
objectives in East Mostar and reasonably found that during the siege of East Mostar, the HVO
created and aggravated the extremely harsh living conditions for the Muslim population. 1763 The'
Trial Chamber made reasonable and nuanced findings, the Prosecution submits, acknowledging that
the HVO did not have exclusive responsibility for electricity and water shortages.V'" The
Prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber properly attributed responsibility to the HVO for food
shortages. 1765 It also argues that the Trial Chamber considered evidence regarding Prlic's proposals

Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 309-310, 313-314.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 309.
1757 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 313, referring to Ex. P05428, p. 5, Ex. 1D01874, p. 2 (a letter by Prlic containing such
offers). Praljak replies that in any event, he cannot be held responsible for shortages of food or medical care, since the
Trial Chamber could not find that he participated in or knew of the HVO hindering humanitarian aid and since he in
fact personally intervened to facilitate access to such aid. Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 94.
1758 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 310. Praljak refers to the Trial Chamber's conclusions on shelling, sniping, and the
destruction of the Old Bridge and mosques in Mostar. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 310.
1759 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 309.
1760 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 311-312.
1761 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 314.
.
1762 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 217,222.
1763 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 222.
1764 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 222.
1765 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 223.
1755
1756
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for providing food and medical care and the BiH's reluctance to accept HVO offers, but ultimately
concluded that the HVO impeded evacuations by setting onerous conditions. 1766
539.

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber acknowledged that it could not

establish that the HVO was responsible for cutting off electricity or water supplies to
East Mostar;1767 and that the roads to the north and south were open and, therefore, East Mostar was
not completely surrounded. 1768 It likewise did consider evidence of Prlic' s offer of medical care and
food to the East Mostar population'I'" and evidence indicating that the BiH authorities were
unlikely to accept an HVO offer to medically evacuate women and children. 1770 The
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber nonetheless found that the HVO caused harsh living
conditions in East Mostar, with shortages of food and medical care, by creating an influx of
Muslims into the town and hindering humanitarian convoys.1771 Praljak ignores these relevant
that support the finding that the HVO besieged East Mostar.1772 The
Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses his ground of appeal 26. 1773
factual findings

(c) Sniping campaign in Mostar (Praljak's Ground 20)
540.

In concluding that East Mostar was under siege by the HVO, the Trial Chamber

determined, inter alia, that the town was the target of a prolonged military attack by the HVO that
included sniper fire. 1774 The Trial Chamber identified several shooting positions involved in sniping
incidents, which included Stotina hill and other West Mostar 10cations. I775 The Trial Chamber
considered that the evidence "allow[ed]" for a finding that Stotina hill was controlled by the
HVO. 1776 The Trial Chamber then found that the HVO controlled the hill on all of the dates of the
relevant sniping incidents. 1777 It also found that the HVO "had a sufficient military presence to
impose its authority in the western part of town", and therefore controlled other shooting positions
in West Mostar - such as the Ledera and Centar II buildings - on the dates the relevant incidents
occurred. I778 The Trial Chamber relied on the evidence of several witnesses, including Witness
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 224, referring to Ex. P05428, p. 5.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1210-1212, 1218.
1768 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1378.
1769 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1203, 1222, referring to, inter alia, Ex. 1D0l874, p. 2. See also Trial Judgement,
Vol. 2, para. 1244.
1770 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1249 & fn. 3118, referring to Ex. P05428, p. 5.
1771 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1202, 1204, 1223, 1242, 1244, 1249, Vol. 3, paras 1255, 1349.
1772 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1378, Vol. 3, paras 1255, 1349, 1685.
1773 The Appeals Chamber notes that it dismisses elsewhere Pra1jak's arguments submitted under other grounds of
appeal and incorporated in Pra1jak's ground of appeal 26 by way of reference. Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 309-310.
See supra, paras 412,533; infra, paras 543,565,569.
1774 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1378.
1775 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1032.
1776 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1033; Trial Judgement (French original), Vol. 2, para. 1033 ("permettent").
1777 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1035. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1034.
1778 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1038. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1036-1037, 1041.
1766
1767
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Anthony Turco's Rule 92 his statement, in finding that HVO snipers targeted women, children, and
the elderly.1779
541.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber failed to apply the beyond reasonable doubt

standard in evaluating evidence on a sniping campaign in Mostar, and instead made a "possible
finding" without establishing that it was the only reasonable conclusion. 1780 Specifically, Praljak
submits that the Trial Chamber erred in fact when it found that areas in Mostar where snipers
operated were under the HVO's control. 1781 He submits that the HVO's control over Stotina is
."very questionable" in light of ABiH positions above that location,1782 and that the Trial Chamber
erred in deeming that the evidence allowed the finding that the HVO was in control of Stotina,
instead of making a finding beyond reasonable doubt,1783 He further submits that even if the
Trial Chamber found that sniper fire came from HVO-controlled territory in West Mostar, it does
not mean that it can be attributed to the HVO as the evidence shows that the ABiH had its own
people within the HVO who, although HVO members, were under ABiH orders. 1784 Praljak
additionally argues that it "remains unknown" how the Trial Chamber could attribute the sniper
shots to the HVO as it acknowledged that it could not verify the exact location from where the shots
came, and no evidence points to HVO control over access to "concerned buildings".1785 Finally,
Praljak contends. that the Trial Chamber based its conclusions on the suffering of the Muslim
population in East Mostar "entirely" on Turco's Rule 92 his .statement, which cannot constitute in
itself the basis for a conviction. 1786 Praljak therefore requests that the Appeals Chamber acquit him
under Counts 1,2, 3, 15, 16,24, and 25 of the relevant charges with respect to Mostar. 1787
542.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber applied the correct standard of proof,

properly finding that HVO-controlled snipers in West Mostar deliberately targeted Muslim
civilians, and that Praljak fails to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in attributing such
responsibility to the HVO. 1788 It contends that Praljak ignores the Trial Chamber's findings that the
HVO controlled Stotina when its snipers were positioned there and relevant testimony that the

Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1188. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1186-1187,1194.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 254. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 246; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 85.
1781 Praljak's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 247; Appeal Hearing, AT. 378 (22 Mar 2017). See Praljak's
Agpeal Brief, para. 246.
17 2 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 248. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 247, 250.
1783 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 248.
1784 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 249, 253. Praljak also argues that individuals could be acting outside of any control,
taking "pot shots" at anyone. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 249.
1785 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 249, 252; Appeal Hearing, AT. 378-379 (22 Mar 2017).
1786 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 251. Praljak also argues that Turco could not confirm that the HVO was responsible
for the sniping events. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 251.
1787 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 246.
1788 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 185-186.
1779

1780
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ABiH did not fire from its positions above Stotina. 1789 The Prosecution submits that Praljak's claim
about HVO members under ABiH control is speculative and unsupported, and his claim regarding
"concerned buildings" ignores Stojic's admission that HVO-controlled snipers were in the "Blue
Bank" building at the time of the sniping incidents. 179o Additionally, the Prosecution contends that
the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the HVO was responsible, even without pinpointing
where the shots originated, as there was no indication of firing from the ABiH or from Serb
positions.V'" Finally, the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber did not rely solely on Turco to
find that HVO snipers targeted women, children, and the elderly. 1792
543.

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber focused on establishing who was

in control of the areas from where HVO snipers allegedly opened fire on Mostar, noting with
specificity potential shooting positions. 1793 On the basis of the evidence, the Trial Chamber then
established that the HVO controlled most of these positions. 1794 Finally, the Trial Chamber
examined the evidence pertaining to specific sniping incidents. When it was unable to determine the
precise locations from which the shots were fired, it proceeded to examine - and eliminate - the
possibility that they may have originated from the ABiH or Serbian forces. 1795 In light of these
findings, which Praljak misrepresents when arguing that it "remains unknown" how the
Trial Chamber could attribute the sniper shots to the HVO,1796 the Appeals Chamber finds that he
merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence without showing that the
Trial Chamber erred.
544.

Further, while the Trial Chamber used the phrase "the consistency of the testimonies and the

evidence collected allow" a finding that Stotina hill was controlled by the HVO,1797 the
Appeals Chamber notes that immediately thereafter, the Trial Chamber continued its examination of
whether the HVO controlled Stotina hill, considering further evidence,1798 rejecting Praljak's trial
submissions to the contrary,1799 and concluding that Stotina hill "was controlled by the HvO armed.
forces on all of the dates of the alleged incidents".18oo In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the
Trial Judgement does not reflect that the Trial Chamber failed to apply the correct "beyond
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 187.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 188.
1791 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 189. The Prosecution further contends that this conclusion is
confirmed by other Trial Chamber findings. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 189.
1792 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 190.
1793 T nial Ju dgement, Vol. 2, para. 1032.
.
1794 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1033-1038. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1039-1041.
1795 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1042 et seq.
.
1796 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 252.
1797 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1033 (emphasis added); Trial Judgement (French original), Vol. 2, para. 1033 ("la
constance des temoignages et des elements recueillis permettent de conclure en ce sens").
1798 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1033.
1799 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1034.
1789
1790
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reasonable doubt" standard.

1801

Rather, Praljak suggests reading out of context a finding relied upon

by the Trial Chamber to reach its ultimate conclusion beyond reasonable doubt that Stotina hill was
controlled by the HVO armed forces.
545.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber observes that, contrary to Praljak's contention, the

Trial Chamber did not base its conclusions on the suffering of the Muslim population in
East Mostar "entirely" on a Rule 92 his statement. In particular, the Trial Chamber stated that
"[ajlthough [it] notes that the testimony of Anthony Turco was taken pursuant to Rule 92 his of the
Rules, it deems that all the evidence relating to the victims of the sniping incidents examined above
corroborates what he said".1802 In this regard, the Trial Chamber found that several witnesses
"testified before the Chamber that women and children were targeted by snipers positioned in
sectors controlled by the HVO".1803 Notably, Witness Dzevad Hadzizukic testified about his wife
being killed by a sniper, and Witness Grant Finlayson testified about a woman and a child who
were killed by sniper fire. 1804 Finally, the Trial Chamber relied on several contemporaneous
documents describing incidents in which women and children were wounded or killed by
1805
snipers.
Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal 20.
(d) Shelling of East Mostar (Praljak's Ground 21 and PetkoviC's Sub-ground 5.2.2.4 both in part)
546.

The Trial Chamber concluded that East Mostar was subjected to intense and uninterrupted
firing and shelling from the HVO between June 1993 and March 1994. 1806 In reaching this
conclusion, the Trial Chamber noted, inter alia, that: (1) it received information indicating that the
HVO used small aeroplanes to drop shells or bombs;1807 (2) the ABiH chiefly had light infantry
weapons and, even if the ABiH had heavy weapons, the HVO was better equipped, chiefly used

Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1035.
The Appeals Chamber further notes that the Trial Chamber set out the COITect standard in a general section devoted
to evidentiary standards and stated that, although it did not systematically restate the expression "beyond reasonable
doubt" in each finding of fact or in respect of the criminal responsibility of the Appellants, it applied this standard
throughout the Trial Judgement. Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 267.
1802 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1188.
1803 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1186 (internal reference omitted).
1804 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1186 & fn. 2952, referring to, inter alia, Dzevad Hadzizukic, T(F). 13343, 13350
(1 Feb 2007), Ex. P09859 (witness statement of Dzevad Hadzizukic), pp. 3-4, Grant Finlayson, T(F). 18045
(7 May 2007), referring to Ex. P02751, p. 2. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1186 & fns 2951-2952, referring to,
inter alia, Jeremy Bowen, T(F). 12744-12745, 12748 (23 Jan 2007) (sniper fire over the heads of women, children, and
the elderly), PlO039 (witness statement by Martin Mol), para. 42 (woman wounded by sniping), fn. 2965, referring to
Ratko Pejanovic, T. 1329-1330 (4 May 200p) (an elderly man wounded by sniper fire), Miro Salcin, T(F). 14184
(15 Feb 2007) (women, children, and the elderly being subjected to sniper fire).
1805 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1186 & fns 2951-2952, referring to, inter alia, Exs. P06925 (confidential), pp. 2-3
(woman killed by sniper fire), P02751, p. 2 (woman and child killed by sniper fire), P02947 (confidential), pp. 4-5 (girl
wounded by sniper fire).
1806 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1018.
1807 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 997.
1800
1801
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heavy artillery, and proceeded to shell and fire on East Mostar daily, intensely, and closely;1808
(3) there was also shelling from the Serbian armed forces between June and December 1993;1809
(4) in an UNPROFOR communique, Witness Cedric Thomberrystressed that not a single structure

seemed to have been spared by the shelling/ 81O (5) the Donja Mahala neighbourhood was hit by
home-made bombs in the form of tyres filled with explosives launched from Hum mountain,
located in HVO-controlled territory;1811 (6) an HVO report sent to the Main Staff mentioned that the
HVO dropped two napalm bombs on the Donja Mahala neighbourhood; 1812 and (7) the HVO firing
and shelling killed and injured many people in East Mostar, evidenced by, inter alia, the records of
the East Mostar Hospital showing the number of patients treated for injuries caused by bullets or
explosives. 1813
547.

As for the targets of the HVO shelling, the Trial Chamber found that the attack was

indiscriminate in light of the weapons used and how they were used, which were not suited to the
destruction of military targets alone. 1814 It found, in particular, that the zone in which obvious
military targets were located - such as the ABiH headquarters - was a small residential area with a
high population density into which the HVO forcibly transferred Muslims from West Mostar. As a
result, repeated heavy artillery attacks would have to result in civilian loss of life and injury, as well
as damage to property, which was substantial and excessive in relation to the concrete and direct
military advantage anticipated.Y'" The Trial Chamber found that the firing and shelling were not
limited to specific targets. 1816 In reaching these findings, the Trial Chamber noted, inter alia, that:
(1) according to Witness DV, a professional soldier, the use of heavy artillery by the HVO was not

an appropriate method of combat for the type of conflict in the town of Mostar;1817 (2) the HVO
was technically able to identify its targets, notably using adjustment calculations; (3) East Mostar,
overall, came under HVO shelling and fire, but certain locations were targeted more particularly by
the HVO, including the Donja Mahala sector and Marshal Tito Street;1818 (4) the evidence showed
that HVO shelling and artillery fire affected all of East Mostar, made up of densely inhabited and

Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 996-998, 1000.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1001.
1810 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1004.
1811 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1005.
1812 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1006.
1813 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1016.
1814 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1686, 1689.
1815 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1686. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1689.
1816 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1018, Vol. 3, paras 1254, 1348, 1684, 1689. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1014.
1817 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 997.
1818 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1003. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1254, 1348, l68~. The Trial Chamber
noted that Marshal Tito Street - one of the main streets in East Mostar - was the location of the headquarters of the
4th Corps of the 41 st ABiH Brigade. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1009. It also noted that, according to Witness Mira
Salcin, there was no specific headquarters or fixed assembly point in Donja Mahala for the 120 ABiH soldiers who
were present and armed with only light infantry weapons. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1007.
1808
1809
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populated areas, and that many buildings were destroyed;1819 (5) it was impossible for the HVO to
precisely target with shots, shells, and tyres filled with explosives ABiH soldiers who were not
assembled at a specific location in Donja Mahala;182o and (6) evidence indicated that the ABiH
positioned mobile mortars near the East Mostar Hospital. 1821
The Trial Chamber also found that the constant and intense shelling and artillery fire 'had
the effect of terrifying the population of East Mostar. 1822 In arriving at this finding, the
548.

Trial Chamber took into consideration evidence of the fear of the population living under the
deafening sounds of HVO shelling and firing and them having to run for cover in the streets. 1823 It
referred to this terrifying effect when finding that the HVO committed the crime of unlawful
infliction of terror on civilians. 1824 Moreover, it relied on the indiscriminate nature of the attack,
taking into consideration that the HVO's shelling and firing were not limited to military targets;
rather, the whole of East Mostar was subjected to daily and intense shelling and artillery fire in
which heavy artillery was used. 1825 Finally, the Trial Chamber considered, inter alia, the HVO's
deliberate shelling and destruction of ten mosques in East Mostar. 1826
(i) Arguments of the Parties
549.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred when concluding that the HVO shelled

East Mostar intensively and indiscriminately and that the HVO shelling caused numerous
victims. 1827 First, Praljak puts forth evidence which he alleges contradicts the following
Trial Chamber findings: (1) the HVO used napalm bombs;1828 (2) the HVO was better equipped
than the ABiH and intensely shelled and fired at East Mostar between early June 1993 and early
March 1994; 1829 and (3) home-made bombs, which hit the Donja Mahala neighbourhood, were
attributable to the HVO, rather than the ABiH. 1830 He contends that the Trial Chamber should have

Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1004.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1008. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1254, 1348, 1684,
1821 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1013.
1822 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1015.
1823 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para, 1015.
1824 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1689, 1692.
1825 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1689.
1826 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1367-1377, Vol. 3, para. 1690.
1827 Praljak's Appeal Brief, headings before para. 256. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 256; Praljak's Reply Brief,
para. 86.
1828 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 258, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1006, Vol. 3, paras 1254,
1348,1684.
1829 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 260, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1000. Praljak also submits
that the Trial Chamber based its conclusions on Exhibits P05278 and P05452, which were not in evidence. Praljak's
AfcpealBrief, para. 260 & fn. 615.
180 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 264, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1005, Praljak further
submits that it cannot be excluded that these bombs were isolated criminal acts committed by individuals who were not
under anyone's control. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 264.
1819
1820
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adopted a more careful approach to the evidence as it admitted that Serbs also shelled Mostar. 1831
Praljak further submits that particular pieces of evidence to which the Trial Chamber referred do
not: (1) attribute any responsibility to the HVO for the situation in Mostar; or (2) confirm that an
HVO aeroplane dropped shells. 1832 Additionally, he argues that the UNPROFOR Spanish Battalion
("SpaBat") documents do not allow for a conclusion on the number of shells fired by the HVO as
they only indicate the number of incoming and outgoing shells in East Mostar, not West Mostar. 1833
Praljak alleges that there, is no evidence about the origin of the shelling and victims injured by the
HVO as the Trial Chamber justified its findings on the basis of the number of victims admitted into
the East Mostar Hospital. 1834
550.

Praljak avers that the Trial Chamber should have unambiguously established whether the

HVO was able to target military objectives and yet intentionally targeted the civilian population or
whether it was unable to do so and therefore its attacks were indiscriminate. 1835 Petkovic argues that
the Trial Chamber did not infer that the HVO targeted civilian objects and/or the civilian
population, as is required to establish the crime of unlawful attack on civilians. 1836 Praljak contends
that: (1) the Trial Chamber was required to ascertain "the objective and the modalities" of the attack
as to each shelling incident;1837 and (2) the fact that shelling affected a densely populated area does
not mean that civilian areas were targeted or that the attacks were indiscriminate or
disproportionate.P'" Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber had no basis to assess whether the
method or means of the attack were such that it could be directed at a specific military objective. 1839
Specifically, he submits that the Trial Chamber: (1) made no effort to establish the nature of the
alleged attacks - seemingly basing its finding in this regard on a distortion of Witness DV's
testimony - or the weapons used by the HVO;1840 and (2) failed to consider evidence confirming
that the shelling was limited and aimed at military targets. 1841 Moreover, Praljak contends that the
1831 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para, 267, See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 262, Praljak also submits that: (1) it cannot be
excluded that at least some victims and damage can be attributed to the activities of groups operating within East
Mostar who did not agree with the East Mostar government; and (2) the ABiH probably tried to expel the HVO from a
small pocket it held on the east side of the Neretva River, thereby causing collateral damage among its own population.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 267.
1832 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 257, 261, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1004.
1833 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 263, referring to Ex. P06554.
1834 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 262, referring to, inter alia, Ex. P04573, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1016; Appeal
Hearing, AT. 379 (22 Mar 2017), referring to Ex. P04573.
1835 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 269-270. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 256 & fn. 596.
1836 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 269. See also Petkovic's Appeal Brief, fn. 356. The Appeals Chamber notes that
Petkovic also states, conversely, that he "does not challenge the Chamber's findings that crimes were committed by
shelling". Petkovic's Reply Brief, para. 61.
1837 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 270. See Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 87.
1838 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 271. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 265-266, 270.
1839 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 272.
1840 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 268, 272. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 256 & fn. 597.
1841 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 272. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 265 & fn. 633. Additionally, Praljak argues that
the Trial Chamber accepted Witness Miro Salem's statements although they conflicted with its own findinJ'fs that:
(1) the ABiH had heavy weapons, including mobile mortars near the hospital; and (2) the headquarters of the 4 Corps
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Trial Chamber's finding that the damage was excessive in relation to the anticipated military
advantage was unfounded. 1842
551.

Finally, Praljak alleges errors related to the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the HVO

committed the crime of unlawful infliction of terror by shelling the population of East Mostar. 1843
He submits that, in light of the Trial Chamber's admission that the shelling was aimed at military
targets, it failed to establish that the purpose of the shelling was to spread terror and that any HVO
member had the specific intent to spread terror. 1844 He further submits that the Trial Chamber
merely stated that the shelling terrified the population, without any conclusive evidence and without'
establishing the required degree of trauma and psychological damage. 1845 Praljak requests that his
convictions under Counts 1, 2, 3, 16, 24, and 25 be reversed with respect to the relevant charges for
Mostar. 1846 Petkovic requests to be acquitted on Count 24. 1847
552.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's

interpretation of evidence without showing error. 1848 It submits that, contrary to Praljak's claims:
(1) the Trial Chamber's reasonable considerations regarding the nature of the attack were based on
the totality of evidence; (2) the Trial Chamber did not distort Witness DV's evidence; and (3) the
HVO's horne-made tyre bombs were different from ABiH handheld bombs. 1849 The Prosecution
submits that claims concerning alleged shelling by forces other than the HVO do not undermine the
Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO "daily, intensely and closely" shelled East Mostar. 1850 In this
regard, it submits that: (1) the Trial Chamber's finding that occasional Serb shelling occurred is
well-grounded; and (2) the Trial Chamber properly relied on SpaBat reports confirming the HVO's
responsibility for the shelling. 185I Further, the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber was not
required to establish the "objective and modalities" of each shelling incident. 1852 It submits,

of the 41st ABiH Brigade was located on Marshal Tito Street. He further alleges that the Trial Chamber failed to
consider the ABiH mobile mortars when concluding that the HVO firing and shelling were not limited to specific
military targets. Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 259 (referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1007, 1009),
273. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 256 & fn. 596, para. 266.
1842 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 273, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1686; Praljak's Reply Brief,
~ara. 87.
843 Praljak's Appeal Brief, headings before paras 274-275. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 274, 276. See also
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 256; Praljak's Reply Brief, paras 86,88.
1844 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 274, 277-279; Appeal Hearing, AT. 380-381 (22 Mar 2017). Praljak also submits that
HVO orders show that shelling was aimed at military targets. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 277.
1845 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 275-276.
1846 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 255.
1847 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 251,269,282.
1848 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 191, 194.
1849 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 194. The Prosecution submits that Praljak's claim that these bombs
were used in isolated criminal acts is unsupported and speculative. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 194.
1850 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 196. The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber cited many other
sugporting exhibits apart from two documents not in evidence. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 196.
18 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 196.
.
1852 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 195.
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moreover, that Praljak ignores the extensive evidence considered by the Trial Chamber and its
explicit findings that, inter alia, intense and continuous shelling formed a key part of the HVO's
unlawful attack on and terrorisation of the civilian population.Pr' Finally, the Prosecution argues
that, contrary to Petkovic's claim, the Trial Chamber "explicitly found that HVO shelling targeted
the civilian population and civilian property". 1854
553.

Regarding Praljak's challenge to his conviction under Count 25 (unlawful infliction of

terror on civilians as a violation of the laws or customs of war), the Prosecution argues that: (1) the
Trial Chamber's findings amply demonstrate that the HVO committed acts of violence the primary
purpose of which was to spread terror; and (2) it applied the correct mens rea standard. 1855 The
Prosecution argues that Praljak merely repeats his untenable claim that HVO shelling targeted
military objects and not Muslims. 1856
(ii) Analysis
554.

The

Appeals

Chamber

will

first

address

Praljak's

arguments

regarding

the

Trial Chamber's findings on the HVO's use of napalm bombs and home-made bombs and its
findings that the HVO was better equipped than the ABiH and intensely shelled and fired at
East Mostar between early June 1993 and early March 1994. With respect to Praljak's submission
that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on proposed Exhibits P05278 and P05452 as they were not
in evidence, the Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak ignores the voluminous amount of
evidence upon which the Trial Chamber relied in addition to these exhibits. 1857 The Appeals
Chamber notes that his remaining arguments are substantiated solely by reference to isolated pieces
of evidence which Praljak claims support an alternative conclusion to that reached by the Trial
Chamber. 1858 He does not, in these arguments, identify the evidence actually relied upon by the
Trial Chamber in making the relevant findings, let alone articulate error in that reliance. 1859 As such
and in each case, his arguments challenge the Trial Chamber's failure to rely on one piece of

1853 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 192-193. The Prosecution submits that the HVO intended to attack
Muslim civilians and destroy Muslim civilian objects and that this was not collateral damage. Prosecution's
Response Brief (Praljak), para. 192.
1854 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 205.
1855 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 197-198.
1856 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 198.
1857 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1000 and references cited therein. Cf Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement,

f8~~as~~5praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 258 (referring to, inter alia, Miro SalCin, T. 14219-14220 (15 Feb 2007)), 260

(referring to, inter alia, Cedric Thornberry, T. 26286 (15 Jan 2008), Grant Finlayson, T. 18042 (7 May 2007)), 264
(referring to, inter alia, Larry Forbes, T. 21288-21289 (16 Aug 2007)).
1859 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 996, 1000, 1005-1006 and references cited therein. See also Trial Judgement,
Vol. 2, para. 1018. As to Praljak's argument that it cannot be excluded that the home-made bombs were isolated
criminal acts committed by individuals who were not under anyone's control, the Appeals Chamber finds it to be
unsubstantiated and speculative.
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evidence, without explaining why the relevant findings, and by extension the conviction, should not
stand on the basis of the remaining evidence. They are accordingly dismissed.
555.

With respect to Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber should have adopted a more

careful approach to the evidence as it admitted that Serbs also shelled Mostar, he ignores that the
Trial Chamber ultimately found, on the basis of the evidence, that Serbian forces only occasionally
fired shells. 1860 Further, Praljak merely challenges the Trial Chamber's failure to rely on particular
evidence without explaining why the conviction should not stand on the basis of the remaining
evidence. 1861 In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber considered
extensive evidence when finding that the HVO shelled and fired at East Mostar daily, intensely, and
closely, thereby killing and injuring people. 1862 When arguing that evidence to which the
Trial Chamber referred does not attribute any responsibility to the HVO for the situation in Mostar,
Praljak points to the Trial Chamber's finding that HVO shelling and artillery fire affected all of
East Mostar, 1863 and ignores the other evidence the Trial Chamber relied upon in this regard. 1864 The
Appeals Chamber further rejects Praljak's allegations - that there is no evidence about the origin of
the shelling and victims injured by the HVO as the Trial Chamber justified its findings on the basis
of the number of victims admitted into the East Mostar Hospital - as he ignores the other evidence
upon which the Trial Chamber relied when reaching its findings that the HVO shelled and fired at
East Mostar and killed and injured many people, notably women, children, and the elderly.1865 The
foregoing arguments are dismissed.
556.

Regarding Praljak's claim that the evidence to which the Trial Chamber referred does not

confirm that an HVO aeroplane dropped shells, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber
merely noted that it received information indicating that the HVO had small aeroplanes with which
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1001.
See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 267 & fns 651, 653, referring to Witness CB, T. 10155 (14 Nov 2006),
Grant Finlayson, T. 18224 (9 May 2007) (both referred to in Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1001).
1862 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 996-997, 1000, 1003-1004, 1014, 1016, 1018 and references cited therein.
The Appeals Chamber finds speculative Praljak's submissions that it cannot be excluded that at least some victims and
damage can be attributed to the activities of groups operating within East Mostar and that the ABiH probably tried to
expel the HVO from a small pocket it held on the east side of the Neretva River, thereby causing collateral damage
among its own.population.
1863 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 261, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1004.
1864 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1004 & fns 2321, 2324-2325. When pointing to evidence contrary to the
Trial Chamber's finding, Praljak merely asserts that the Trial Chamber must have failed to consider relevant evidence,
without showing that no reasonable trier of fact, based on the evidence, could have reached the same conclusion as the
Trial Chamber did. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 261 & fns 622-623. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber recalls
that the Trial Chamber found, on the basis of various pieces of evidence, that HVO shelling and artillery fire affected all
of East Mostar, made up of densely inhabited and populated areas, in which homes, stores, and public buildings were
destroyed. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1004 and references cited therein.
1865 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 996-997, 1000, 1004-1006, 1009-1012, 1015-1016 & fns 2352-2354 and references
cited therein. Insofar as Praljak also puts forth evidence to challenge the Trial Chamber's findings on the origin of the
shelling, he is merely asserting that the Trial Chamber must have failed to consider relevant evidence without showing
that no reasonable trier of fact, based on the evidence, could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber
did.
1860

1861
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it dropped shells or bombs, notably on Donja Mahala, which is amply supported by the evidence on
which it relied. 1866 Praljak fails to demonstrate any error. As to his argument that the SpaBat
documents do not allow for a conclusion on the number of shells fired by the HVO and only
indicate the number of incoming and outgoing shells in East Mostar, not West Mostar, the
Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak refers only to a 9 November 1993 report and fails to identify
the Trial Chamber finding he is challenging or cite to the other evidence to which he refers. 1867 His
argument is dismissed.

557.

With regard to the argument that the Trial Chamber should have unambiguously

established whether the HVO was able to target military objectives and yet intentionally targeted
the civilian population or whether it was unable to do so and therefore its attacks were
indiscriminate, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that the attack was
indiscriminate in light of the weapons used and, most of all, how they were used. 1868 The HVO used
napalm bombs and tyres filled with explosives,1869 and although it was technically able to identify
its targets using adjustment calculations, the whole of East Mostar was subjected to intense and
1870
daily firing and shelling in which heavy artillery was used.
Praljak has failed to demonstrate
how the question of whether the shelling and firing constituted a direct attack on civilians or an
indiscriminate attack would have any bearing on the Trial Chamber's decision as to the commission
of the crime of an unlawful attack. 1871 His argument is dismissed, In light of the above, the
Appeals Chamber also dismisses Petko vic' s submission that the Trial Chamber did not infer that the
HVO targeted civilian objects and/or the civilian population.

558.

When contending that the Trial Chamber was required to ascertain the objectives and

modalities of the attack with regard to each shelling incident, Praljak points to the D. Milosevic
Appeal Judgement,1872 In its assessment therein, the Appeals Chamber referred to a limited number
of sniping and shelling incidents. 1873 In the present case, the Trial Chamber reviewed a large
volume of evidence establishing the various weapons used by the HVO, the impact on specific
neighbourhoods and zones, and incidents in which locations and buildings may have been targeted
1866 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 997, referring to, inter alia, Exs. P04785, p. 2 (reporting the HVO's use of aircraft to
drop clusters of mortar bombs), P05091, para. 26 (noting allegations that the HVO dropped mortar grenades from two
crop-duster aeroplanes), P05210 (confidential), p. 6 (reporting a flyover by a light airplane at times coinciding with the
times at which, according to the ABiH, it was shelled from the air), P09834, para. 16 (stating that the HVO had a small
plane which it would use to drop bombs on Donja Mahala as well as the areas of Luka and Tekija), Miro Salcin,
T(F). 14276-14277 (private session) (19 Feb 2007) (confirming the HVO's use of aircraft).
1867 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 263.
1868 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1686, 1689.
1869 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1005-1006, Vol. 3, paras 1254, 1348, 1451, 1684.
1870 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 997, 1000, 1003-1004, 1018, Vol. 3, paras 1254, 1348, 1451, 1684, 1686, 1689.
1871 See Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 48 (recalling the fundamental principle of customary international
law, as outlined in Article 51 of Additional Protocol I, whereby a civilian population shall not be the object of attack).
1872 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 270 & fn. 663, referring to D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 143.
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for military purposes. 1874 In light of the Trial Chamber's finding that intense shelling and artillery
fire occurred on a daily basis over the course of nine months,1875 and bearing in mind that a
trial chamber must make its own final assessment based on the totality of the evidence before it,1876
the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that a reasonable trier of fact could have taken such an approach
and therefore finds that Praljak has failed to demonstrate any error. His argument is therefore
dismissed.
559.

When submitting that the fact that shelling affected a densely populated area does not mean

that civilian areas were targeted or that the attack was indiscriminate or disproportionate, Praljak
recalls that international humanitarian law does not per se prohibit attacks aimed at military targets
when they are situated in populated areas. 1877 He presents numerous pieces of evidence to
demonstrate that, inter alia, the ABiH placed military staff, equipment, and positions in civilian
areas and used them for attacks on HVO positions. 1878 The Appeals Chamber notes that the
Trial Chamber considered evidence of the locations and shelling of ABiH positions in
East Mostar. 1879 Praljak merely points to evidence he prefers without showing that no reasonable
trier of fact, based on the evidence, could have reached the conclusion that the filing and shelling
were not limited to specific military targets.1880 His argument is therefore dismissed.
560.

In support of his submission that the Trial Chamber made no effort to establish the nature

of the alleged attacks, Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber distorted Witness DV's testimony
which, according to him, did not address the appropriateness of the method of combat used in
East Mostar, but rather the military usefulness of the artillery in this kind of combat,1881 The
Appeals Chamber rejects this argument as Praljak merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's
interpretation of the evidence, without showing that no reasonable trier of fact could have adopted

See D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, paras 140-143.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 996-997, 1000, 1003-1014 and references cited therein.
1875 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 996,1000,1018, Vol. 3, para. 1689.
1876 Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement,
para. 260, referring to Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 346;
Karemera and Ngirumpatse Appeal Judgement, para. 52.
1877 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 271.
1878 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 265-266.
1879 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1007-1014, noting: (1) that there was no specific headquarters or fixed assembly
point in Donja Mahala for the ABiH soldiers there; (2) the presence on Marshal Tito Street of the war presidency
headquarters of the Muslim political authorities, the headquarters of the 4th Corps of the 41 st ABiH Brigade, the United
Nations Military Observers ("UNMO") premises, the SpaBat premises, and the East Mostar Hospital; and (3) the
presence of ABiH mobile mortars near the hospital.
1880 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1018. Particularly, with respect to ABiH positions in the vicinity of Marshal Tito
Street, the Trial Chamber found that assuming those positions were the HVO's only targets, the firing and shelling
inevitably affected that whole zone, which was the location of not only the East Mostar Hospital where injured people
were being treated but also numerous homes and a significant proportion of the population. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2,
para. 1014. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1009-1013.
1881 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 268, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 997, Witness DV, T. 23046
(2 Oct 2007).
1873
1874
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it. 1882 Moreover, Praljak's claim that the Trial Chamber made no effort to establish the weapons
used by the HVO is unfounded. 1883 As to his submission that the Trial Chamber failed to consider
evidence confirming that the shelling was limited and aimed at military targets, the
Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak repeats his submission expressly addressed, analysed at length,
and rejected by the Trial Chamber, that the shelling was "selective and minimal".1884 The
Appeals Chamber considers that he merely asserts that the Trial Chamber must have failed to
consider relevant evidence without showing that no reasonable trier of fact, based on the evidence,
could have concluded that the HVO firing and shelling were not limited to specific military
targets. 1885 Praljak's overall submission - based on the above-mentioned arguments - that the
trial Chamber had no basis to assess whether the method or means of the attack were such that it
could be directed at a specific military objective is therefore dismissed:
561.

With respect to the crime of unlawful attacks on civilians under Article 3 of the Statute,

the Appeals Chamber recalls that although the principles of distinction and the protection of a
civilian population do not exclude the possibility of legitimate civilian casualties incidental to the
conduct of military operations, those expected casualties must not be disproportionate to the
concrete and direct military advantage anticipated before the attack. 1886 In support of his contention
that the Trial Chamber's finding - that the damage was excessive in relation to the anticipated
military advantage - was unfounded, Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber did not make any
assessment of the collateral damage and comparative military advantage. 1887 The Appeals Chamber
notes that the Trial Chamber found that the damage was excessive in relation to the concrete and
direct military advantage anticipated.P'" without determining this military advantage,1889 and as

1882 See Witness DV, T. 23046 (2 Oct 2007) ("Mostar is a different kettle of fish. Mostar is not an open battlefield. The
artillery is not as useful and perhaps it was infantry that was needed most, but I am not familiar about the preparation
for the attack.").
1883 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 997, 1005-1006, Vol. 3, paras 1254, 1348, 1451, 1684, 1686, 1689.
See also supra, paras 554-558.
1884 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1002. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1003-1014 (and references cited therein),
1018.
1885 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1018. As to Praljak's additional argument that the Trial Chamber accepted
Salem's statements although they conflicted with its own findings that the ABiH had heavy weapons and that the
headquarters of the 4th Corps of the 41st ABiH Brigade was located on Marshal Tito Street, the Appeals Chamber
dismisses his submission as he: (1) ignores the Trial Chamber's finding that the ABiH chiefly had light infantry
weapons; and (2) conflates its separate assessments of the situations in Donja Mahala and the zone of Marshal Tito
Street. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 998, 1007, 1009-1014. Concerning his related allegation that the Trial
Chamber failed to consider the ABiH mobile mortars when concluding that the HVO firing and shelling were not
limited to specific military targets, Praljak fails to demonstrate any error as the Trial Chamber considered the mobile
mortars and found that the firing and shelling were not limited to specific targets, possibly military ones "such as" the
headquarters of the 4th Corps and the 41st Brigade of the ABiH. Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1018. See Trial
Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1013-1014. His arguments are dismissed.
1886 See Galic Appeal Judgement, paras 190-192; Article 51(5)(b) of Additional Protocol I. See also Gotovina and
Markac Appeal Judgement, para. 82.
1887 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 273; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 87.
1888 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1686. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1689.
1889 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 1684-1686.
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such erred in law by failing to provide a reasoned opinion. Nevertheless, in light of the preceding
analysis,1890 and considering the basis for the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO committed the
crime of unlawful attack on civilians,1891 the Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak has failed to
identify an error that would invalidate the Trial Chamber's decision.
562.

Turning to Praljak's submissions related to the Trial Chamber's finding that the crime of

unlawful infliction of terror was committed, the Appeals Chamber first recalls that the
Trial Chamber was required to establish that the primary purpose of the acts or threats of violence
committed in East Mostar was to spread terror among the civilian population and that the
perpetrators of the crime acted with the specific intent to spread terror. 1892 The Appeals Chamber
considers that Praljak ignores findings when submitting that, in light of the Trial Chamber's
admission that the shelling was aimed at military targets, it failed to establish that the purpose of the
shelling was to spread terror and that any HVO member had the specific intent to spread terror.
Namely, the Trial Chamber found that the attack was indiscriminate as the HVO's shelling and
firing were not limited to military targets; rather, the whole of East Mostar was subjected to daily
and intense shelling and artillery fire in which heavy artillery was used. 1893 The indiscriminate
nature of an attack was a reasonable factor for the Trial Chamber to consider in determining
specific intent to spread terror. 1894 The Trial Chamber also considered, inter alia, the HVO's
deliberate shelling and destruction of ten mosques in East Mostar. 1895 Finally, it expressly linked
shelling and sniping as factors contributing to the terrorisation of the population of East Mostar. 1896
The Appeals Chamber considers that a reasonable trier of fact could conclude that HVO actions
were conducted with the requisite specific intent to spread terror on these bases. Praljak fails to
show that the Trial Chamber erred in this respect,1897 His argument is dismissed.
563.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that although it has previously found that the crime of

unlawful infliction of terror involves cases in which "extensive trauma and psychological damage"
1890 See supra, paras 557-560 (recalling that the Trial Chamber assessed the various weapons used by the HVO, the
impact on specific neighbourhoods and zones, and incidents in which locations and buildings may have been targeted
for military purposes, and that the Trial Chamber found that, in light of the weapons used and, most of all, how they
were used, the attack was indiscriminate) & fn. 1871 (referring to Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 48,
recalling the fundamental principle of customary international law, as outlined in Article 51 of Additional Protocol I,
whereby a civilian population shall not be the object of an attack).
1891 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1688 (finding that by, inter alia, "shelling and firing at the civilian population of
East Mostar", the HVO committed the crime of an unlawful attack on civilians).
1892 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 37; Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 104.
1893 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 997, 1000, 1004, 1018, Vol. 3, paras 1254, 1348, 1451, 1684, 1686, 1689. See supra,
para. 557. In submitting that HVO orders show that shelling was aimed at military targets, Praljak points to submissions
that the Appeals Chamber previously rejected. Praljak's Appeal Brief, fn. 683. See supra, para. 560.
.
1894 See D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 37; Galle Appeal Judgement, para. 102 ("The acts or threats of violence
constitutive of the crime of terror shall not however be limited to direct attacks against civilians or threats thereof but
may include indiscriminate or disproportionate attacks or threats thereof.").
1895 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1367-1377, Vol. 3, para. 1690. See infra, paras 566-569.
1896 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1689. See supra, paras 540-545.
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are caused by "attacks [which] were designed to keep the inhabitants in a constant state of
terror",1898 the actual terrorisation of the civilian population is not an element of the crime of
unlawful infliction of terror. 1899 Thus, with respect to Praljak's assertion that the Trial Chamber
merely stated that the shelling terrified the East Mostar population, without any conclusive evidence
and without establishing the "required" degree of trauma and psychological damage, the
Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber was not, stricto sensu, required to establish
such.
The Appeals Chamber notes, however, that evidence of actual terrorisation may contribute
1900
to establishing other elements of the crime of terror.
In the instant case, the Trial Chamber
564.

considered evidence regarding the terrifying effect on the civilian population, particularly evidence
of the fear of the civilian population of East Mostar living under the deafening sound of HVO
shelling and firing and them having to run for cover in the streets. 1901 It recalled this terrifying
effect in its legal findings on unlawful infliction of terror on civilians,1902 and while it did not
expressly indicate why it, did so, the Appeals Chamber notes that it has previously held that
psychological impact on a population may satisfy the required gravity threshold of the crime. 1903
The Appeals Chamber considers that a reasonable trier of fact could rely on the evidence regarding
the terrifying effect on the civilian population outlined above for this purpose. In light of the fact
that this psychological impact was therefore relevant to the Trial Chamber's legal conclusion that
the crime of unlawful infliction of terror had been established, the Appeals Chamber considers that
Praljak fails to show that the Trial Chamber erred in law in its reasoning. In light of the foregoing,
the Appeals Chamber finds that Praljak fails to show that the Trial Chamber erred. Accordingly,
Praljak's allegations related to the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the HVO committed the crime
of unlawful infliction of terror on the civilian population of East Mostar are dismissed.
565.

For the above reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal 21 and

Petkovic's sub-ground of appeal 5.2.2.4 both in relevant part. 1904

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 194-197, Vol. 3, paras 1689-1692.
Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 102. See D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 35.
1899 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 35, citing Galle Appeal Judgement, para. 104.
1900 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 35.
1901 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1015 & fns 2350-2351. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1016.
1902 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1689. Moreover, in establishing that the RVO committed the crime of unlawful.
infliction of terror on civilians, the Trial Chamber considered multiple underlying acts including the RVO's campaign
of sniper fire which left the population under constant threat of being killed or wounded and prevented them from
carrying. out activities that were indispensable for their survival. Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 1689.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1176, Vol. 3, paras 1690-1692.
1903 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 35.
1904 The Appeals Chamber observes that a review of the Trial Chamber's legal findings reveals that killings resulting
from shellings were not considered under Counts 2 or 3. See infra, para. 2264. Therefore Praljak's request to be
acquitted under those counts is moot.
1897
1898
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(e) Destruction of or damage to mosques in East Mostar (Praljak's Ground 24)
566.

The Trial Chamber found that the HVO's constant shooting and shelling of East Mostar
destroyed or significantly damaged ten mosques between June and December 1993.1905 It was
satisfied that the HVO deliberately targeted these ten mosques. 190 6 In reaching these findings, the
Trial Chamber noted, inter alia, that: (1) eight out of the ten mosques were damaged or partially
destroyed by the JNA and/or the VRS in 1992, while the remaining two mosques did not sustain
damage and were still intact in January 1993, and probably until 9 May 1993;1907 (2) each of the
mosques in East Mostar was damaged or destroyed essentially by artillery fire between June and
December 1993 and, in 1994, all mosques in Mostar town had been destroyed;1908 and (3) various
sources of evidence indicated that the HVO knowingly, systematically, and deliberately attacked
the mosques in East Mostar. 1909
567.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred when it concluded that the HVO deliberately

targeted and destroyed or damaged ten mosques in East Mostar between June and
December 1993.1910 He submits that while the Trial Chamber noted that eight of the ten mosques
had been damaged or partially destroyed by non-HVO forces in 1992, it did not establish what
further damage occurred to those mosques in 1993, nor could it establish whether the two other
mosques remained intact after January 1993.1911 Praljak further submits that the evidence does not
allow for the Trial Chamber's finding because all but one of the mosques had been destroyed by
May 1993.1912 Additionally, Praljak submits that it was impossible for the Trial Chamber to
attribute the destruction to the HVO and conclude that theHVO deliberately targeted the mosques
because Exhibit P02636, on which it relied to do so, did not indicate how they were destroyed or
who destroyed them. 1913 Finally, Praljak submits that with the exception of one mosque in
West Mostar, there is no evidence that the HVO was involved in the destruction of any mosque in
Mostar. 1914 Praljak therefore requests that the Appeals Chamber acquit him under Counts 1
(persecution as a crime against humanity) and 21 (destruction or wilful damage done to institutions
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1377. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1372-1375.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1377.
1907 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1369. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1370-1371.
1908 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1372-1375.
1909 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1376.
1910 Praljak's Appeal Brief, headings before paras 298, 301, paras 299, 301.
1911 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 298, 300, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1369-1371;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 379 (22 Mar 2017). See Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 91. The non-HVO forces Praljak refers to are
the JNA and VRS. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 298.
1912 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 299; Appeal Hearing, AT. 379 (22 Mar 2017).
1913 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 302-303 & fns 736-737. Praljak further argues that attribution to the HVO is also
impossible because multiple micro-wars were ongoing in East Mostar with different groups under different command.
See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 302.
1905
1906
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dedicated to religion or education as a violation of the laws or customs of war) of the relevant
charges with respect to Mostar. 1915
568.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak repeats his claims from trial, ignoring the

Trial Chamber's explicit findings that the HVO subjected East Mostar to intense and uninterrupted
shelling and constant shooting which damaged nearly all the buildings, as well as its analysis of
evidence indicating systematic and intentional attacks on mosques. 1916 The Prosecution argues that
the Trial Chamber considered evidence regarding each of the ten mosques, and properly determined
that the HVO deliberately damaged and destroyed them between June and December 1993.1917
Additionally, the Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber considered what further damage the
HVO inflicted on e~ch mosque during the siege. 1918 Further, the Prosecution contends that Praljak's
interpretation of the evidence, that all mosques in Mostar (except for one) were destroyed by
May 993, is undermined by other evidence. 1919 The Prosecution contends that Praljak's argument
regarding Exhibit P02636 shows no error in the Trial Chamber's finding. l 92o
569.

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber considered the condition of each of

the ten mosques prior to June 1993, and noted with specificity which mosques were previously
damaged and which mosques remained intact at the time. 1921 The Trial Chamber then systematically
articulated how each mosque was either completely destroyed or sustained further damage as a
result of HVO attacks between June and December 1993. 1922 In light of these findings, which
Praljak misrepresents when claiming that the Trial Chamber did not establish what further damage
occurred to the mosques in 1993, the Appeals Chamber dismisses his arguments regarding the
extent of the damage done to the mosques in 1993. Regarding Praljak's argument that
Exhibit P02636 did not indicate how the mosques were destroyed or who destroyed them, the
Appeals Chamber observes that he ignores all the other evidence on which the Trial Chamber relied
to attribute the destruction to the HVO and conclude that the HVO deliberately targeted the
1914 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 304; Appeal Hearing, AT. 379 (22 Mar 2017). Praljak specifically refers to one
mosque in West Mostar that was destroyed by an HVO member, but contends that the only evidence that the HVO
ordered its destruction is unconfirmed and doubtful. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 304.
1915 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 297.
1916 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 211-212, 215. The Prosecution submits that even though the
Trial Chamber did not need to establish the intent of perpetrators used by JCE members, it properly determined that the
HVO forces did possess the required intent. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 215.
1917 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 213.
1918 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 213. The Prosecution also states that Praljak's argument regarding the
West Mostar mosque is unpersuasive because whether or not the HVO ordered its destruction,Praljak could foresee that
mosques would be destroyed for the purposes of JCE III liability. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 216,
referring to, inter alia, Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 304.
1919 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 214, referring to, inter alia, Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 299.
See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 211.
1920 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 215, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1376.
1921 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1369-1371.
1922 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1372-1375.
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mosques, and therefore finds that he fails to demonstrate that no reasonable trier of fact could have
concluded as the Trial Chamber did. 1923 Similarly, in arguing that there isno evidence that the HVO
was involved in the destruction of any mosque in East Mostar, Praljak disregards the evidence the
Trial Chamber relied upon in this respect. I924 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses
Praljak's ground of appeal 24.
2. Deaths of four Muslim men during the attack on Rastani (Praljak's Ground 27)
570.

The Trial Chamber deemed "that the evidence allows finding" that on 24 August 1993,

during the attack on the village of Rastani, .HVO soldiers killed four Muslim men who had
surrendered. 1925 It made this finding having noted, inter alia, that: (1) around 15 people including
two Muslim families sought refuge in the house of Mirsad :luskic, an ABiH soldier, to escape from
the HVO attack;1926 (2) a group of HVO soldiers fired at the house demanding that the occupants
come out, and subsequently killed four men who had come out to sUlTender;I927 and (3) according to
Witness DA, only one of the men was a member of the ABiH and none of them wore a military
uniform when they surrendered.'?"
571.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred in deeming "that the evidence allows

finding", where there was not enough evidence for a finding beyond reasonable doubt, that in
Rastani on 24 August 1993 four Muslim men (one of whom was an ABiH member) were killed by
HVO soldiers after the four men had surrendered.Y'" He submits that the Trial Chamber ignored
that Rastani was a place of "constant combats" between the HVO and ABiH and that the ABiH
used many buildings in Rastani for military purposes, including the house where the four men were
sheltered. 1930 Praljak also submits that the Trial Chamber accepted but did not critically assess the
witnesses' questionable assertions that three of the four men were civilians.Y" Further, Praljak
submits that the Trial Chamber did not consider significant contradictions in the witnesses'
statements, which cast doubt on their version of the event,1932 Finally, Praljak submits that it is
1923 See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1375-1377 and references cited therein. Cf Praljak's Appeal Brief,
p.ara. 302, referring to Ex. P02636, pp. 2, 4.
924 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1372-1376 and references cited therein.
1925 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 963. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 955-962.
1926 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 956.
1927 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 957-961.
1928 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 962.
1929 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 315, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 963. See Praljak's Appeal Brief,
p.ara. 322; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 95.
930 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 316. Praljak further argues that the Trial Chamber neither explained why people
gathered in the house of an ABiH soldier nor noted contradictory evidence regarding their arrival there. Praljak's
A~peal Brief, para. 317.
19 1 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 318. Praljak admits, however, that if the events matched the witnesses' descriptions,
the three men's possible ABiH affiliation would have no bearing on the Trial Chamber's finding. Praljak's
Ap,pealBrief, para. 319.
192 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 319-320.
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impossible to attribute the killings to the HVO because there is no evidence about the identities of
1933
the perpetrators or the unit of which they were a part.
Praljak therefore requests that the
Appeals Chamber acquit him under Counts 1 (persecution as a crime against humanity), 2 (murder
as a crime against humanity), and 3 (wilful killing as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions) of
· to t he event in
. R astam. 1934
th e ch arges re Iating
v

572.

•

The Prosecution responds that Praljak reiterates arguments - that the HVO conducted

legitimate military operations in Rastani and that the four men were not civilians - which the
Trial Chamber considered but rejected as irrelevant, because the killings occurred after they
surrendered, rendering their civilian or combatant status immaterial. 1935 The Prosecution submits
that Praljak merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's interpretation of evidence without showing
error, and that the Trial Chamber assessed contradictions in the evidence and reasonably concluded
that the house was not used for military purposes. 1936 Therefore, the Prosecution contends that
Praljak's assertion that the Trial Chamber failed to apply the correct burden of proof is wrong, and
further, Praljak ignores his own burden. 1937 Finally, the Prosecution argues that Praljak ignores the
fact that the Trial Chamber properly attributed the killings to the HVO. 1938

573.

The Appeals Chamber notes that while the Trial Chamber used the phrase "the evidence

allows finding",1939 it in fact set out the correct standard in a general section on evidentiary
standards and stated that although it did not systematically restate the expression "beyond
reasonable doubt" in each finding of fact or in respect of the criminal responsibility of the
Appellants, it applied this standard throughout the Trial Judgement.P'" The specific language
identified by Praljak must be considered in this context. Regarding Praljak's argument that the Trial
Chamber did not consider significant contradictions in witness statements, the Appeals Chamber
notes that the Trial Chamber referred to all of the evidence on which Praljak relies,1941 and finds
that Praljak fails to show that no reasonable trier of fact, based on the evidence, could have reached
the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber did, namely that the four Muslim men were killed "even
though they had surrendered".1942 As a result, the following arguments are dismissed as irrelevant:
that Rastani was a place of "constant combats" between the HVO and ABiH, that the ABiH used
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 321.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 323. See Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 96.
1935 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 225-226.
1936 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 225, 227. The Prosecution states that the Trial Chamber found that the
house was instead used for refuge. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 227.
1937 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 227.
1938 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 225,228.
1939 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 963; Trial Judgement (French original), Vol. 2, para. 963 ("ces elements de preuve lui
permettent de conclure").
1940 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 267.
1941 Cf Praljak's Appeal Brief, fns 784-785, 787; Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, fns 2217, 2222.
1942 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 963. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 958-959, 962.
1933
1934
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the house where the four men were sheltered for military purposes, and that the Trial Chamber did
not critically assess the witnesses' assertions that three of the four men killed were civilians.
Finally, the Appeals Chamber dismisses his arguments regarding the soldiers' identities and unit
affiliation, considering that the Trial Chamber was not required to establish those as a prerequisite
for its finding that the perpetrators belonged to the HVO. 1943 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber
dismisses Praljak' s ground of appeal 27.
3. Commission of crimes by the Bruno Busic Regiment at the Heliodrom
CPetkoviC's Sub-ground 5.2.3.1 in part)
574.

The Trial Chamber found that from May 1993 to mid-April 1994, members of the Military

Police and "[m]embers of the HVO armed forces, including those of KB professional units and the

Bruno Busic Regiment as well as other individuals [... ] brutally and regularly beat the Heliodrom
prisoners". 1944
575.

Petkovic submits that the finding that members of the HVO, including the Bruno Busic

Regiment, "regularly and brutally" beat Heliodrom detainees is incorrect and groundless.V" He
argues that the finding is based solely on the testimony of Witness A, who was detained for several
days in May 1993 and who testified that he saw members of the Regiment take prisoners out of the
room where they were held in order to beat them. 1946
576.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that soldiers from the

Bruno Busic Regiment regularly and brutally beat detainees at the Heliodrom in May 1993. 1947
577.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Petkovic's submission is unclear as to whether he is

challenging the Trial Chamber"s findings on the beatings of Heliodrom detainees generally, or
specifically the implication of members of the Bruno Busic Regiment in these beatings. 1948 It
considers, however, that in light of the context in which the argument is made, it relates to the
latter. 1949 In this regard, the Trial Chamber found that HVO members, including from the Bruno
Busic Regiment, regularly and brutally beat the Heliodrom prisoners, referring to the evidence of

Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 963. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 957-959, 962.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1591. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1580-1590.
1945 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 347; Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 34(vi), 35.
1946 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 347.
1947 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 136.
1948 See Petkovics Appeal Brief, para. 347.
1949 See Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 339-351. The Appeals Chamber considers in any event that.the Trial Chamber
based its findings on the beatings of Heliodrom detainees on a wide range of evidence, which Petkovic ignores.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 1580-1590 and references cited therein.
1943
1944
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Witness A. 1950 The Appeals Chamber recalls that there is no general requirement that the testimony
of a witness be corroborated if deemed otherwise credible. 1951In this instance, Witness A stated that
soldiers who had on their left arm a Bruno Busic patch would beat prisoners, sometimes until they
could barely walk, and that this occurred "frequently".1952 Petkovic has failed to show that no
reasonable trier of fact could have made the impugned finding based on this evidence which was
accepted by the Trial Chamber to be credible, and the credibility of which is not challenged by
Petkovic. His argument, and sub-ground of appeal 5.2.3.1 in relevant part, is accordingly dismissed.

G. Conclusion
578.

The Appeals Chamber grants Stojic's sub-ground of appeal 45.1 and Praljak's ground of
appeal 12 and consequently reverses the convictions of the Appellants 1953 under Counts 1
(persecution as a crime against humanity), 2 (murder as a crime against humanity), 3 (wilful killing

as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions), 15 (inhumane acts as a crime against humanity), arid
16 (inhuman treatment as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions) with regard to the killing of
seven civilians in Dusa. 1954 In addition, the Appeals Chamber reverses the Trial Chamber's finding
that the shelling during attacks on the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Uzricje, and Zdrimci was
indiscriminate and amounted to wanton destruction not justified by military necessity (Count 20)
and persecution (Count 1), and reverses the convictions of all Appellants under Count 1 in this
regard. 1955 Finally, the Appeals Chamber reverses the Trial Chamber's finding that the destruction
of the Old Bridge constituted wanton destruction not justified by military necessity (Count 20), and
thus persecution as a crime against humanity (Count 1) and unlawful infliction of terror on civilians
as a violation of the laws or customs of war (Count 25),1956 and reverses the Appellants' convictions
on these counts insofar as they concern the Old Bridge. The impact of these reversals, if any, on the
Trial Chamber's findings as to the CCP, as well as on the Appellants' sentences, will be assessed
below. 1957
579.

The Appeals Chamber dismisses all remaining grounds of appeal regarding the underlying

crimes of the lCE.

1950 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1591. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1584 & fn. 3996, refening to Witness A,
T(F). 14044 (closed session) (13 Feb 2007).
1951 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 243, 1264; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 215. See also Kordic and
Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 274.
1952 Witness A, T. 14044-14045 (closed session) (13 Feb 2007).
1953 The Appeals Chamber recalls that Pusic was not convicted of any charges in relation to these killings as he was not
a member of the JCE as of January 1993. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1229.
1954 See supra, para. 442.
1955 See supra, para. 453. See also supra, paras 399, 413 (agreeing with the Prosecution that the Trial Chamber erred in
not entering convictions for the Four Groups of Incidents under Count 20).
1956 See supra, paras 411-412, 414, 426.
1957 See infra, paras 886, 3359-3365.
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